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Objectives:

1.To familiarize the students with aggregative variables such as NI, Employment, growth and 

Development, Public revenue, Public Expenditure, Budget etc.

2. To provide theoretical base for the above said aggregative variables at the national level.

UNIT-I: National Income

National Income – Meaning, definitions and methods of estimation. 

Concepts of National Income – GNP, NNP, NI, PI, DPI.

Difficulties in the calculation of N.I.

UNIT-II Theories of Employment

Say’s Law of market        

Keynesian Theory of Employment and Effective Demand and its determinants.

Trade Cycles – Meaning, Phases, and control                                 

  

      UNIT-III: Economic Growth vs Economic Development

Economic Growth vs Economic development.

Determinants of Economic Development

Vicious circle of Poverty and determination of BPL

Strategies of economic growth - Balanced Vs Unbalanced growth                                               

Big push theory, Critical minimum effort Thesis
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Items of Public Expenditure
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Direct and Indirect Tax- Meaning
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Unit I- National Income

Economic welfare of a country purely depends on the amount of goods and services made 

available by a country for the consumption needs of its people.  Economic Welfare of a country 

can be effectively measured by the National Income of a country. National income is the flow of 

goods and services which become available to a nation during a given year. Thus National 

Income is a flow and not a stock.

Thus NI is-

The market value of goods and services produced and is a monetary measure.

Calculations of goods and services in a given year must be done without duplication.

NI has 3 interpretations-

It is the total value of production,

It represents total receipts,

It represents total expenditure.

NI=National Product=National expenditure. Thus it is the sum of all the incomes, values of all 

the final production and sum value of all the expenditure. 

National Income is the aggregate money value of all goods and services produced in a  during a 

given year, taking into account the deductions made due to wear and tear, depreciation of plant 

and machinery used in the production of goods and services. It is the money measure or value of 

net aggregate of goods and services available annually to a nation as a result of the economic 

activities of the community at large consisting of households or individuals, business firms, 

social and political institutions.

Definitions

Simon Kuznets- The net output of commodities and services flowing during the year from the 

country’s production system in the hands of the ultimate consumers.
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National income committee India-a NI estimate measures the volume of commodities and 

services turned out during a given period, counted without duplication. 

According to Marshall: “The labour and capital of a country acting on its natural resources 

produce annually a certain net aggregate of commodities, material and immaterial including 

services of all kinds. This is the true net annual income or revenue of the country or national 

dividend.

The word ‘net’ refers to deductions from the gross national income in respect of depreciation and 

wearing out of machines. It includes income from abroad. A defect of this definition was:

With varied and increase in production of large goods and services it is very difficult to have a 

correct estimation of them.

There always exists the fear of the mistake of double counting, and hence the national income 

cannot be correctly estimated. Double counting means that a particular commodity or service like 

raw material or labour, etc. might get included in the national income twice or more than twice.

 Major problem in correct estimation of national income is many of the commodities produced 

are not marketed and the producer either keeps the produce for self-consumption or exchanges it 

for other commodities.

In the words of Pigou, “National income is that part of objective income of the community, 

including of course income derived from abroad which can be measured in money.”

It is a better definition than Marshall’s definition mainly because-

1. This definition avoids double counting; the goods and services which can be measured in 

money are included in national income. 

2. Income received on account of investment in foreign countries is included in national income. 

Defects- 

In the light of the definition put forth by Pigou, it is difficult to differentiate between 

commodities which can and which cannot be exchanged for money.
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2. According to this definition only such commodities that can be exchanged for money are 

included in estimation of national income.

3. The Pigovian definition is applicable only to the developed countries where goods and 

services are exchanged for money in the market.

According to Fisher, “The National dividend or income consists solely of services as received 

by ultimate consumers, whether from their material or from the human environments. Thus, a 

piano, or an overcoat made for me this year is not a part of this year’s income, but an addition to 

the capital. Only the services rendered to me during this year by these things are income.” 

Fisher’s definition is considered to be better than that of Marshall or Pigou, because Fisher’s 

definition provides an adequate concept of economic welfare which is dependent on 

consumption, and consumption represents standard of living.

Defects-

It is more difficult to estimate the money value of net consumption than that of net production. 

There certain consumption goods which are durable and last for many years.

The durable goods generally keep changing hands leading to a change in their ownership and 

value too

According to United Nations, national income has been defined on the basis of the systems of 

estimating national income, as net national product, as addition to the shares of different factors, 

and as net national expenditure in a country in a year’s time. In practice, while estimating 

national income, any of these three definitions may be adopted, because the same national 

income would be derived, if different items were correctly included in the estimate. 

Thus it can be said NI is-Flow of goods and services, a monetary measure and helps to analyze 

the trends of the nation.
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Concepts of National Income

The important concepts of national income are as follows-

Gross National Product – 

It is the basic national accounting measure of the total output or aggregate supply of goods and 

services. It is the total market value of all final goods and services produced in a year at the 

market prices. GNP is defined as the sum of the GDP and net factor incomes from abroad i.e., 

incomes earned by country’s residents abroad minus income earned by foreign residents from the 

country. 

While estimating GNP, two factors are to be considered-

1. It measures only the market value of annual output, i.e., only a monetary measure and

    2. The calculation is only once, thus avoids double counting.

Thus GNP is the value of final goods and services produced in a year and consumed by 

households, and are denoted by C that is consumption by households.

GNP is the value of new capital goods and services produced and addition to the inventories of 

goods, such as raw materials, unfinished goods and consumer goods produced but not sold 

during a year, and is called as Gross Private Investment,  I.

The Value of output of general government which is taken to be equal to the value purchases of 

goods and services by the government which is denoted as G.

Net exports (Xn) which is equal to the value of goods exported minus the value of goods 

imported. M.

Net factor from abroad.
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Thus GNP is- Consumer goods + Producer goods + change in the inventories + net foreign 

income. Thus it can be concluded that GNP is a good index and avoids statistical difficulties. It 

gives only the general picture of the economy.

Net national Product 

    NNP refers to the value of net output of the economy during a given year.  It is obtained by 

deducting the value of the depreciation, or replacement allowance of the capital assets from this 

concept the GNP.

GNP – Depreciation = NNP

    This concept gives a clear picture to the net increase in the total production as it excludes 

depreciation costs.

National Income at factor cost

It simply means the sum of incomes earned by resources supplied for their contribution of land, 

labour, capital and organization which goes into the year’s net production. It can also be said as 

incomes received by the factors of production in the form of wages, rent, interest and profits.

NNP at factor cost =NNP – indirect taxes + subsidies.

It gives the picture to the society about the costs incurred in the process of production. 

    Personal income

It is the sum of all the incomes actually received by all individuals or household in a given year. 

 Personal income = NI – corporate profits – social security contributions + Transfer payments

The concept of Personal income helps to analyze the potential purchasing power of a household 

in an economy. It is also helpful to measure the general welfare of the consumer in a country.

DPI
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DPI is the net income available with an individual to spend. It is that part of personal income 

which is left behind after payment of personal direct taxes that is used to meet the consumption 

requirements. 

DPI = Personal income – Personal Direct Taxes. Individuals normally spend major portion of 

DPI on consumption, reserving balance for savings.

 Thus DPI = Consumption + Savings 

Estimation of national Income

  National output of a country can be computed either by taking into consideration production, 

distribution or expenditure.

  The 3 methods to calculate national Income of a country are – 

Product method

Income method

Expenditure method

Product method/Output method/value added method- It measures the output of a country. It 

takes into consideration the total good and services produced in a year at market prices. Here 

value added by each enterprise in the production of goods and services is calculated during a 

year and is added up. While estimating NI with this method the economy is divided into different 

sectors, like agriculture, mining, construction, trade etc.

This method involves –

First there will be identification of the producing enterprise and classifying them into sectors. 

Then estimating the net value added by each producing unit as well as each sector and adding up 

the net value of all the sectoral contributions. It includes only the money value of final goods and 

services produced during a given year. This method deducts the value of depreciation. 

The following deductions are made in the process of calculating NI through Product method -
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Intermediate consumption (raw materials)

Consumption of fixed capital

Net indirect taxes.

Further real income earned from abroad is to be added.

Thus Product method is derived by –

            Y = (P –D) +(S –T) + [(X –M) + (R –P)]

Y – Total income of a nation

P- Domestic output of all production sectors

D – Depreciation allowance

S- Subsidies

T – Indirect taxes

X –exports

M – Imports

R – Receipts from abroad 

P – Payments made abroad.

  This method is successful where there is census of production for every year. The precautions 

to be taken in calculation of National Income with the product method is 

1. The imputed rent values of house has to be included

2. The Sale and purchase of second hand goods should not be included

3. The commission and brokerage charges for such transaction should be included.

4. The value of production for self consumption should be accounted.

5. The value of intermediate goods must be deducted. 

Difficulties in product method 
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The first difficulty is to ascertain the value of raw materials, intermediate goods and 

depreciation. In many areas of production it is difficult to value either because there is no 

acceptable value or lots of difficulty in securing data of the subsistence production units in 

underdeveloped and developing countries. There is no reliable data available regarding output in 

different sectors and sub sectors. A correct estimation in income from abroad has to be either 

included or subtracted to get a correct picture of N.I. 

Income method- Income method approaches NI from distribution side. NI is obtained by 

summing up the incomes of all individuals and business enterprises of a country during a year.  It 

is the sum total of all money incomes such as wages, salaries, rent and profits received by 

individuals and enterprises in a country during a given financial year. Income details are 

obtained through income tax returns, book of accounts, reports, published accounts and estimates 

of small accounts.  This method helps in analyzing the distribution of NI among different income 

groups such as landlords, employees, workers, owner of capital, entrepreneurs.

 To calculate NI under Income methods following steps are to be followed: 

First identification of production enterprises are done  and then classify them into various sectors 

– namely, agriculture, fishing, manufacturing etc.

Secondly, to classify the factor payments –

 a. Wages and salaries of employees, both in cash and kind and employer’s contribution to social 

security schemes.

b. Rent/royalty

c. Interest-

d. Profits – Dividend, Undistributed profits and corporate income tax.
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Thirdly, to measure factor payments here income paid by each enterprise can be estimated by 

collecting information about the number of units each factor has employed and the income paid 

out to each unit of every factor.

Fourth, to add up factor payments of all enterprises belonging to the industrial sector, it helps us 

to understand the income paid out to various factors by a particular industry or sector.

Fifth to add up net factor income earned from abroad to domestic factor income.

Y =∑( w + r + i + p) + [(X – M ) + ( R- P)

 This method is helpful for countries with large income tax payers.Thus NI of a country is 

equivalent to the sum total of the disbursements of their factor income. 

The precautions to be taken in calculation of NI under Income method are-

1. The Transfer payments are to be excluded

2. The imputed rent of self occupied houses is to be included.

3. The windfall gains like prizes, lotteries won are not be included.

4. Illegal money is excluded as they are not easily accounted.

5. The Corporate profit tax is not included as it is part of profits.

6. The Death duties, gift tax, wealth tax on lotteries are normally paid from past savings, 

and hence will not be included.

7. The Receipt from sale of second hand goods are not included.

8. The Income equal to the value of production for self consumption has to be estimated and 

included while estimating NI.

Expenditure method- Expenditure method also called as outlay method.  Here it is assumed that 

NI on the consumption side is always equal to the value of consumption plus expenditure. Hence 

NI is derived by adding up all expenditure made on goods and services during a year. NI is 

derived by summing up all consumption expenditure and investment expenditure made by all the 

individuals and also by the government of a country during a given year.

It takes into account the following expenditures incurred by –
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a. Personal consumption expenditure made on consumption of durable and non durable 

goods and services. It is denoted by – C.

b. Government purchases of goods and services to satisfy the collective wants. It is denoted 

as – G. 

c. Gross domestic capital formation i.e. the expenditure by productive enterprises on capital 

goods and inventories/stocks. It comprises of gross fixed capital formation and addition 

to the stock or inventories. This is denoted as I. 

d.  Net foreign Investment.  It includes receipts of the exports of goods to other countries , 

i.e. – X and the expenditure made by the people , enterprise and government on the 

import of goods and services from other countries, i.e. –M

Thus it is - C+G+I+(X-M)

                  C+G+I+Nx.

   The precautions to be taken are–

1. There should be exclusion of sale of second hand products.

2. It excludes purchase of shares and bonds as they are only claims and not expenditure.

3. It excludes transfer payments.

4. Excludes expenditure on intermediate goods.

     These are the three methods used to calculate / estimate NI of a country
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Difficulties in estimating National Income

National Income is a simple linear aggregation of income accruing to the factors of production 

supplied by the normal residents of a country in question. In this process of calculation confusion 

always arises as to inclusion and exclusion of services and goods. The process of calculation of 

NI for any country is marked by difficulties and complexities. The problems faced in estimating 

Problems-

1. There is difficulty in estimating the output of the non monetized sector, because proper 

accounts are not maintained. The rough approximate estimates are added in the process of 

calculation leading to either over estimated or under estimated figures.

2. There is no availability of data of small producers or household enterprises as they do not 

follow standard accounting principle.

3. The data on income distribution is also not accurate and reliable because many firms and 

sources do not give correct estimates. .

4. The existence of parallel economy leads to unreported illegal income that does get 

included in national income estimates.
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5. Conceptual difficulties- 

a. It is a difficult task in analyzing the inclusion of government administration services in 

National Income estimates. 

b. There exists difficulty in identification of productive services. The valuation of products in 

terms of fixing base year is the biggest challenge as the base year should be free from economic 

fluctuations. 

c. Another difficult task has been in defining what an economic good is. Many economists argue 

that there many services contributed on the basis of emotional parameters that does not get 

included in National Income. Example -services of a housewife which has been under debate for 

a long period for inclusion in calculation of National Income.

d. There cannot be accurate values of imputed value of goods and services as most of the time 

rough estimates are added.

e. The basic condition of estimates of National Income is without multiple counting, but 

accuracy in estimates has always been a failure and many times certain goods and services are 

included more than once under different heads.

f. The statistical problems are maintenance of data accurately. The statastitcal data are not 

available for especially in non monetised sector and failure of maintain information in various 

department leads to adding up approximate numbers.

g. The other areas of concerns for estimation of National Income in India are non adoption of 

technology, following of conventional methods and lack of specialization in data collection

h. Certain professions like doctors, lawyer’s teachers and charted accountants do not reveal their 

actual income sources, which has to be checked upon on.

i. Households only reveal legal expenses while certain other professions reveal only fees 

charged.
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UNIT-II Theories of Employment

Say’s Law of market

The classical school of economic thought consists of galaxy of economist like Adam smith, 

Ricardo, and J S Mill. The philosophies of this school was based on traditional and orthodox 

principles but were well defined thoughts.

 The classical economists always assumed a state of employment in the economy. The normal 

situation in an economy, according to them was full employment equilibrium. Less than full 

employment, they believed, was an abnormal situation. Classical always held that there are no 

lapses from full employment equilibrium and even if there are any, there is always a tendency to 

return to full employment. This belief of the classical economists was based on the views of a 

French economist, J.B. Say (1767-1832).

The classical theory were based on set of assumptions-

1. There will existence of full employment.

2. The economy works under free market price system.

3. There is prevalence of perfect competition in labour and product market.

4. It is a closed lassisez faire economy.
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5. The wages and prices are flexible.

6. There exists coordination between money wages and real wages.

7. No deficiency of demand consumption and investment expenditure.

8. Total output of the economy is divided between 

9. Capital, stock and technology is given in short period.

Say’s Law of Market 

Say’s law of markets is the core of the classical theory of employment. He propounded the 

theory in his popular treatise ‘Traite’d Economique Politique. An early 19th century French 

Economist, J.B. Say, gave the proposition that “supply creates its own demand.” 

According to J.B. Say, there cannot be general overproduction or general unemployment on 

account of the excess of supply over demand because whatever is supplied or produced is 

automatically exchanged for money. In Say’s own words, “It is production which creates 

markets for goods. A product is no sooner created than it, from that instant, affords a market for 

other products to the full extent of its own value. Nothing is more favourable to the demand of 

one product, than the supply of another.” 

The argument of Say was that supply of any commodity would exceed demand only temporarily, 

and opined that it would be the reason of incorrect calculations of a particular producer. It was 

also argued that there would be existence of full employment at all times. If unemployment 

existed, it would be only voluntary unemployment and frictional unemployment.

Classicists argued and ensured for free working of the economic system removing all 

interferences. The implications of Say’s Law are as follows-

a. The law is derived on the prevalence of automatic adjustment mechanism of every 

element with the working of the economy.

b. General overproduction is impossible is the assumption on the grounds that as production 

increases, the income will also increase creating new demand for output and thus all 

stock is consumed.

c. No general unemployment, even it persists it is temporary phenomenon.
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d. Employment of unemployed resources shall pay its own way as all unemployed resources 

are put in to economic activity.

e. There is built in flexibility of the economic system as obstacles are set right naturally 

over a period of time. 

The determination of the level of output and employment under Say’s Law-

The short run classical theory can be explained in three stages-

a. Period of no savings and investment.

b. With savings and investment.

c. Introduction of money and prices.

a. Period of no savings and investment

 It is assumed that if there is absence of savings and investment, then the entire income available 

would be spent on consumption of goods. Thus quantity demanded for commodity would be 

equal to quantity produced and supplied in the market. This is explained with the help of a 

diagram.
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      The above figure is a panel diagram-

The lower panel (A) depicts the production function (OY). It represents the relationship between 

employments of labour ON and total output OY. For the given fixed capital, ON of labour will 

be able to produce OY quantity of goods. The output will constitute the income of the economy 

and is distributed between wages and profits. Thus total wages are equal to OLEW and profits 

WED in panel (B).Thus classical’s argued that there would be deficit demand and quantity of 

goods demanded would be equal to quantity supplied.

ON is the quantity of labour employed, and profits earned by the producers and OY is the output. 

The expenditure made on consumption would be equal to the output produced. The economy is 

marked by full employment levels and thus there is no involuntary unemployment. It is because 

real wages tend change and accommodate to bring equilibrium between demand for and supply 

of labour (as economy functions under the conditions of flexible wages) 
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b. With savings and investment

The proposition supply creates its own demand was argued with based on the reasoning and 

assumption that all income earned by the factor owners is automatically spent in buying 

commodities which they help to produce. The Classical’s further maintained that what is not 

consumed is saved and that all saving out of income is automatically invested through the capital 

market. Thus, in a state of equilibrium saving must equal investment. 

According to classical thinking, any divergence between the savings and investment is corrected 

with the mechanism of the rate of interest. To the classicists, interest is a reward for saving, and 

opined that the higher the rate of interest, the higher the savings, and vice versa. On the contrary, 

the lower the rate of interest, the higher the demand for investment funds, and vice versa. If at 

any given time, investment exceeds saving, the rate of interest would rise. The equality between 

savings and investment brought with the changes in rate of interest will guarantee the proposition 

supply creates its own demand.

The diagrammatic explanation is as follows-

SS is the saving curve and II is the investment curve. The two curves intersect at E where 

the rate of interest is determined at the level of Or and both saving and investment are 

equal to OA. With any increase in investment, the investment curve shifts to the right and 

is shown as I’ I’ curve. At the interest rate Or, investment is greater than saving. 

According to the classical economists, the saving curve SS remains at its original level 
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when there is any increase in investment. To maintain the equality between saving and 

investment, the rate of interest will rise. This is shown in the figure to rise from OE to 

Or’. 

At this interest rate, the saving curve SS intersects the investment curve I’I’ at E’, and 

both saving and investment will be equal to OB. Thus the equality between savings and 

investment brought about with the changes in the rate of interest will assure that the 

aggregate demand for output will be equal to aggregate supply of output at full 

employment levels.

c. Introduction of money and prices

The validity of Say’s Law in a money economy directly depends on the classical quantity 

theory of money which states that the general price level changes directly and 

proportionately to the supply of money. The theory states that MV = PT where M, V, P 

and T are- the supply of money, velocity of money, price level and the volume of 

transactions. The equation tells that the total money supply MV equals the total value of 

output PT in the economy. Thus it is assumed that the aggregate output remains constant 

at full employment levels.

As quantity of money will determine the price level of an output, it only will decide 

money wages in consistent with real wages. The real money wages is the ratio of money 

wages and the price level. The wage WR =W/P, where W is money wage and P the price 

level. Any increase in money supply, will tend to proportionate rise of money wages and 

price, leaving real wages, employment and output unaffected.

This explained with the help of a diagram. 
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The price level is measured on the horizontal axis and the total output on the vertical axis.

 MV is the money supply curve which is a rectangular hyperbola. This is because the 

equation MV = PT holds on all points of this curve. Hence, given the level of output OQ, 

the corresponding price level is OP in consistent with the quantity of money as shown by 

point m on the MV curve. If the quantity of money increases, the MV curve will shift to 

the right, M’ V curve and it results in the rise in price level from OP to OP’ given the 

same level of output OQ. This increase in price level brings about an equivalent increase 

in money wages from OW to OW’.

Thus the equilibrium position in the labour would remain unaffected and will lead to 

further increase in employment at W/P wage rates. Consequently the level of output 

remains the same.

To summaries, in the classical theory, the changes in money wages and real wages have a 

direct relation and it is also assumed that prices are proportionally related to quantity of 

money. Thus any change in money wages is accompanied by changes in cost of 

production, prices and demand for goods. Thus there will be full employment level of 
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output that will create demand equal to it. Therefore full employment will be maintained 

without inflationary pressures even under normal conditions. 

Criticisms - The two major criticisms are-

The supply does not create its own demand-

It is true that people do not spend their entire income on consumption. Even if savings 

take place, all savings cannot be converted to investment. Investments are not merely 

determined by rate of interest but also by expectation of profits. Thus there is every 

possibility of deficient demand and thus every supply does not create its demand.

2. Supply of labour does not automatically itself to its demand.

Say’s argument is that there is no general over production and general unemployment. It 

was argued that supply of labour would automatically adjust to demand for labour. It was 

rejected as unemployment was found everywhere and concept of flexible wages is not 

acceptable.

Keynes attack on Classical Theory

a. Keynes rejected self adjusting mechanism. The argument by Keynes was that national 

consumption cannot keep in pace with the national production leading to deficit 

demand. Thus the economy would be marked by overproduction and unemployment. 

He also believed that automatic adjusting mechanism will not work and state 

intervention becomes necessary to correct the imbalance.

b. The acceptance of voluntary wage cut by labours was also opposed. Wage rigidity is 

strongly accepted by labours. 

c. Keynes opposed money wage cut mainly on the grounds that they are economically 

undesirable as it results in decline of effective demand.

d. The State interferences are part and parcel of economic system.

e. He rejected laissez faire policy as he argued that the capitalist economy was not 

automatic and self adjusting in nature because of non equalitarian structure of society.
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f. He rejected the classical view that savings and investment would be equal at full 

employment. According to Keynes savings is dependent on the level of income and not 

on rate of interest.

Keynes departure from Classical Thought

1. Keynes rejected long term equilibrium and gave importance to short term equilibrium 

as short term economic phenomenon is more realistic in nature.

2. Keynes opposed savings and advocated spending and thriftlessness as savings would 

curtail aggregate effective demand.

3. He questioned the relation between wage cutting and employment as it is not 

favourable to the functioning of economic system.

4. He also rejected full employment equilibrium and argued that economy can function 

under less than full employment or underemployment equilibrium.

5. Keynes was successful in linking General theory with theory of money. It is because 

monetary theory is part and parcel of the employment theory. 
6. Keynes introduced the dynamic element by introducing the concept of marginal 

efficiency of capital in Investments.

7. Keynes introduced the macroeconomic philosophy related it to economic growth. He 

dealt with economic system as a whole and gave systematic treatment to National Income

8. The General theory rejected specific theory as general theory is applicable to all types 

of economic situations.

9. The Liquidity preferences are the determinant of interest rates.

10 Keynese favoured unbalanced budgets---he emphasized on deficit budget and 

favoured elasticity in budget to adjust to the requirements of the economy

11. He opined that any increase in money supply will result in increase in output alone 

and thus will not impact price level.  Increase in money supply will result to rise in 

general price level  only after the period of full employment.

12 Economics got recognition as study of government and not academics only.
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Keynes Theory

The classical theory was based on prevalence of full employment in a free enterprise 

capitalist economy because of the operation of Say’s Law i.e., supply creates its own 

demand and wage price flexibility. The classical theory came under severe criticisms 

during the Great Depression years of 1930s at the hands of J. M. Keynes as it proved 

wrong the statement that there would never be general overproduction and general 

unemployment.

 The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (1936) by J M Keynes 

provided the ‘general’, concept i.e., applicable at any point of time. Keynes’ theory of 

employment is a demand deficient theory. His theory has demand oriented approach, as 

he opposed to the classical supply side model.

 According to Keynes, the volume of employment in a country depends on the level of 

effective demand of people for goods and services. Unemployment is attributed to the 

deficiency of effective demand. Keynes theory is a short run theory where population, 

labour force, technology do not change. The volume of employment depends on the level 

of national income or national output. Higher or lower the level of national output, higher 

or lower will be the volume of employment. 

Effective Demand

Keynes’ theory of employment is based on the principle of effective demand. In other 

words, level of employment in a capitalist economy depends on the level of effective 

demand. Thus, unemployment is attributed to the deficiency of effective demand and to 

solution is to increase the level of effective demand to increase the employment in an 

economy. ‘Effective’ demand, according to Keynes meant the total demand for goods and 

services in an economy at various levels of employment. Total demand for goods and 

services by the people is the sum total of all demand meant for consumption and 
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investment. Keynes propounded that the level of employment in the short run is 

dependent on the aggregate effective demand of products and services.

Thus, the level of employment is determined by the effective demand which, in turn, is 

determined by aggregate demand function or aggregate demand price and aggregate 

supply function or aggregate supply price. An increase in the aggregate effective demand 

would increase the level of employment and vice versa. Total employment of a country 

can be determined with the help of total demand of the country. 
Keynes opined that the greater the effective demand; greater would be the generation of 

employment opportunities. His theory is also known as demand deficiency theory. 

Keynes believed that prices and wages would not accommodate changes in short period.

Thus the in his theory the amount of employment in an economy is determined by 

aggregate demand and aggregate supply. The National output depends on effective 

demand and it is comprised of consumption demand and investment demand.

Aggregate Demand 

Aggregate demand is the amount of money or price which all entrepreneurs expect to 

receive from the sale of output produced by a given number of men employed. It refers to 

the expected revenue from the sale of output at a particular level of employment. There 

are different aggregate demand prices for different levels of employment. Aggregate 

demand represents the receipts of the entrepreneurs in an economy. 

 Aggregate Supply

Aggregate supply refers to the proceeds from the sale of output at each level of 

employment and there are different aggregate supply prices for different levels of 

employment. It is the schedule of the various amounts of money which the entrepreneurs 

in an economy must receive from the sale of output at varying levels of employment.  

Aggregate supply represents the costs.

It can be explained as follows-
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It can be explained with the help of a diagram-

In the diagram-AD represents Aggregate Demand function

AS represents Aggregate Supply function

The two curves intersect at point N and it is the point of equilibrium and is the point of 

effective demand. AD=AS, and OQ =receipts=costs. OP is the level of employment

In other two points the economy cannot be equilibrium as- At P’ the AS is MP’ and AD 

is N’P’, here AD is excess over AS and this will motivate the investors to employ more 

men as they will gain. At P”, ASF is P”N” and AD is P”M” and thus cost exceeds 

receipts and firms will make losses. Thus when ADF is greater than ASF, the 

entrepreneurs will employ more and more workers until they reach the stage where 

AD=AS. The moment ASF exceeds ADF, expansion of business activity will come for a 

halt.
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Therefore, the aggregate supplies are dependent on physical and technical conditions of 

production but are assumed as given in short period. The Aggregate demand price is the 

expected receipts from the sale of output produced by a specific number of workers. The 

factors that determine ADF are consumption demand and investment demand. It is 

assumed that employment of labour will be in equilibrium at that level where aggregate 

demand price is equal to aggregate supply price.

Keynes economics is a short term economics, thus in short period ASF is assumed as 

given.

The major emphasis in this theory is about dealing the unemployment and 

underemployment conditions in an economy. Thus with given ASF, the effective demand 

is determined by ADF.  ADF is dependent on Propensity to consume 

Keynes determination of employment is dependent on Consumption goods and 

investment goods. Thus, it is clear that Keynes theory propagates spending. In 

inflationary periods, the remedy to check the price levels is to cut spending and in 

deflationary period solution is to increase total spending on consumption goods and 

investment goods. Thus his theory is applicable to both the periods. 

This is explained with the help of a diagram.
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The level of employment in an economy 

is determined at that point where the aggregate supply price equals the aggregate demand 

price. In other words, the intersection of the aggregate supply function with the aggregate 

demand function determines the volume of income and employment in an economy.

As long as expected sales receipts of the entrepreneur (i.e., aggregate demand schedule) 

exceed costs (i.e., aggregate supply schedule), the level of employment will be increasing 

and the process will continue until expected receipts equal costs or aggregate demand 

curve intersects aggregate supply curve. 

The AS curve starts from the origin. If aggregate receipts (i.e., GNP) are zero, 

entrepreneurs would not hire workers. Likewise, AD curve also starts from the origin. 

The equilibrium level of employment is determined by the intersection of the AS and AD 

curves. This is the point of effective demand— point E, corresponding to this point, 

OLE workers is employed. At the OL1 level of employment, expected receipts exceed 

necessary costs by the amount RC. Entrepreneurs will now go on hiring more labour till 

OLE level of employment is reached. 

At this level of employment, entrepreneurs’ expectations of profits are maximised. The 

employment beyond OLE is unprofitable because costs exceed revenue. Thus, actual 

employment (OLE) falls short of full employment (OLF). Keynesian system shows two 

kinds of equilibrium—actual employment equilibrium determined by AD and AS curves 

and underemployment equilibrium.
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Keynes recommended policy prescription to create more employment in the economy. 

Keynes attached great importance to demand stimulating policies. In other words, Keynes 

paid emphasis on the aggregate demand function. 

The diagrammatic explanation gives us the situation of equilibrium at less than full 

employment level. Actual equilibrium, OLE, is short of full employment equilibrium, 

OLE. Thus, the distance OLF – OLE measures unemployment. This is called involuntary 

unemployment—a situation at which people are willing to work but do not find jobs.

This unemployment, according to Keynes, is due to the deficiency of aggregate demand. 

This unemployment can be removed by stimulating aggregate demand. Hence an increase 

in AD with new AD’ curve will equate the AS curve at point E’ and the economy will be 

in equilibrium.

. 

The aggregate demand is the sum total of consumption and investment demand or 

expenditures in the economy. By raising consumption expenditure, level of employment 

can be raised to OLf. 

   Effective Demand= total output=total national income= national 

expenditure=expenditure on consumption goods and expenditure on investment goods. 

They are two determinants of effective demand are consumption and investment. The 

other major determinant now is Government expenditure.

Thus, ED is determined by C+I+G. 

ADF is dependent on –

1. Propensity to consume - It is also known as Consumption function and an important 

determinant of effective demand. The concept of Propensity to consume expresses the 

functional relationship between total income and total consumption. Keynes said 

there would always be a gap between income and consumption, and argument this 

was based on Psychological law of consumption. This gap has to be filled by 

equivalent amount of investments. Keynes consumption function is assumed to be 

stable in short period.
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2. Inducement to Investment- The Keynes investment function is as referred to addition 

to real capital. Here investment is dependent on rate of interest and Marginal efficiency 

of capital. The Marginal efficiency of capital is determined by supply price and 

prospective yields. The Rate of interest is determined by liquidity preferences. Keynes 

emphasized that supply of money is the major determinant of rate of interest.

Thus the whole proposition is –

1. The higher the MEC, larger will be the volume of investment, given the rate of interest.

2. The lower the rate of interest, the larger is the volume of investment, given the MEC. 

Equilibrium level of Employment and income

The Keynesian theory of employment and income is also explained in terms of the equality of 

aggregate supply (C+S) and aggregate demand (C+I). Since unemployment results from the 

deficiency of aggregate demand, employment and income can be increased by increasing 

aggregate demand. 
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Thus, assuming that the propensity to consume is to be stable during the short-run, aggregate 

demand can be increased by increasing investment. Once investment increases, employment and 

income increase. Increased income leads to a rise in the demand for consumption goods which 

leads to further increase in employment and income.

Keynes defined excess of income over consumption as S=Y-C and income is equal to 

consumption plus investment, thus—

Y=C+I
Y-C=I
Y-C=S
I=S

Thus the equilibrium can be attained only when savings equals investment. According to 

Keynes, the equilibrium level of employment will be one of under employment equilibrium 

because when income increases consumption also increases but by less than the increase in 

income. The behavior of the consumption function widens the gap between income and 

consumption which ordinarily cannot by filled up due to the lack of required investment. The full 

employment income level can only be established if the volume of investment is increased to fill 

the income consumption gap corresponding to full employment. 
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         Income and employment are taken on the horizontal axis and consumption and investment 

on the vertical axis. Autonomous investment is taken as a first approximation. C+I - the 

aggregate demand curve plotted by adding to consumption function C an equal amount of 

investment at all levels of income. The economy will be in equilibrium at point E, the aggregate 

demand curve C+I intersects; this is the point of effective demand, where the equilibrium level of 

income and employment at OY1. This would be the level of underemployment equilibrium.

Assuming OYF is the full employment level, it can be reached by increasing autonomous 

investment I1, it will shift the C+I+ I1 upwards and a new aggregate demand effective demand at 

point E1 is derived at OYF level of full employment. The effect is mainly on the multiplier effect 

of an increase in investment to the level of I1. This level of employment will only be accidental 

and a special case. 

         Contribution of Keynes to economics
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1. The underemployment equilibrium is the most significant gift to economics. He 

visualized the existence of underemployment not only in short period but also in long 

period

2. The Propensity to consume or consumption function determined the behavioural aspects 

of consumption. It was derived by Keynes’s Psychological law of stable consumption.

3. The Multiplier effect is a path breaking contribution to economic analysis as it express 

the functional relationship between an initial increment in investment and final increment 

in the aggregate output.

4. The Liquidity preference theory of Interest was based the motives of the community as 

transaction motive, precautionary motive and speculative motive.

5. The Dynamic element of future expectations in Investment. Greater importance was 

given to future expectations in taking investment decisions.

6. The General Character in nature as the theory is applicable to all sorts of economic 

situations.

7. The Investment levels will determine employment in an economic system.

8. It has Macro approach, as the theory is based determination of output and employment.

            Weakness of Keynes Theory

1. Keynes‘s theory did not provide comprehensive treatment to the problem of 

unemployment. It does not speak about determination of employment in both deflationary 

and inflationary periods. He does not emphasize on types of unemployment and thus 

failed to give complete treatment to unemployment

2. The theory is based on the assumption of perfect competition which is highly an 

unrealistic assumption. 

3. There is no proper functional relationship between effective demand and the volume of 

employment as it was not empirically proved. Employment practically does not depend 

on effective demand alone, but on wage rates, price and money supply.

4. The aggregative study of all the variables in Keynes economics is objectionable. It was 

argued that aggregative concepts are misleading at times as they fail to understand the 

fundamental economic problems of individual.
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5. The theory concentrates on only one factor– inducement to investment. In reality 

consumption function is also an important determinant of employment.

6. The Consumption function is questioned and his concept propensity to consume was also 

objected.  It was also empirically proved wrong.

7. The theory ignores importance of long period.

8. Keynes theory is also not general theory, and lacks applicability at all times. The theory 

has more relevance and application to developed countries where free enterprise still 

holds.

9. His explanation on Accelerator was not adequate as it ignored multiplier effect.

10. The theory ignores the importance of microeconomics and neglects microeconomic 

issues.

11. Evaluation of full employment policy of Keynes

12. The following loopholes were identified by the critics on Keynes full employment-

13. Many critics questioned the concept of full employment in his theory and opined that he 

had taken shelter behind the Say’s law of market.

14. It raised the argument about the necessity of state interference in capitalist economy and 

pointed out that capitalist economy is automatic and self regulating.

15. Deficit financing and public works programme is considered as dangerous to fight 

unemployment as it may lead to national bankruptcy.

16. The Keynes argument of protectionism to aid employment was questioned on the grounds 

that it would restrict international trade. It could lead to tariff war with state imposing 

restrictions to step up domestic employment.

17. Keynes programme does not provide solution to partial equilibrium analysis.

18. The cheap money policy is not a solution to stimulate business activity.His theory does 

not tell about any new concept in economics.

Consumption Function

J. M. Keynes first introduced the term ‘consumption function’ in 1936 to describe the 

relationship between household’s planned consumption expenditure. Aggregate demand 

constitutes of consumption demand and investment demand. Consumption demand depends 
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upon the level of income and the propensity to consume. The consumption of a community 

depends upon the level of income. In other words, consumption is a function of income. The 

consumption function relates the amount of consumption to the level of income. When the 

income of a community rises, consumption also rises.  

The consumption function is meant by the whole schedule which shows consumption at various 

levels of income. J. M. Keynes the consumption function and is expressed as: 

C = f(Y), where C is consumption and Y is income.

Consumption function is the total expenditure on consumption that is being incurred out of the 

total income.

Income is measured on OX axis and 

consumption on OY axis. OM is the 45 

degree angle with OX axis. If OM is the 

consumption curve, then it means that 

both income and consumption increases 

in an equal measure. It is assumed that if 

income increases by 50%, consumption 

would not  increase by 50% but less that 

%. Thus the income consumption curve 

shall be below the line making an angle 

of 45 degree with OX. ON is a straight 

line indicating marginal propensity to consume and it remains constant at all levels of income. 

But in reality it does not so, as income increases MPC will decrease and is shown by the curve 

OP. it is mainly due to the fact that an increment of income it will satisfy the urgent wants and 

the additional increment income goes to savings.  Thus the savings curve can be derived from the 

income consumption curve as that portion of income not spent is saved. It is represented in the 

diagram by the distance between OM and OP represents savings.

Average propensity to consume indicates the ratio of aggregate consumption expenditure to 

aggregate income. It is the ratio of C to Y and expressed as C/Y. The value of APC for any given 

any level of income can be found by dividing consumption expenditure by the aggregate income.
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In the diagram OX represents income and 

OY represents consumption. The curve PC 

is propensity to consume. Here OQ is 1000 

crores and OR is 800 crores, at an 

aggregate income of 1000crores the 

consumption expenditure is 800 crores. The 

propensity to consume is 800/1000=8/10 or 

80%.

Marginal propensity to consume is an 

additional increment of income which will 

be divided between spending and saving. Thus it is the ratio of change in consumption to change 

in income.

The MPC can also be explained with the help of a 

diagram. As the income increase by 10 crores, the 

consumption expenditure will increase by 6 

crores. Thus the marginal propensity to consume 

is 6/10 or 0.6. in employment theory MPC is 

important as it throws light on possible division 

of additional income between consumption and 

savings.

The following are the factors determining 

Consumption function

1. Money income-it is an important factor determining propensity to consume. As 

community income increases the consumption will also increase and vice versa.

2. Consumer credit- the availability of consumer credit will determine the extra purchasing 

power in the hands of the consumers. Provision of installments will be helpful in raising 

the consumption levels.
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3. Distribution of wealth- consumption function is also governed by the way the community 

wealth is distributed among the various sections of the population. The greater the 

inequalities in the distribution of wealth lower will be the propensity to consume. 

4. Price and wage levels- changes in wage levels and price levels will also impact the 

propensity to consume. Any rise in price levels will lower the real income and reduce the 

purchasing power. And any rise in wages will increase the propensity to consume and 

vice versa.

5. Changes in consumers taste and preferences- though this factor does not have substantial 

impact on determining the consumption but any changes will bring about some changes 

in propensity to consume.

6. Windfall gains or losses- the phenomenon changes like gains will increase the propensity 

and consume and losses will reduce the consumption. 

7. Fiscal Policy- increase direct taxation will have impact on consumption. Any changes in 

taxation, rationing and price control policies will change the propensity to changes.

8. Changes in future expectations- Future anticipations for price changes will affect the 

consumption pattern.

9. Level of consumer’s indebtedness- the level of consumer’s credit will affect the 

consumers to consume on their current income. 

10.  Attitude towards thrift- if the masses are of conventional ideologies, their attitude 

towards savings would be high and this will reduce consumption. Attitudes towards can 

also be influenced by governmental policies. 

11. . Holding of liquid assets- the larger the volume of saving, the more likely are the people 

to spend on their current income. Thus greater the liquidity greater will be the rat of 

consumption and vice versa.

12.  The stock of durable goods in hand- the amount that consumers are willing to spend at 

each level of income is affected by the stock of durable goods they posses currently. 
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13. Business policies/ corporate laws- the business policies and corporate laws with regard to 

depreciation and reserves will impact consumption. A conservative policy will reduce the 

consumption expenditure.

14. Social insurance- higher the payments on social insurances lower will be the income 

levels and lower will be the consumption levels. 

15. Rate of interest- higher the rate of interest, higher will be the savings and lower the 

consumption and vice versa. 

16. Miscellaneous factors- other factors that influence the propensity to consume are desire to 

provide against future, desire to amass fortune, miserly instincts. 

The importances of Keynes consumption function are as follows-

1. It gives more emphasis for investment in employment theory as volume of employment 

in a community depends on consumption and investment. As Keynes assumes 

consumption function stable in short run, any increase in employment can be only 

through increase in investment levels. Thus consumption can be increased only with 

more investments.

2. It invalidates Say’s Law of market/supply side economics. Keynes argument was that the 

general overproduction does not create addional demand, but creates a glut of goods and 

services, leading directly to over production and unemployment. 

3. It helps to understand the declining tendency of MEC in rich countries. The MEC shows 

a declining trend in industrially developed countries because the consumption 

expenditure fails to rise to sustain high consumption at a high level. And once the 

expected rate of profit from the industry starts declining, the consumption can be increase 

only by a raise in investment.

4. It gives detailed explanation of secular stagnation. Once the propensity to consume 

cannot be adjusted upwardly or propensity to save downwardly, the investment activities 

do not grow but slow down gradually, then the economy would be failing to make proper 
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utilization of savings and fail to generate more employment opportunities. Keynes called 

such situation as secular stagnation.

5. It highlights the changes occurring in trade cycles and explains the impact of trade cycles 

on consumption and investment.

6.  It gives explanation of income generation from investment function. The marginal 

propensity to consume helps to explain why and how an initial investment leads to 

smaller successive increments of income in the course of the respending of the original 

purchasing power. 

Measures to raise Propensity to consume-

1. Income redistribution- redistribution of countries NI in favour of poor has been one of the 

methods to improve propensity to consume. Any transfer of purchasing power from rich 

to poor will change the propensity to consume.

2. Wage policy- in short period wage policy may not be able to raise the consumption 

function by itself, but any change through higher money wages can increase the 

consumption, but would accompany other consequences. But in long run, the wage policy 

should be framed in such a way that it would raise the propensity to consume mainly 

through fiscal measures.

3. Social security- a well planned social security system will help increasing the propensity 

to consume. The government measures like old age allowances, unemployment 

allowances will help in sustaining the consumption expenditure.

4. Easy credit facilities- the more availability of credit facilities will stimulate and sustain 

the demand for consumer goods.

5. Process of urbanization- propensity to consume is high in urban areas as it is noted by 

better living standards and higher spending habits.

6. Advertisement and marketing strategies- the proper advertising can foster the propensity 

to consume.
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7. Tax reductions will always lead to higher propensity to consume.

Investment function

According to Keynesian terminology, investment refers to real investment which adds to capital 

equipment. It leads to increase in the levels of income and production by increasing the 

production and purchase of capital goods. Investment thus includes new plant and equipment, 

construction of public works like dams, roads, buildings, etc., net foreign investment and 

inventories. Capital refers to real assets like factories, plants, equipment, and inventories of 
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finished and semi-finished goods. It is any previously produced input that can be used in the 

production process to produce other goods. 

Types of Investment-

Autonomous Investment

Autonomous investment is independent of the level of income and is thus income inelastic. It is 

influenced by exogenous factors like innovations, inventions, growth of population and labour 

force etc.   Investment in economic and social overheads whether made by the government or the 

private enterprise is autonomous.

 Induced Investment

Induced investment is profit or income motivated. Factors like prices, wages and interest changes 

which affect profits influence induced investment. When income increases, consumption demand 

also increases and to meet this, investment increases. In the ultimate analysis, induced 

investment is a function of income i.e., I = f(Y).

Determinants of the Level of Investment

The decision to invest in a new capital asset depends on whether the expected rate of return on 

the new investment is equal to or greater or less than the rate of interest to be paid on the funds. 

It is only when the expected rate of return is higher than the interest rate that investment will be 

made in acquiring new capital assets. Three factors that are taken into consideration while 

making any investment decision and they are the cost of the capital asset, the expected rate of 

return from it during its lifetime, and the market rate of interest. As per Keynes the factors that 

determines investment is marginal efficiency of capital. 

Marginal Efficiency of Capital- The marginal efficiency of capital is the highest rate of return 

expected from an additional unit of a capital asset over its cost. “It is the ratio between the 

prospective yield to additional capital goods and their supply price.” Keynes relates the 

prospective yield of a capital asset to its supply price and defines the MEC as “equal to the rate 

of discount which would make the present value of the series of annuities given by the returns 

expected from the capital assets during its life just equal to its supply price.” 
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The MEC is the expected rate of return over cost of a new capital asset. It refers to expected 

profitability of a capital asset. It is defined as the highest rate of return over the cost expected or 

marginal or additional unit of a capital asset.

MEC depends on 

a. Prospective yield of a capital asset- It is referred as the total net returns expected from a capital 

asset over its life time.

b. Supply price of the capital asset-. It is the cost of producing  a brand new asset. Supply price 

of asset refers to the cost incurred for the acquisition of the capital asset. Here, the cost incurred 

is for the purchase of or production of a new asset and not the price of any of the existing assets. 

Investment demand curve

According to J.M. Keynes, investment depends on the market rate of interest and the marginal 

efficiency of capital. A schedule that shows the relation between interest rates and marginal 

efficiency of capital is termed as investment demand schedule. The diagrammatical 

representation of the investment demand curve gives a curve which is known as the investment 

demand function or the marginal efficiency of capital curve.

The volume of investment has increased with the decrease in the rate of interest. Generally, on 

average, the investment demand curve is inelastic. So, the change in rate of interest has very 

minimum effect on the volume of investment.

In the diagram OX represents invested capital and OY 

MEC and rate of interest. MEC curve falls downwards 

from left to right implying that as the capital 

investment increase, the MEC will start declining. And 

with given MEC, the investment will depend upon %. 

However, a more important concept to consider is the 

shift in the investment demand curve. Keynes, states 
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that rate of interest is relatively constant in the short run, but MEC is highly fluctuating. So, the 

investment demand function and the volume of investment moves along with the increases or 

decrease in the MEC.

MEC and Rate of interest

MEC is the resultant of prospective yield and supply price of a capital. The rate of interest is 

determined by demand for and supply price of money. Rate of interest according to Keynes is 

determined by liquidity preferences of the people. Investment will be profitable up to the point 

where the marginal efficiency of capital is equal to the cost of capital.  The volume of investment 

would change consequent upon changes in the rate of interest. The investment demand curve 

would depend on the elasticity of the curve. MEC means the most profitable asset in the 

economy or the highest of all the individual marginal efficiencies of the various assets to be 

produced in the economy. 

The factors influencing Marginal Efficiency of Capital are-

a. Short run factors-

1. Expected demand- it depends to a larger extent on expected demand for the products. 

Higher the demand for expected products in future, the MEC will be high, consequently 

with increase in investment and vice versa.

2. Cost and prices- if the expected costs decline and the expected prices are to rise in future; 

the expectations of rate of returns from investments will also be high. But if expected 

costs increase and prices decline in the future, the MEC will see a set back and 

investments decline. 

3. Propensity to consume- an upward shift of propensity to consume will lead to upward 

shift of MEC, because the demand or investment goods is at times derived by demand 

from consumption goods.
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4. Change in income- an increase in level of incomes will stimulate investments while a 

decline in income will discourage investments.

5. Current state of expectations-the rate of return of current investments will influence 

future business expectations. 

6. State of business confidence- the alternating waves of business cycles will affect the 

MEC, with optimism boosting the MEC and pessimism lowering the MEC.

b. Long run factors-

1. The rate of growth of population will determine the MEC. An increasing population will 

increase the demand for consumption goods and investment goods and the opposite effect 

with declining population.

2. The development of new areas in a country to achieve development will necessitates in 

investments in all fields. 

3. The technological progress paves way for new investments.

4. The productive capacity of existing capital equipment utilization will determine MEC. 

5. The rate of current investment is high already high hen there is less scope for further 

investments.

Trade cycles

A trade cycle refers to fluctuations in economic activities especially in employment, output and 

income, prices, profits etc. Many free enterprise capitalist countries have registered rapid 

economic growth during the last two centuries. But economic growth in these countries has not 

followed steady and smooth upward trend. There has been a long-run upward trend in Gross 

National Product (GNP), but periodically there have been large short-run fluctuations in 

economic activity, that is, changes in output, income, employment and prices around this long- 

term trend. 
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The period of high income, output and employment has been called the period of expansion, 

upswing or prosperity, and the period of low income, output and employment has been described 

as contraction, recession, downswing or depression. Generally, the period of economic 

prosperity or expansion alternates with the period of contraction or recession. These alternating 

periods of expansion and contraction in economic activity has been called business cycles. These 

fluctuations in economic activity are that they are recurrent and have been occurring periodically 

in a more or less regular fashion. Therefore, these fluctuations have been called business cycles, 

they are also known as trade cycles. 

J.M. Keynes defines “A trade cycle is composed of periods of good trade characterised by rising 

prices and low unemployment percentages with periods of bad trade characterised by falling 

prices and high unemployment percentages.”

Prof. Haberler’s definition is very simple – “The business cycle in the general sense may be 

defined as an alternation of periods of prosperity and depression of good and bad trade.” 

Estey: “Cyclical fluctuations are characterised by alternating waves of expansion and 

contraction. They do not have a fixed rhythm, but they are cycles in that the phases of 

contraction and expansion recur frequently and in fairly similar patterns.”

The duration of a business cycle has not been of the same length; it has varied from a minimum 

of two years to a maximum of ten to twelve years. 

 According to Mitchell, “Business cycles are of fluctuations in the economic activities of 

organized communities. The adjective ‘business’ restricts the concept of fluctuations in activities 

which are systematically conducted on commercial basis. The noun ‘cycle’ bars out fluctuations 

which do not occur with a measure of regularity”. 

Classification of trade cycles

The cyclical fluctuations have a tendency towards simultaneous appearance in all the branches of 

the national economy. But sometimes they may be confined only to individual industries or 

individual sectors of the economy.
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Types of Business Cycles:

There are five types of cycles which are as follows:

1. The Minor Cycle: This is also known as Short Kitchin Cycle. This has gained popularity after 

the name of the British economist Joseph Kitchin in the year 1923. He made a research and came 

to this conclusion that a cycle takes place within duration of approximately 30 to 40 months. 

Minor circles have operated in USA and Great Britain. 

2. The Major Cycle: This has been emphasised as the fluctuation of business activity between 

successive crises. This is also known as “The Long Juglar Cycle.” A French economist Clement 

Juglar showed that the periods of prosperity, crisis and liquidation followed each other always 

within a span of the average of nine and half years. Based on this Prof Hansen has recognised 12 

major cycles in USA, during 1837 to 1937 with an average of 8.33 years. 

3. Building Cycles: Such cycles are associated with the name of two American economists 

namely Warren and Pearson. They expressed their views in World Prices and the Building 

Industry book in the year 1937. Business cycle occurs in the duration of an average of 18 years 

and the cost of such cycle has major effect on building construction and on the industrial 

development. Between 1830 and 1934, US experienced 6 complex building cycles. 

4.  The Very Long Period Cycle: This is also known as Kondratieff Cycle. This was propounded 

by N. D. Kondratieff the Russian economist in the year 1925. He has written that there are longer 

waves of cycles of more than fifty years duration. Two and half long cycles will complete one 

long cycle. 

5. Kuznets Cycle: This type of business cycle was propounded by the famous American 

economist Professor Simon Kuznet. His view was that the secular swing of the cycle generally 

occurs in between 7 to 11 years and this can show effect within that period.

Characteristics or Business Cycles:

Business cycles possess the following characteristics:

1. Cyclical fluctuations are wave-like movements.
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2. Fluctuations are recurrent in nature.

3. They are non-periodic or irregular. In other words, the peaks and troughs do not occur at 

regular intervals.

4. They occur in such aggregate variables as output, income, employment and prices.

5. These variables move at about the same time in the same direction but at different rates.

6. The durable goods industries experience relatively wide fluctuations in output and 

employment but relatively small fluctuations in prices. 

7. They are not secular trends such as long-run growth or decline in economic activity.

8. Upswings and downswings are cumulative in their effects.

Thus business cycles are recurrent fluctuations in aggregate employment, income, output and 

price level. 

Phases of Business Cycles:

Business cycles distinct phases. These phases have been called by different names by different 

economists. The following phases of business cycles have been distinguished:

1. Prosperity

2. Boom

3. Contraction (Downswing, Recession)

4. Recovery / Peak (upper turning point)

5. Depression/ Trough (lower turning point)
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1. Prosperity: 

In its expansion phase, both output and employment increases till it reaches full employment of 

resources and production. It is at the highest possible level with the given productive resources. 

There is no involuntary unemployment and whatever unemployment prevails it is only of 

frictional and structural unemployment. There is rise in wages, prices, profits and interest. 

Demand for bank loans increases. There is optimism everywhere. There is a general uptrend in 

business community. a rise in aggregate demand and cost leads to a rise in both investment and 

price level. But once the economy reaches the level of full employment, additional investment 

will not cause GNP to rise. On the other hand, demand, price level, and cost of production will 

rise.

2. Boom –

Where a rise in aggregate demand and cost leads to a rise in both investment and price level. But 

once the economy reaches the level of full employment, additional investment will not cause 

GNP to rise. On the other hand, demand, price level, and cost of production will rise. During 

prosperity, existing capacity of plants is overutilised. Labour and raw material shortages develop. 
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Scarcity of resources leads to rising cost. Aggregate demand now outstrips aggregate supply.  

Thus boom conditions cannot last long because the forces of expansion are very weak. There are 

bottlenecks and shortages. There may be scarcity of labour, raw material and other factors of 

production. Banks may stop their loans. These conditions lead to recession.

3. Recession-

The bubble of prosperity gradually dies down. During this phase, the demand of firms and 

households for goods and services start to fall. No new industries are set up. Sometimes, existing 

industries exit. The rate of investment in producers’ goods industries and housing construction 

declines. Liquidity preference rises in society and owing to a contraction of money supply, the 

prices falls. A wave of pessimism spreads in business, the entrepreneurs realize their mistakes, 

and they reduce investment, employment and production. Then fall in employment leads to fall 

in income, expenditure, prices and profits. Optimism gives way to pessimism. Banks reduce their 

loans and advances. Business expansion stops. This state of recession ends in depression.

4. Depression- 

The depression or trough is the bottom of a cycle where economic activity remains at a very low 

level. Real income production, employment, prices, profit etc. are falling. A depression is 

generally characterized by high unemployment of labour and capital and a low level of consumer 

demand in relation to the economy’s capacity to produce. This deficiency in demand forces firms 

to cut back production and lay-off workers. Thus, there develops a substantial amount of unused 

productive capacity in the economy. Even by lowering down the interest rates financial 

institutions do not find enough borrowers. Profits may even become negative. Firms become 

hesitant in making fresh investments. Thus, an air of pessimism engulfs the entire economy and 

the economy lands into the phase of depression. This phase is marked by pessimism.

5. Recovery/ Revival 

Trough is not a permanent phenomenon, a capitalistic economy experiences expansion and, 

therefore, the process of recovery starts.  Recovery denotes the turning point of business cycle 

form depression to prosperity. In this phase, there is a slow rise in output, employment, income 

and price. Demand for commodities goes up. There is increase in investment, bank loans and 
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advances. Pessimism gives way to optimism. It gives an optimistic signal to the economy. 

Industries begin to rise and expectations become more favourable. Investment becomes no 

longer risky. The process of revival and recovery becomes cumulative and leads to prosperity. 

Additional and fresh investments lead to a rise in production. Increased production leads to an 

increase in the demand for inputs. Employment of more labour and capital causes GNP to rise. 

Further, low interest rates charged by banks in the early years of recovery phase act as an 

incentive to producers to borrow money. Thus, investment rises. Plants get utilized in a better 

way. General Price will level starts rising. The recovery phase gets gradually cumulative and 

income, employment, profit, price, etc., start increasing. There occurs an interaction between 

multiplier and acceleration principle and the economy then climbs up to peak.

(i) Depression lasts longer than prosperity

(ii) The process of revival starts gradually

(iii) Prosperity phase is characterized by extreme activity in the business world

(iv) The phase of prosperity comes to an end abruptly.

The period of a cycle, i.e., the length of time required for the completion of one complete cycle, 

is measured from peak to peak (P to P’) and from trough to trough (from D to D’) the shortest of 

the cycle is called ‘seasonal’.

Measures to control Cycles

1. Monetary Policy:

The cause of the short business cycle is always aggravated by the monetary factors. The 

monetary factors may not cause the business cycle, can aggravate it once the fluctuations occur. 

Monetary inflation leads to higher prices, higher profits and an optimistic outlook, it strengthens 

the upswings of the cycle. 

Monetary deflation: leading to lower prices, lower profits and pessimistic outlook reinforces the 

down swing of the cycle. Certain steps should be taken to check and control the monetary factors 

which aggravate business fluctuations caused by the business cycle. 
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Thus, the government may evolve a suitable monetary policy to deal with the situation by 

checking the supply of money in the economy. It has withdraw circulation of money in times of 

prosperity and boom through credit control measures by raising the interest rate, reduce the cash 

reserves in the hands of commercial banks and control credit creation of commercial banks and 

vice versa in the period of slow down.

2. Fiscal Policy:

Monetary policy taken alone may not suffice to check cyclical business fluctuations. A monetary 

policy should be properly integrated with a suitable fiscal policy to achieve the desired results. 

Keynes and the Keynesians such as Alvin Hansen and others have recommended compensatory 

finance or compensatory fiscal policy to bring about stabilisation of business activity. The three 

main instruments of fiscal policy taxation, spending and borrowing can be used by the 

Government  

3. Automatic Stabilisers:

The economists have suggested the introduction of a number of automatic stabilisers or (built in 

stabilisers) to deal with the business cycle. An automatic stabiliser or (built-in-stabiliser) is an 

economic shock-absorber that helps smooth the cyclical business fluctuations of its own accord, 

without requiring deliberate action on the part of the government.

4 Direct Controls:

This method is to ensure proper allocation of resources for the purpose of price stability. They 

are in the form of rationing, price and wage controls, export duties, exchange control, monopoly 

control etc. They are more effective in overcoming shortages arising from inflationary pressures.

UNIT- III

Economic Growth and Economic Development

Economic Growth
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Economic growth is a new branch of economics popularly known as Economics of Growth. The 

contributors of growth economics are Ragnar Nurkse, Dobb, Stanley, Rostow and Ellis. The 

popularity of growth economics was mainly due to the path chosen by many newly independent 

countries in 1950s. 

Economic growth is a natural process. Economic growth is an increase in the production of 

economic goods and services, from one period of time to another. It is an increase in the 

production of goods and services in an economy. Economic growth is an increase in real national 

income. Growth implies not only more output, but also more inputs and more efficiency, i.e., an 

increase in output per unit of input. 

Professor Arthur Lewis writes that “economic growth means the growth of output per head of 

population”.  The concept of economic growth is used in both to denote an increase in GNP or in 

per capita real income over a period. Economic growth of a country is a major measure of 

macroeconomic performance of a country.

 The rates of economic growth are measured in terms of increase in overall Gross National 

Product (GNP) or Net National Product (NNP) and increase in per capita income. The world 

organisations World Bank and IMF are employing both these measures of economic growth in 

their annual World Development Reports for comparing growth and levels of living of the 

developed and the developing countries. The measuring yard stick of Economic Growth is GNP, 

Growth rate and PCI.  

Determinants of Economic growth

1. Natural resources- Natural resources involve resources that are produced by nature either 

on the land or beneath the land. The natural resources are available but the essential 

condition is their proper exploitation through improved techniques so that there is little 

wastage and they could be utilised for a longer time.

2. Capital Formation-The second important economic factor in growth is capital 

accumulation. Capital means the stock of physical reproducible factors of production. 

When the capital stock increases with the passage of time, this is called capital 

accumulation. It is attained through  three inter-related stages:

a. the existence of real savings and rise in them;
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b. the existence of credit and financial institutions to mobilise savings and to 

divert them in desired channels; and

c. to use these savings for investment in capital goods.

Capital formation is the main key to economic growth. On the one hand, it reflects 

effective demand and, on the other it creates productive efficiency for future production. 

The process of capital formation leads to increase in national output .Capital formation is 

essential to meet the requirements of an increasing population; it results in investment in 

capital goods, further production increases and also employment opportunities. It is 

capital formation that leads to technological progress. The provision for social and 

economic overheads like transport, power, education, etc., in the country is possible 

through capital formation. It is through capital formation proper exploitation of natural 

resources, industrialization and expansion of markets occurs which are essential for 

economic progress. 

3. Growth of population and manpower resources-  The quality and quantity of available 

human resource will directly affect the growth of an economy. The quality of human 

resource is dependent on its skills, creative abilities, training, and education. If the human 

resource of a country is well skilled and trained then the output would also be of high 

quality.

4. Technological progress- Technological changes are the most important factor in the 

process of economic growth. They are related to changes in the methods of production 

which are the result of some new techniques of research or innovation. Changes in 

technology lead to increase in the productivity of labour, capital and other factors of 

production.

5. Capital output ratio- the capital output ratio states the relationship between capital 

investments and the output consequent upon the investment. It states the required capital 

investment to secure a given increase in output. The capital output ratio is determined by 

a number of factors like technological progress, quality of organisational skill, rate and 

pattern of investments, availability of social overhead capital etc. 
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Economic development

Economic development is a broader concept than economic growth. Development reflects 

social and economic progress and requires economic growth. A definition of development is 

that proposed by Amartya Sen- development is about creating freedom for people and 

removing obstacles to greater freedom. Greater freedom enables people to choose their own 

destiny. Obstacles to freedom, and hence to development, include poverty, lack of economic 

opportunities, corruption, poor governance, lack of education and lack of health. 

Traditional view of Economic Development- The traditional view interprets development  in 

terms of changes in the structure of national product and the occupational pattern of labour 

force and the institutional and technological changes that bring about such changes or 

accompany such changes. 

Kindleberger writes, “Economic growth means more output and economic development 

implies both more output and changes in the technical and institutional arrangements by 

which it is produced.” 

Economic development implies growth plus structural change. Structural changes refer to 

changes in technological and institutional factors which cause shift of labour from agriculture 

to modern manufacturing and services sectors and also generate self-sustaining growth of 

output. An aspect’ of structural change which is of special mention is that during the process 

of economic development there occurs a shift of working population from low productivity 

employment in agriculture to the modern industrial and services sectors having higher levels 

of productivity of labour. 

On the whole, in this view of economic development which generally prevailed till seventies, 

development was considered to be an economic phenomenon in which benefits from growth in 

overall GNP or per capita GNP and the structural changes accompanying it would trickle down 

to the poor and unemployed. No separate or special attention was paid to eliminate mass poverty 

and unemployment and to reduce inequalities in income distribution.

Modern approach-
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The experience of the developing countries during the sixties and seventies showed that whereas 

target rates of economic growth were in fact achieved trickle-down effect of economic growth in 

the form of creation of more employment opportunities, rise in wages and improvement in 

income distribution did not operate. The problems of poverty, unemployment and income 

inequality worsened instead of getting reduced during the process of growth in the Fifties and 

Sixties in the developing countries. Thus, due to the failure of traditional strategies of 

development in solving the problems of poverty, unemployment and inequality, it was realised in 

the seventies that the concept of development should be broadened so that it should signify that 

well-being of the people has increased.

This led to the view that economic development should not be judged on the basis of “growth in 

GNP alone”. Therefore, it was regarded that the well-being of the masses as the ultimate 

objective of development. Economic development will take place in true terms only if the poor 

people are raised above the poverty line. 

Thus World Development Report 1991, published by World Bank asserts: “the challenge of 

development is to improve the quality of life. Especially in the World’s poor countries, a better 

quality of life generally calls for higher incomes-but it involves much more. It encompasses as 

ends in themselves better education, higher standards of health and nutrition, less poverty, a 

cleaner environment, more equality of opportunity.”

Thus the concept of economic development has been greatly broadened. Today, economic 

development is interpreted as not only in more growth in economic well-being but also in terms 

of good quality of life which, according to Prof. Amartya Sen, consists in enlargement of 

opportunities for people and freedom of human choices. This new concept of development 

includes achievement of freedom from servitude to ignorance and illiteracy. It also includes 

enjoyment of human rights..  Amartya Sen writes “Economic growth cannot be sensibly treated 

as an end in itself. Development has to be more concerned with enhancing the life’s we lead and 

the freedoms we enjoy.”

On the basis of various ingredients of good quality of life and other criteria such as enlargement 

of human choices and freedom a human development index is prepared by United Nations 
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Development Programme (UNDP). This human development index is considered as a better 

indicator of economic development. 

Indicators of development

The Human Development Index (HDI)

The HDI was introduced in 1990 as part of the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP) to provide a means of measuring economic development in three broad areas - per 

capita income, heath and education. The HDI tracks changes in the level of development 

of countries over time. The introduction of the index was an explicit acceptance that 

development is a considerably broader concept than growth, and should include a range of social 

and economic factors.

The HDI has two main features:

An index, which is based on three equally, weighted components:

a. Longevity, measured by life expectancy at birth

b. Knowledge is measured by adult literacy and number of years children are enrolled 

at school

c. The standard of living is measured by real GDP per capita at purchasing power parity.

The HDI is a very useful means of comparing the level of development of countries. GDP per 

capita alone is clearly too narrow an indicator of economic development and fails to indicate 

other aspects of development, such as enrolment in school and longevity. Hence, the HDI is a 

broader and more encompassing indicator of development than GDP, though GDP still provides 

one third of the index. 

Basic Human Needs:

The Basic Needs Approach is one of the major approaches to the measurement of absolute 

poverty in developing countries. Since per capita income figures of different countries are a 

rough indicator of poverty, some economists suggest indicators of how basic human needs are 

being met. Although there is hardly any agreement on the exact definition of basic human needs, 
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the general idea is to set minimal levels of caloric intake, health care, clothing and shelter. Basic 

needs thinking reached prominence in the late 1970s when it became a central organising principle for 

development work in the International Labour Organisation and began to be a focus for some work 

within the World Bank. UNICEF's approach of 'adjustment with a human face' encouraged the targeting 

of scarce state support to the poor and vulnerable and shifting public spending towards basic needs 

provision.

PQLI: 

The Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) is an attempt to measure the quality of life or well-

being of a country. It was developed for the Overseas Development Council in the mid-1970s by 

Morris David Morris, as one of a number of measures created due to dissatisfaction with the use 

of GNP as an indicator of development.. In this index betterment of physical quality of life of 

human beings is considered as Economic development.. An alternative to per capita income is a 

physical quality-of-life index to evaluate living standards. The most common approach uses life 

expectancy, infant mortality and literacy as indicators. There are three standards to measure the 

physical quality which are depicted here.

1) Extent of Education 

2) Life Expectancy and 

3) Infant Mortality Rate

Economic Development and its determinants

Economic development is a process of raising the rate of capital formation, i.e., both physical 

capital and human capital. The task of economic development is influenced by a number of 

factors such as economic, political, social, technological, natural, administrative etc. According 

to Prof. Meier and Baldwin, “Economic Development is a process, whereby, economy’s real 

national income increases over a long period of time”. 
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Prof. Ragner Nurkse observed that, “Economic development has much to do with human 

endowments, social attitude, political condition and historical accidents.” Again, Prof. PT. Bauer 

also mentioned that “The main determinants of economic development are aptitude, abilities, 

qualities, capacities and facilities.” Thus economic development of a country depends on both 

economic and non-economic factors. 

a) Economic development is a process.

(b) The process results in the rise in ‘real national income’.

(c) Real Income must be sustained over a ‘long period of time’. 

Economic Factors:

Economic environment is an important determinant of economic development of a country. 

Economic environment can be determined with the pace of economic development as well as the 

rate of growth of the economy. This economic environment is influenced by the economic 

factors like— population and manpower resources, natural resources and its utilization, capital 

formation and accumulation, capital output ratio, occupational structure, external resources, 

extent of the market, investing pattern, technological advancement, development planning, 

infrastructural facilities, suitable industrial relations etc.

Economic determinants areas follows-

1.Natural resources- Natural resources involve resources that are produced by nature 

either on the land or beneath the land. The natural resources are available but the essential 

condition is their proper exploitation through improved techniques so that there is little 

wastage and they could be utilised for a longer time.

2. Capital Formation-The second important economic factor in growth is capital 

accumulation. Capital means the stock of physical reproducible factors of production. 

When the capital stock increases with the passage of time, this is called capital 

accumulation. It is attained through three inter-related stages:
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d. the existence of real savings and rise in them;

e. the existence of credit and financial institutions to mobilise savings and to 

divert them in desired channels; and

f. to use these savings for investment in capital goods.

Capital formation is the main key to economic growth. On the one hand, it reflects 

effective demand and, on the other it creates productive efficiency for future production. 

The process of capital formation leads to increase in national output .Capital formation is 

essential to meet the requirements of an increasing population; it results in investment in 

capital goods, further production increases and also employment opportunities. It is 

capital formation that leads to technological progress. The provision for social and 

economic overheads like transport, power, education, etc., in the country is possible 

through capital formation. It is through capital formation proper exploitation of natural 

resources, industrialization and expansion of markets occurs which are essential for 

economic progress. 

3. Growth of population and manpower resources-  The quality and quantity of available 

human resource will directly affect the growth of an economy. The quality of human 

resource is dependent on its skills, creative abilities, training, and education. If the human 

resource of a country is well skilled and trained then the output would also be of high 

quality.

4. Technological progress- Technological changes are the most important factor in the 

process of economic growth. They are related to changes in the methods of production which 

are the result of some new techniques of research or innovation. Changes in technology lead 

to increase in the productivity of labour, capital and other factors of production.

5. Capital output ratio- the capital output ratio states the relationship between capital 

investments and the output consequent upon the investment. It states the required capital 

investment to secure a given increase in output. The capital output ratio is determined by a 

number of factors like technological progress, quality of organisational skill, rate and pattern 

of investments, availability of social overhead capital etc. 

Non Economic determinants-
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To attain economic development, proper social and political climate must be provided. In this 

connection, United Nations Experts observed, “Economic Progress will not occur unless the 

atmosphere is favorable to it. The people of a country must desire progress and their social, 

economic, legal and political situations must be favorable to it.” Prof. Macord Wright writes, 

“The fundamental factors making economic growth are non-economic and non-materialistic in 

character. It is spirit itself that builds the body.”

 Prof. Ragnar Nurkse has further observed, “Economic development has much to do with human 

endowments, social attitudes, political conditions and historical accidents.” The non economic 

factors are as follows-

1. Urge for development- 

2. EducationChanges in social and institutional factors- 

3. Law and order

4. Public Administration

5. Cultural factors

6. Political and Legal Environment

Rostow stages of Economic growth

As a non communist manifesto, W. W. Rostow’s stages of economic growth (1960, 1971) is a 

foray into the positioning the sweep of modern economic history. It was presented by American 

economist Walt Whitman Rostow in 1960 as an alternative view of Marxist interpretation of 

history. Thus the model was recognized as political theory as well as descriptive economic 

analysis of growth and development Rostow’s version is an outstanding example of continuity 
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and evolution.  Rostow argued that economic take-off must initially be led by a few individual 

sectors. This belief was based on the theory of comparative advantage presented by David 

Ricardo. 

Rostow's model disagrees with John Maynard Keynes regarding the importance of government 

control over domestic he was an ardent free trade advocate. The basic assumption given of 

Rostow’s theory is that the countries want to modernize and grow and that society will agree to 

the materialistic norms of economic growth. Rostow’s thesis has identified five stages of 

economic development according historic economic performance of developed countries.  

1. Traditional society 
2. Preconditions for self sustaining growth  
3. Take-off 
4. Drive to maturity 
5. The stage of High mass consumption 

Traditional society 

Traditional societies are characterized by nature and limitation of technology. Thus more than 75 

percent of labour force is occupied in agricultural activities. Low Social mobility and great 

division of wealth and political power were recognized as other main features.  Wars, famines 

and epidemics like plague cause initially expanding populations to halt or shrink, limiting the 

single greatest factor of production: human manual labor.

 Volume fluctuations in trade due to political instability are frequent. The manufacturing sector 

and other industries have a tendency to grow but are limited by inadequate scientific knowledge 

and a "backward" or highly traditionalist frame of mind which contributes to low labour 

productivity. In this stage, some regions are entirely self-sufficient. 

It is a settled agricultural society before the Industrial Revolution; a hierarchical social structure 

relied on tradition, and an insistence on obedience and submission. This resulted in concentration 

of political power in the hands of landowners in most cases; everywhere, family and lineage, and 

marriage ties, constituted the primary social organization, along with religious customs, and the 

state only rarely interacted with local populations and in limited spheres of life. This social 

structure was generally feudalistic in nature. 
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Thus it is characterized by subsistence agriculture or hunting and gathering; almost wholly a 

"primary" sector economy with limited technology. It is a static or 'rigid' society: lack of class or 

individual economic mobility, with stability prioritized and change seen is negative and 

restricted.

2. Pre-conditions for self-sustaining growth  

According to Rostow, pre-condition of takeoff were characterized by change in political and 

social transition from feudalism. Thus the stage is between feudalism and takeoff and is called as 

transitional stage. The main economic requirement in the transition phase and the level of 

investment should be increased at least to 5- 10 percent of national income to ensure self 

sustaining growth. The main direction of investment is for developing physical and social 

infrastructure i.e. transport. 

The three important dimensions to the transition are: 

The shift from an agrarian to an industrial or manufacturing society, but slowly and gradually. 

The trade and other commercial activities of the nation broaden the market's reach not only to 

neighbouring areas but also to far-flung regions, creating international markets. 

The surplus attained should not be wasted on the conspicuous consumption of the land owners or 

the state, but should be spent on the development of industries, infrastructure and thereby prepare 

for self-sustained growth of the economy. The strategic factor is that investment level should be 

above 5% of the national income. This rise in investment rate depends on many sectors of the 

economy. According to Rostow capital formation depends on the productivity of agriculture and 

the creation of social overhead capital. Agriculture plays a very important role in this transition 

process as the surplus quantity of the produce to support an increasing urban population and also 

becomes a major exporting sector, earning foreign exchange for continued development and 

capital formation. Increases in agricultural productivity also lead to expansion of the domestic 

markets for manufactured goods and processed commodities, which adds to the growth of 

investment in the industrial sector. 

The country would be able to achieve following requirements at this stage. Develop social 

infrastructure such as transport, irrigation and communication. Increase in food production 
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sufficiently to feed population. Increase in imports for increasing capital goods and expanding 

entrepreneurial activities    

All these changes effectively prepare the way for "take-off" along with the basic change in 

attitude of society towards risk taking, changes in working environment, and openness to change 

in social and political organizations and structures. The pre conditions of take-off can closely be 

tracked in the historic stages of the (initially) British Industrial Revolution. Social overhead 

capital creation can only be undertaken by government, in Rostow's view. Government plays the 

driving role in development of social overhead capital. 

3. Take off

The take off is a short stage of development that takes nearly two decades. Development become 

self-sustaining and investment must rise exceeding 10 percent of national income so as to 

increase per capita income and level of investment. According to historical records, domestic 

finance for takeoff has fulfilled through two main sources i.e. agricultural taxes, rents.

According to Rostow there are three main requirements for take-off: 

1. "The rate of productive investment should rise from approximately 5% to over 10% of 

national income or net national product 

2. The development of one or more substantial manufacturing sectors, with a high rate of growth; 

The existence or quick emergence of a political, social and institutional framework can exploit 

the impulses for expansion in the modern sector and the potential external economy effects of the 

take-off.  The required capital is mobilized from domestic resources and is steered into the 

economy and not into domestic or state consumption. Industrialization becomes a crucial 

phenomenon as it helps to prepare the basic structure for structural changes on a massive scale. 

Take off requires a large amount of loanable funds for expansion of the industrial sector which 

generally come from two sources which are: 

1. Shifts in income flows by way of taxation, implementation of land reforms and various other 

fiscal measures. 

2. Reinvestment of profits earned from foreign trade.
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  "Take-off" based on rapidly increasing demand for domestically produced goods for sale in 

domestic markets. The US, Canada, Russia and Sweden are examples of domestically based 

"take-off. They are characterized by massive capital imports and rapid adoption of their trading 

partners' technological advances. This entire process of expansion of the industrial sector yields 

an increase in rate of return to some individuals who save at high rates and invest their savings in 

the industrial sector activities. The economy exploits their underutilized natural resources to 

increase their production. 

At the take off stage, the economy will transform as follows; Urbanization increases, 

Industrialization proceeds, Technological breakthrough occurs. The "secondary" (goods-

producing) sector expands and ratio of secondary vs. primary sectors in the economy shifts 

quickly towards secondary 

a. Increase growth rates in industrial sector. 

b. Changes in social and political institutions  

c. Decrease the capital output Ratio 

4.Drive to maturity 

Rostow defines it as the period when a society has effectively applied the range of modern 

technology to the bulk of its resources. “The growing economy drives to extend modern 

technology over the whole front of its economic activity. Some 10-20% of the national income is 

steadily invested, permitting output regularly to outstrip the increase in population. The make-up 

of the economy changes as technique improves, new industries accelerate, and older industries 

level off. The economy finds its place in the international economy: goods formerly imported are 
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produced at home; new import requirements develop, and new export commodities to match 

them. The leading sectors will in an economy be determined by the nature of resource 

endowments and not only by technology. 

The structural changes in the society during this stage are in three ways: Work force composition 

in agriculture shifts from 75% of the working population to 20%. The workers acquire greater 

skill and their wages increase in real terms. The character of leadership changes significantly in 

the industries and a high degree of professionalism is introduced Environmental and health cost 

of industrialization is recognized and policy changes are made. The stage of maturity in 

approximately 60 years. 

The diversity leads to reduction in poverty rate and increasing standards of living, as the society 

no longer needs to sacrifice its comfort in order to build up certain sectors.  There will be 

diversification of the industrial base; multiple industries expand and new ones take root quickly. 

The manufacturing shifts from investment driven towards consumer durables and domestic 

consumption. There will be rapid development of transportation infrastructure. The country will 

invest in social infrastructure. 

5. Age of high mass consumption

From maturity the economy moves with growth to high mass consumption, the stage at which 

durable consumer goods life in the suburbs, college education for one third to one half the 
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populations comes within the reach. In addition the economy, through its political process, 

expresses willingness to allocate increased resources to social welfare and security. This stage 

was defined in terms of shift in emphasis from problems of production to that of consumption.

According to Rostow, a country tries to determine its uniqueness and factors that affect for its 

changes are political, geographical and cultural structure and also values present in its society.  

Historically, the United States is said to have reached this stage first, followed by other western 

European nations, and then Japan in the 1950s.

Criticism of the model 

1. Rostow is historical in the sense that the end result is known at the outset and is derived from 

the historical geography of a developed, bureaucratic society. 

2. Rostow is mechanical as the stages become little more than a classificatory system based on 

data from developed countries. 

3. His model is based on American and European history and defines the American norm of high 

mass consumption as integral to the economic development process of all industrialized 

societies. 
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4. His model assumes the inevitable adoption of Neoliberal trade policies which allow the 

manufacturing base of a given advanced polity to be relocated to lower wage regions. 

5. Rostow's model does not apply to the Asian and the African countries. The stages are not 

identifiable properly as the conditions of the take-off and pre take-off stage are very similar and 

also overlap. 

Vicious Circle of Poverty

Nurkse's Model of Vicious Circle of Poverty
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In economics, the cycle of poverty is the "set of factors or events by which poverty, once started, 

is likely to continue unless there is outside intervention. According to Prof. Nurkse. “It implies 

circular constellation of forces tending to act and react one another in such a way as to keep a 

poor country in a state of poverty. 

In the words of Prof. Nurkse: "It is the vicious circle of poverty (VCP) which is responsible for 

backwardness of UDCs". According to Prof. Nurkse, “The main reason of vicious circle of 

poverty is the lack of capital formation.” He cited an example of a poor man. A poor man does 

not get enough food which makes him weak. As a result of weakness his efficiency reduces and 

as a consequence he gets low income and thus becomes poor.” Thus Nurkse opines ‘a man is 

poor because he is poor’. Similarly, Kindleberger opined that vicious circle of poverty takes 

place due to the small size of the market.

The reasons of vicious circle of poverty can be classified into three groups:

(a) Supply side of vicious circle.

(b) Demand side of vicious circle.

(c) Vicious Circle of Market Imperfections.

Supply Side of Vicious Circle: 

Supply side of vicious circle indicates that in underdeveloped countries, productivity is so low 

that it is not enough for capital formation. In the words of Prof. Nurkse on the supply side there 

is small capacity to save resulting from low level of national income. The low real income is a 

reflection of low productivity, which in turn is due largely to the lack of capital. The lack of 

capital is a result of the small capacity to save and so the circle is complete.

Low Income → Low Saving → Low Investment → Low Production → Low Income
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In these Underdeveloped countries, poverty refers to low real income. Real income remains low 

due to low level of capital and capital is low because of low level of saving. The reason of low 

saving is low level of income. Thus, the main reason of low level of poverty and income is the 

low level of saving. Consequently, investment is not possible in production channels. A man can 

save only when his real income exceeds consumption. Generally, in UDC, society is divided into 

two groups’ viz.; rich and poor.

 In UDCs, majority of farmers are poor. Their income is very low because they are engaged in 

subsistence farming. The methods of cultivation are old and outdated. The productivity of labour 

is low as he is unskilled, disguised unemployment and immobility of labour is prevalent, 

available income is consumed on consumption purposes. This leads to lack of savings, 

investment and thus low capital formation. The rich is in a position to save. But, they spend their 

own luxurious goods instead of saving. They give preference to foreign products. Thus, the 

demand does not enlarge the size of the market.

 Normally, investment does not depend on savings alone, but also on ability to invest and 

willingness to invest. These countries lacks in investment facilities due to low level of demand. 

The quantity of investment depends on cable entrepreneurs who have to take risk for new 

investments. The social atmosphere of the rich class is such that they do not dare to take risk. 

They prefer to put some labourers on work.
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Demand Side of Vicious Circle:

According to Prof. Nurkse, “On the demand side, the inducement of invest may be low, because 

of the small purchasing power of the people, which is due to the small real income, which is 

again due to low productivity. The level of productivity however, is the result of the small 

amount of capital used in production which in turn may be due to or at least partly because of 

low inducement to invest.

Low Income → Low Demand Low Investment → Low Productivity → Low Income

 In UDCs, there exist medium income group who prefer to work in trade, services etc. instead of 

capital formation. Thus it is marked by lack of capital for investment in industries, lack of 

industrial finance, lack of skilled labour, lack of transportation and social overhead etc. 

The low income leads to low demand which in turn results in low investment and so the low 

level of capital which again leads to low productivity and low income. The main reason of the 

poverty in these countries is the low level of demand. Consequently, the size of market remains 

low. The small size of the market becomes a hurdle in the path of inducement to invest.

 Prof. Nurkse has cited many examples. For instance, an entrepreneur will not establish a modern 

shoe factory in a country where the people are poverty ridden and are unable to purchase shoes. 

Thus according to Nurkse, “in underdeveloped countries, on demand side, low purchasing power 

of the people results in low productivity.”
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 Vicious Circle of Market Imperfections

Meier and Baldwin have described a third vicious circle based on capital deficiency due to 

market imperfections. In underdeveloped countries, resources are underdeveloped and people are 

economically backward. Existence of market imperfections prevents optimum allocation and 

utilization of natural resources and the result is underdevelopment and this, in turn, leads to 

economic backwardness.

In the words of Meier and Baldwin, “Underdeveloped resources are, therefore, both a 

consequence and cause of the backward people… The more economically backward are the 

people, the less developed will be natural resources, lesser the development of natural resources 

more the people are economically backward.” 

The vicious circle of poverty is a result of the various vicious circles which were on the sides of 

supply of and demand for capital, resulting in low capital formation and low real incomes. Thus, 

the country is caught in vicious circles of poverty which are mutually aggravating and it is very 

difficult to break them.

The constraints that push these countries into vicious circle are -

1. Low Capital formation

2. Socio cultural constraints
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3. Agricultural backwardness

4. Human resources

5. Foreign exchange constraints. 

Solutions to overcome Supply Side vicious circle of Poverty 

1. Increase in Saving: Efforts should be made to increase savings; savings should be diverted for 

investment in productive channels. To increase saving, non productive expenditure should be 

curtailed. In UDCs, the possibilities of voluntary savings are very less. Thus, Government 

interference is necessarily required. The Government can increase saving by altering its fiscal 

policy. The Government can impose heavy taxes on luxurious goods. It can increase the role of 

direct taxes. 

2. Increase in Investment:

To break the vicious circle of poverty apart from increasing savings, investment of saving in 

productive channels is also important. The policies of short run and long run investment should 

be coordinated. Investment in the establishment of multipurpose projects, iron, and chemical 

fertilizers should be encouraged. In UDCs, proper monetary and banking policies should be 

adopted which may provide facilities and encouragement to small savings and these savings can 

lead to investments. 

Solution to Demand Side Vicious Circle:

In UDCs to resolve the demand side vicious circle, extent of the market should be widened so 

that people may get inducement to invest. In this regard, Prof. Nurkse advocated the doctrine of 

balanced growth. According to the principle of balanced growth, investment should be done in 

every sphere of an economy so that demand of one sector can be fulfilled by another sector. 

Thus, an increase in demand will lead to wider extent of the market and so the inducement to 

invest.

On the other hand, economists like Hirschman, Singer, Fleming do not consider the policy of 

balanced growth practically fair. According to them, the policy of unbalanced growth would be 
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more useful. In UDCs, there is every possibility of increase in demand and there is the need for 

increase in monetary income. Majority of UDCs have adopted the policy of planned 

development. Accordingly, due to more investment in public sector, supply of money increases. 

Due to increase in monetary income, size of the market gets widens. These countries endeavour 

to widen the size of foreign market by increasing their exports.

Methods to overcome

1. Proper Use of Natural Resources: The developing countries can achieve rapid economic 

growth by making the efficient use of natural resources. By proper use of resources we can 

increase the production and per capita income of the country.

2. Self Reliance Policy: The less developing countries should reduce their dependence on foreign 

aid. The heavy reliance on foreign aid and its repeated suspension, delay and breach of 

agreements have created multiple problems. The policy of self reliance should be followed for 

financing development projects.

3. Encouragement of Private Sector: The less developed countries should encourage the private 

sector to increase the rate of investment in the country. The government has also given incentives 

to the private sector to promote the rate of development in the country.

4. Increase in Savings: The government of less developed countries should provide incentives to 

encourage the rate of savings in the country. New and attractive savings schemes should be 

introduced 

5. Increase in Exports: UDCs should make efforts to increase exports to have a favourable 

balance of payment. They should increase the exports of manufactured goods instead of primary 

commodities.

6. Reduction in Imports: The developing countries should produce substitutes of imports within 

the country to save the foreign exchange. Import of luxuries should be curtailed. 

7. Development of Agriculture: To increase the per acre yield government should expand the 

credit facilities to the farmers.
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8. Development of Industrial Sector 

9. Introduction to Technology: The developing countries can attain faster progress by adopting 

suitable advance technology in various sectors of the economy. 

10. Reduction in Population Growth: In the less developed countries high birth rate is the main 

cause of low per capita income. Effective measures should be taken to reduce the population 

pressure.

Balanced Growth Theory by Ragnar Nurkse
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Balanced growth is a dynamic process and as such the meaning of balanced growth continues 

changing. The concept of balanced growth is subject to various interpretations by various 

authors. It was Fredrick List who for the first time put forward the theory of balanced growth. He 

opined in his theory of balanced growth, for a balance to be established between agriculture, 

industry and trade. 

 Rosenstein Rodan in his articles titled “Problems of Industrialisation of Eastern and South 

Eastern Europe” published in 1943, propounded Balanced Growth Theory.  Prof. Nurkse, Prof. 

Lewis and Stovasky have examined this concept of balance of growth on different basis. 

P.A Samuelson, “Balanced Growth implies growth in every kind of capital stock constant rates.”

 U.N Publication, “Balanced Growth refers to full employment, a high level of investment, 

overall growth in productive capacity, equilibrium.”

 Alok Ghosh, “Planning with balanced growth indicates that all sectors of the economy will 

expand in same proportion, so that consumption, investment and income will grow at the same 

rates.”

Rosenstein Rodan propounded this theory but without using the term balanced growth. He stated 

that the Social Marginal Product (SMP) of an investment is different from its Private Marginal 

Product (PMP). If different industries are planned accordingly to their SMP, the growth of the 

economy would be much more than it. As an individual entrepreneur is more interested in PMP, 

it would be difficult to have an accurate estimate of SMP. 

This he illustrates with an example of a shoe factory. If a large shoe factory is started in the 

region where 20,000 unemployed workers are employed. Now in case, the workers spend their 

entire wages on shoes, it would create market for shoes. If series of industries are started, in that 

case the demand of different industries would increase via multiplier process. This would lead to 

planned industrialization.

 C.P. Kindleberger, “Balanced Growth implies that investment takes place simultaneously in all 

sectors or industries at once, more or less along the lines of the slogan, ‘You can’t do anything 

until you can do everything.” 
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 - These are some of the interpretations of balanced growth. 

Ragnar Nurkse based on this, further elaborates the theory. He holds that the major obstacle to 

the development of the underdeveloped countries is the vicious circle of poverty. This vicious 

circle of poverty shows that income in underdeveloped countries is low.

 Low income leads to low savings. Low savings results in low investment, which will result in 

less production. Low production will generate low income. Low income will create low demand 

for goods. In other words, it will result in smaller markets. Thus, there will be no inducement to 

invest.  The inducement to invest may be low because of the small buying power of the people, 

which is due to their small real income, which again is due to low productivity. The low level of 

productivity results to the small amount of capital used in production which in turn may be 

caused, by inducement to invest. 

Thus, to break the vicious circle of poverty in the under-developed countries, it is essential to 

have a balance between demand and supply. Ranger Nurkse is of the view that the vicious circle 

of poverty operates both on the demand and supply side. To break this vicious circle, Nurkse 

explains the theory with the help of example of shoe industry by Rodan. The vicious circle of 

poverty cannot be broken with industrial investment decisions. This means vicious circle of 

poverty cannot be broken only by making investment in one industry or one sector. Rather, there 

should be overall investment in all the sectors. This is the only way to enlarge the size of the 

market. 

Hence, investment in shoe industry will not lead to sufficient demand. The need is to have an 

overall investment, so that labourers of one industry can be the consumers or buyers of the 

products of others. In the words of Nurkse, “The solution seems to be balanced pattern of 

investment in a number of different industries so that people working with more productivity, 

with more capital and improved techniques become each other’s customers.”

 When investment will be made in several industries simultaneously, it will increase the income 

of large number of people who are employed in various industries. They will purchase goods 

made by each other for consumption. They will become customers mutually. Thus, with the 

increase in supply, demand will also go up.  The extent of market will also increase. It will lead 
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to capital formation and thus, the vicious circle of poverty will get broken. The 

complementarities of industries are in reality, the crux of the concept of balanced growth. 

The market size can be enlarged by monetary expansion, salesmanship and advertisement, 

removing trade restrictions and expanding social other heads i.e., infrastructures. It can be 

widened either by a reduction in prices or by an increase in money while keeping constant prices. 

As the circumstances are found, market is not large enough to allow production on such a scale 

to reduce cost in underdeveloped countries.  

Nurkse further submits his notion of balanced growth from Say’s law which states that “Supply 

creates its own Demand” and Mill cites that “Every increase of production, if distributed without 

miscalculation among all kinds of produce in the proportion which private interest would dictate, 

creates or rather constitutes its own demand.”

 The best way is to have simultaneous wave of new plants, in such a way that full advantage is 

taken of complementaries on the supply side and of the complementaries of the markets on the 

demand side.” Investment in wide range of industries will give better division of labour; it leads 

to vertical and horizontal integration of industries, a better utilisation of raw materials and 

technical skill, an expansion of the size of the market and better use of social and economic 

overhead capital. Further he argues that investment in productive equipment and in human 

capital should be simultaneous. Nurkse emphasizes for development of human capital i.e., health 

and education. He strongly argues for social and economic overhead facilities to strengthen the 

economy.

 Prof. Nurkse pleads that private enterprise can achieve the desire effect under the stimulus of 

certain incentives through advantages of external economies. Price incentives may bring about 

balanced growth to some extent. It is further promoted by monetary and other effects.

Nurkse strongly stresses on balance between different sectors of the economy during the process 

of economic growth. A balance between agriculture and industry is very important, as the two 

sectors agriculture and industry are complementary to each other. Thus, expansion of industry 

will require expansion of agriculture and vice-versa. Again expansion of industrial sector will 

raise the demand for raw material which will only be supplied by expansion of agricultural 

sector. 
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A balance between domestic trade and foreign trade becomes essential during the process of 

economic development. Country in the process has to balance between its imports and exports. 

According to Prof. Lewis, the domestic sector must grow in balance with the foreign sector. Prof. 

Hans Singer and Albert Hirschman have criticized Nurkse’s doctrine of balanced growth. 

Balanced growth can neither solve the problem of underdeveloped countries, nor do they have 

sufficient resources to achieve balanced growth”-Prof. Singer.

Criticisms-

1. Rise in Cost- Simultaneous establishment of a number of industries is likely to raise 

money and real costs of production and so make them economically unprofitable to 

operate in the absence of sufficient capital equipment, skills, cheap power, finance and 

other necessary raw materials.

2. Against the Capabilities of Underdeveloped Countries-argument of Hirschman is that the 

doctrine “combines a defeatist attitude towards the capabilities of underdeveloped 

economies with completely unrealistic expectations about their creative abilities.”

3. Wrong Assumptions- 

4. Planning Aspect is not given Due Consideration- the Nurkesian doctrine of balanced 

growth is primarily related to private enterprise economy where the need for planning 

does not arise. In fact, simultaneous investment in all sectors requires planning, direction 

and coordination by the government is very essential and was ignored.

5. Fails as a theory of development- According to Hirschman, the doctrine of balanced 

growth fails as a theory of development. Development implies the process of change 

from one type of economy into another more advanced type. But the doctrine of balanced 

growth would involve the superimposition of an entirely new self contained modern 

industrial sector upon the stagnant and equally self-contained traditional sector. 

6. Shortage of resources- The doctrine fails to solve the problem of shortage of resources. It 

is based on Say’s Law that supply creates its own demand. When investments are being 

made simultaneously in a number of new industries, the demand for factors would 

become competitive. But the supply of factors is inelastic in underdeveloped countries. 

The problem of allocation of the increasing stock of capital still remains. 
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7. Wrong assumptions of increased returns- The doctrine of balanced growth presupposes 

the need for balanced investment to provide a growing demand, and the existence of 

increasing returns. But these two forces pull in opposite directions. If returns increase 

considerably, an underdeveloped country would not like to invest in a railway line and a 

roadway between the same points and it will have to choose, between an oil refinery and 

a steel mill. If simultaneous investments are made in all related fields, the appearance of 

bottlenecks, raw materials, prices, factor shortages, etc., will lead to decreasing returns. 

Thus decreasing and not increasing returns favour balanced growth.

8. Not applicable to developed economies- the balanced growth doctrine is in fact the 

application of Keynesian underemployment situation to an underdeveloped economy, but 

in such economies there is no temporary suspension of economic activity. Economic 

activity is static. Capital, skills, factor supplies and economic infrastructure are woefully 

lacking. It is; therefore, wrong to apply a theory applicable to a developed economy on an 

underdeveloped economy. 

9. Scarcities and bottlenecks encourage growth- According to Paul Streeten, it was not 

balanced growth but scarcities and bottlenecks that provided the stimulus to the 

inventions that revolutionized England’s and the world’s economic system, and that 

inventions in turn created new scarcities and bottlenecks. He said had the world depended 

on balanced development, it would have reduced or even eliminated the incentives for 

discoveries, or at any rate for their application. Thus it is on unbalanced growth that the 

history of technological progress rests.

Unbalanced theory by Hirschman
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 Scholars such as Hirschman, Rostow, Fleming and Singer propounded the theory of unbalanced 

growth as a strategy of development to be used by the underdeveloped countries. This theory 

stresses on the need of investment in strategic sectors of the economy instead of all the sectors 

simultaneously. Prof Hirschman opined that creating imbalances in the system is the best 

strategy for growth. Owing to the lack of availability of resources in the less developed 

countries, the little that is available must be used efficiently. Accordingly strategic sectors in the 

economy should get priority or precedence over others where income is concerned.

According to Hirschman, “Development is a chain of disequilibria that must be kept alive rather 

than eliminate the disequilibrium of which profits and losses are symptoms in a competitive 

economy. 

“Unbalanced growth is a better development strategy to concentrate available resources on types 

of investment, which help to make the economic system more elastic, more capable of expansion 

under the stimulus of expanded market and expanding demand”-H.W.Singer.

 If economy is to keep moving ahead, the task of development policy is to maintain, tension, 

disproportions and disequilibria.” It explains the unbalanced growth in terms of the growth rates 

of investment, income and consumption. Meier and Baldwin are also of the opinion that 

“Planners should concentrate on certain focal points, so as to achieve the goal of rapid economic 

development. The priorities should be given to those projects which ensure external economies 

to the existing firms and those which could create demand for supplementary goods and 

services.” 

Hirschman argued that, “To create deliberate imbalances in the economy, according to a 

predesigned strategy, is the best way to accelerate economic development.” Hirschman is of the 

confirmed view that underdeveloped countries should not develop all the sectors simultaneously 

rather one or two strategic sectors or industries should be developed by making huge investment. 

In other words, capital goods industries should be preferred over consumer goods industries. 

It is because capital goods industries accelerate the development of the economy, where 

development of consumer goods industries is the natural outcome. Hirschman has stated that, “If 

the economy is to be kept moving ahead, the task of development policy is to maintain tensions, 

disproportions and disequilibria.”
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The strategy of unbalanced growth is most suitable in breaking the vicious circle of poverty in 

underdeveloped countries. The poor countries are in a state of equilibrium at a low level of 

income. Production, consumption, saving and investment are so adjusted to each other at an 

extremely low level that the state of equilibrium itself becomes an obstacle to growth. The only 

strategy of economic development in such a country is to break this low level equilibrium by 

deliberately planned unbalanced growth.

Prof. Hirschman is of the opinion that shortages created by unbalanced growth offer considerable 

incentives for inventions and innovations.

1. Convergent Series of Investment: It implies the sequence of creation and appropriation of 

external economies. Therefore, investment made on the projects which appropriate more 

economies than they create is called convergent series of investment.

2. Divergent Series of Investment: It refers to the projects which appropriate less economies than 

they create.

These two series of investment are greatly influenced by particular motives. Convergent series of 

investments are influenced by profit motive which are undertaken by the private entrepreneurs. 

The later is influenced by the objective of social desirability and such investment is undertaken 

by the public agencies.

In the words of Prof. Hirschman, “When one disequilibrium calls forth a development move 

which in turn leads to a similar disequilibrium and so on and infinitum in the situation private 

profitability and social desirability are likely to coincide, not because of external economies, but 

because input and output of external economies are same for each successive venture.” Thus, 

growth must aim at the promotion of divergent series of investment in which more economies 

are created than appropriated. Development policy should be so designed that it may enhance the 

investment in social overhead capital (SOC) is creating external economies and discourage 

investment in directly productive activities (DPA).

Unbalancing the Economy:
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Development, according to Hirschman, can take place only by unbalancing the economy. This is 

possible by investing either in social overhead capital (SOC) or indirectly productive activities 

(DPA). Social overhead capital creates external economies whereas directly productive activities 

appropriate them. 

Unbalancing the Economy with Social Overhead Capital:

Social over-head capital is concerned with those series without which primary, secondary and 

tertiary services cannot function. In SOC we include investment on education, public health, 

irrigation, water drainage, electricity etc. Investment in SOC favorably affects private investment 

in directly productive activities.

Investment in SOC is called autonomous investment which is made with the motive of private 

profit. Investment in SOC provides, for instance, cheap electricity, which would develop cottage 

and small scale industries. Similarly irrigation facilities lead to development of agriculture. As 

imbalance is created in SOC, it will lead to investment in DPA.

Unbalancing the Economy with Directly Productive Activities:

The directly productive activities include those investments which lead to direct increase in the 

supply of goods and services. Investment in DPA means investment in private sector which is 

done with a view to maximize profit. In those projects, investment is made first where high 

profits are expected.
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The first path is the sequence from SOC to 

DPA is called ‘development via excess capacity of SOC’. The second path is the sequence from 

DPA to SOC is called ‘development via shortage of SOC’. Which sequence should be followed 

first for economic development, Hirschman likes that sequence which is vigorously self-

propelling’. 

On the X-axis, we measure SOC cost whereas on Y-axis, we have taken DPA cost. AB, CD and 

EF are isoquants or equal product curves. These curves show different quantities of DPA and 

SOC which give same GNP at any point. Higher the isoquant, higher will be the GNP and vice-

versa. The curves are drawn in such a manner that 45 degree line through the origin connects the 

optimal points on the different curves. This line shows the balanced growth of SOC and DPA. In 

the diagram, points a, c and e are all equilibrium points where SOC=DPA. 

The path to development is followed via excess capacity of SOC then the path of development 

would be a b c d e. When investment is SOC, it increases by ab; it leads to an increase in DPA 

equal to ab. These types of investments will shift the equilibrium from a to c which is on CD 

isoquant curve which is higher than AB isoquant. It is because excess SOC will lead to forward 

operation of the multiplier due to which income will increase multiple times. Investment in DPA 

due to excess SOC will lead to the operation of accelerator.  

It means that investment both in SOC and DPA lead to higher level of GNP. Induced by this 

increase, investment in SOC will be increased by the government which would be equal to cd. 

This will also raise investment in DPA equal to cd’. Both types of investment would raise the 
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equilibrium to e on EF, higher equal product curve. Thus it is clear as investment is made in SOC 

first, there is corresponding and automatic investment in DPA. 

If path of development via shortage of SOC is adopted, in that case the path of economic 

development would be ab1 cd1 e. When ab’ DPA is made in the economy, in that case we need ab 

investment in SOC. But ab1 investment needs political pressure. In case of both the investment, 

the equilibrium would shift to point c. Again for cd1 DPA investment, we need cd investment in 

SOC. 

This again needs political pressure. If the government comes forward with cd investment, only 

then the new equilibrium would be at point e. Out of the two paths of development, the first path 

of excess SOC i.e., a b c d e is very smooth path. This path is self-propelling. On the contrary 

excess DPA i.e., ab ‘cd ‘e’ path needs political pressure. Hirschman has rightly stated, 

“development via shortages is an instance of the ‘disorderly’, ‘compulsive’ sequence while via 

excess SOC capacity is essentially permissive.” 

In this connection, Hirschman has given linkage effect which is of three types: 

(i) Forward Linkage,

(ii) Backward Linkage

(1) Backward Linkages: Growth of a set of industries stimulates the growth of those which 

supply raw materials. Setting up a steel plant for example, would stimulate the demand for steel 

scrap, coal and other related goods. Precaution of these goods will accordingly increase. These 

are backward linkages.

(2) Forward Linkages: Forward linkages refer to the growth of certain industries owing to the 

initial growth of those which supply raw materials. Expansion of steel industry, for example, will 

encourages industries making machine, tools etc., using steel as their basic input.

Forward and Backward linkage facilitates the choice of activities through which growth with 

imbalances should be generated in the system. Industries generating maximum linkages ought to 

be developed first. According to Prof. Hirschman, intermediate industries such as steel and coal 

are expected to generate maximum linkages. Thus, we can say that Prof. Hirschman maintains 
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that, “Development via shortage is an instance of the disorderly compulsive sequences while via 

excess of SOC capacity is essentially permissive.” It is a way what Hirschman calls ‘self-

propelling’. 

Last Industries First:

Prof. Hirschman favored the setting up of last industries first. The success of imbalanced growth 

strategy needs a wide selection of projects in which investment is to be made first. For this 

purpose, a developing country may not undertake that industrial process which can itself import 

from abroad and assemble for final finished projects.  Backward linkage effects are important not 

only from secondary back to primary production but also from tertiary back to both secondary 

and primary production. Backward linkage effects are the combined result of several last stage 

industries in the country. Therefore, when the demand for import replacing commodities 

increases, it justifies domestic last stage production.

Hirschman advocates giving subsidies or protection to import replacing industries. But, it is not 

desirable to give infant industry protection till the industry has not been on sound footing. Thus, 

Prof. Hirschman calls them import enclave industries which have very significant backward 

linkage effects. The less developed country does not give any importance to the role played by 

exports in economic development.   the exports do not expand and fail to produce forward 

linkage effects within the economy. Keeping in view these facts in mind, Hirschman suggested 

that export promotion is the only practical way of achieving industrialization viz., import 

substitution. He says, “There is no real alternative between export promotion and import 

substitution. 

Features of Theory of Unbalanced Growth 

 The theory propagates that with a view to accelerating the process of growth, investment should 

be first made in the key sectors of the economy. 

The theory is based on the principles of inducement and pressures. It is the inducement or 

pressure generated by some initial investment that calls for subsequent investment in other 

activities or production.
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 The theory corroborates the hypothesis of the “BIG PUSH”.  The theory is based on real life 

observation.  The theory recognizes the significance of public sector with regard to SOC 

activities. 

Merit of the Theory of Unbalanced Growth 

Self reliance: Self reliance is the under-current of the theory of unbalanced growth. It starts with 

the realistic assumption of chronic scarcity of resources in less developed countries and 

contemplates to initiate and accelerate the process of growth in accordance with the needs and 

means of the country concerned. 

Economic surplus: The strategy of unbalanced growth is expected to generate greater surplus in 

the system. This is because of its emphasis upon the capital-goods industries. This strategy is 

also expected to produce a very strong multiplier effect in the system, stimulating income and 

employment. 

Criticism of the Unbalanced Theory of Growth Inflation- 

1. Inflation - The theory gives undue emphasis to development through industrialization, 

notwithstanding the significance of agriculture. Because of long gestation lags in 

industries, flow of goods is expected to be constricted during the short period, causing 

inflation. 

2. Wastage of Resources- Being concentrated on a couple of industries, resources may not 

be appropriately utilized. Some sectors of the economy will grow at faster rates while 

other sectors will remain neglected. 

3. No mention of obstacles- Paul Streeten observes that the theory only mentions the 

establishing key industries presses for the establishment of other industries. But the 

theory is oblivious to the possible difficulties in establishing key industries to begin with. 

It is not an easy task to establish key industries right at the beginning of a development 

4. Increase in uncertainty- The theory inherently assumes that the success of the growth 

process depends on external trade and foreign aids. This increases uncertainty of the 

growth process.

5. Unbalance is not necessary- The critics are of the opinion that deliberately introducing 

unbalances in the system is not so much needed in the less develop countries. These 
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imbalances are caused on their own due technical indivisibility and uncertain behaviour 

of demand and supply forces. 

6. Neglect of the degree of unbalance- How much to imbalance and where to imbalance are 

not known by the theory of unbalanced growth. It only tells of the need to imbalance. 

7. Linkages effects are not based on empirical data- Prof. Hirschman has advocated to start 

only those industries that have maximum linkages effect. But these effects are not based 

on statistical data pertaining to the less developed countries. 

8. Lack of basic facilities- ‘Unbalanced Growth Theory’ assumes the availability of certain 

basic facilities in terms of necessary raw materials, technical knowhow and developed 

means of transport. However in less developed countries mostly these are insufficient 
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Big Push Theory by Rosentein Rodan

The theory of ‘big push’ first put forward by P.N. Rosenstein Rodan. The idea behind this theory 

is this that a big push or a big and comprehensive investment package can be helpful to bring 

economic development. In other words, a certain minimum amount of resources must be devoted 

for developmental programmes. The development process by its very nature is not a smooth and 

uninterrupted process. It involves a series of discontinuous ‘jumps’. 

The factors affecting economic growth, though functionally related with each other, are marked 

by a number of “discontinuities” and “hump.” the need is a “big push” thus, to undo the initial 

inertia of the stagnant economy, It is only through smooth journey of the economy, a higher 

levels of productivity and income can be ensured. 

The basic contention of the “big push” theory is that such a mutually beneficial way of output 

expansions is not likely to occur unless the initial obstacles are overcome. There are “non- 

appropriabilities” or “indivisibilities” of different kinds which if not removed through a “big 

push” will not permit the emergence and transmission of ‘external economies’ – which lie at the 

back of a self-generating development process. A ‘bit by bit’ approach to development would not 

enable the economy to cross over certain indivisible economic obstacles to development. The 

requirement is a vigorous effort to jump over these obstacles. As such, for the economy to be 

successfully launched on the path of self-generating growth a “big push” in the form of a 

minimum size of investment programme is necessary. 

This theory is needed in the form of a high minimum amount of investment to overcome to 

obstacles to development in an underdeveloped economy and to launch it in the path of progress. 

A big thrust of a certain minimum size is needed in order to overcome the various discontinuities 

and indivisibilities in the economy and offset the diseconomies of scale that may arise once 

development begins.

 According to Rosenstein Rodan, marginal increments in investment in unrelated individual spots 

of the economy would be like sprinkling here and there a few drops of water in a desert. The 

sizable lump of investment injected all at once can alone make a difference. Prof. Rosenstein 

Rodan contends that the importance of external economies is one of the chief points of difference 

between the static theory and a theory of growth. 
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“In the static allocative theory there is no such importance of the external economies. In the 

theory of growth however,” remarks Prof. Rodan, “external economies abound because given the 

inherent imperfection of the investment market, imperfect knowledge and risks, pecuniary and 

technological external economies have a similarly disturbing effect on the path towards 

equilibrium.”

  The hallmark of the ‘big push’ approach lies in the reaping of external economies through the 

simultaneous installation of a host of technically interdependent industries. Rosenstein Rodan 

distinguishes between three different kinds of indivisibilities and external economies. One i 

indivisibilities in the production function, two, indivisibility of demand; and three, indivisibility 

in the supply of savings. 

They are:

i. Indivisibilities in the production function, i.e., lumpiness of capital, especially in 

the creation of social overhead capital.

ii. Indivisibility of demand, i.e., complementarities of demand.

iii. Indivisibility of savings, i.e., kink in the supply of savings.

i. Indivisibilities in the Production Function: According to Rosenstein-Rodan, indivisibilities of 

inputs, outputs or processes lead to increasing returns. He regards social overhead capital as the 

most important instance of indivisibility and hence of external economies on the supply side. 

Prof. Rodan argues that it is possible to generate enormous pecuniary external economies by 

overcoming the ‘indivisibilities of inputs, processes and outputs.’ The emergence of such 

externalities would bring about a wide range of increasing returns.  The services of social 

overhead capital comprising basic industries like power, transport, and communications are 

indirectly productive and have a long gestation period. They cannot be imported. Such 

installations require a “sizeable initial lump” of investment. So the excess capacity is likely to 

remain in them for some time.

         “Thus, social overhead capital is characterised by four indivisibilities, they are 
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It is irreversible in time and, therefore, must precede other directly productive investments. 

It has a minimum durability, is making it very lumpy.

It has a long gestation period.

      4. It is an irreducible minimum industry mix of different kinds of public utilities. 

These indivisibilities of supply of social overhead capital are the principal obstacles to 

development in underdeveloped countries. Therefore, a high initial investment in social overhead 

capital is necessary in order to pave the way for quick-yielding directly productive investments.

ii. Indivisibility of Demand:

Indivisibility of demand generates interdependencies in investment decisions. This refers to the 

complementarity of demand arising from the diversity of human wants. The very fact that there 

is an indivisibility of complementarity of demand requires simultaneous setting up of interrelated 

industries in countries to initiate and accelerate the process of development. This is because 

individual investment projects have high risks as low incomes limit the demand for their 

products. 

 Rosenstein Rodan clarified with the help of following well known example for a closed 

economy. Rosenstein- Rodan takes a closed economy where a hundred disguised unemployed 

workers is employed in a shoe factory whose wages constitute an additional income. If these 

workers spend all their income on shoes they manufacture, the shoe market will have a regular 

demand and thus succeed. 

But the fact is that they would not like to spend all their additional income on shoes, human 

wants being diverse. Nor will the people outside the factory buy-additional shoes when they are 

poor. Thus, the new factory will be abandoned for want of an adequate market. To vary the 

example, suppose that ten thousand unemployed workers are engaged in one hundred factories 

that produce a variety of consumer goods and spend their wages on buying them. The new 

producers would be each others’ customers and thus create market for their goods. The 

complementarily of demand reduces the risk of finding a market and increases the incentive to 
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invest. It is the indivisibility of demand which necessitates a high minimum quantum of 

investment in interdependent industries to enlarge the size of the market.

Here D1 and MR1 are the average and marginal revenue curves of a firm when investment is made 

in this single firm. This firm sells OQ1 quantity and charges OP1 price. Here it faces losses equal 

to P1cab.  But if investment is made in so many industries the market will be extended. In this 

way, the demand will increase as shown by D4 and corresponding marginal revenue curve is 

MR4. Now the equilibrium takes place at E where OQ4 quantity is produced and OPb price is 

charged. As a result, the industries are having profits equal to P4RST. It means that the greater 

investment in many industries it can convert the losses into profits.

iii.Indivisibility in the Supply of Savings The supply of savings also serves as indivisibility. A 

specific amount of investment can be made in the presence of specific savings.A high minimum 

package of investment cannot be undertaken without an adequate supply of savings.  But in case 

of UDCs because of lower incomes the savings remain low. The savings are low primarily 

because incomes are low. This, thus, constitutes the third indivisibility. 

“The way out of the vicious circle,” remarks Rosenstein-Rodan, “is to have first an increase in 

income and to provide mechanisms which assure that in every second stage, the marginal rate of 

savings will be very much higher than the average rate of savings.”  
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Given these three indivisibilities and the external economies to which they give rise, a “big push” 

or a minimum quantum of investment is required to overcome the obstacles to development in 

underdeveloped countries. “There may be finally a phenomenon of indivisibility in the vigour 

and drive required for a successful development policy,” writes Rodan. The process of 

development by an initial application of ‘big push’ is underway; it tends to follow 

simultaneously three sets of balanced growth relations.

 (i) A balance between the social overhead capital and the directly productive activities.

(ii) A vertical balance between capital goods and consumer goods.

(iii) Lastly, there should be the horizontal balance between various consumer goods industries 

due to complementary nature of expanding consumer demand.

Criticism/Demerits:

 Rosenstein theory identified that market imperfections are the big obstacles in the way of 

economic development. Therefore, a big amount of investment will solve the problem of limited 

markets, rather depending upon market mechanism, and such heavy amounts of investment will 

become helpful for economic growth. Despite this merit, followings are the demerits of this 

theory.

 (i) Negligible Economies in Export, and Import Substitute Sectors: The 'Big Push' infrastructure 

may be justified on the ground of external economies. But, according to Viner, the export sector 

and .import-substitute sectors are so backward in UDCs that they hardly give rise to economies.

 (ii) Negligible Economies from Cost Reducing Investment: The goods which are concerned with 

public welfare hardly yield external economies. Moreover, the investment which is aimed at 

reducing costs does not yield economies.

 (iii) Neglecting Investment in Agri. Sector: In this theory emphasis has been laid upon making 

investment in infrastructure and industries. It neglects the investment to be made in agriculture 

and its allied sectors. As the agriculture sector is the largest sector in UDCs and it will be a 

mistake to ignore it.
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 (iv) Inflationary Pressure: From where the funds will come in UDCs to spend them on SOC. If 

the funds are raised through foreign loans and by printing new notes they will create inflation in 

the economy.

 (v) Administrative and Institutional Difficulties: This theory stresses upon state investment to 

remove deficiency of capital. But in case of UDCs the machinery is corrupt. There exist a lot of 

problems in state machinery. The private and public sectors compete with each other, rather 

supporting each other. Consequently, there will not be the balanced growth in the economy.

 (vi) It is not a Historical Fact: The Big Push theory is a recipe for the UDCs, but it has not been 

derived on the basis of historical experience. As Prof. Hagen says, "the Big Push theory lacks the 

historical evidences and facts".
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Critical Minimum Effort Thesis by Prof. Harvey Leibenstein

The critical minimum effort theory was propounded by Prof. Harvey Leibenstein in his book 

Economic Backwardness and Economic growth. He discusses that underdeveloped countries are 

characterized by vicious circle of poverty which keeps them around a low income per capita 

equilibrium state. This circle is believed to be so vicious and deep rooted that no small effort can 

be expected to break it up. 

The only way out to develop these countries is to make minimum amount of investments 

(Critical minimum effort) based on relationships between factors, per capita income, population 

growth, and investment, which would raise the per capita to a level at which sustained 

development could be maintained. His ‘theory of critical minimum effort’ is an attempt to 

provide a solution to this economic problem.

According to him, critical minimum effort is necessary to achieve a steady economic growth 

raising per capita income.

“In order to achieve the transition from the state of backwardness to the more developed state, 

where we can expect steady secular growth, it is necessary, though not always sufficient 

condition, that at the same point or during the same period, the economy should receive a 

stimulus to growth that is necessary than a certain critical minimum size”-Leibenstein.

The main idea of the theory is that economic growth in the underdeveloped and overpopulated 

countries in not possible unless a certain minimum level of investment is injected into the system 

as a consolidated dose that pulls the system out of doldrums. This minimum level of investment 

is called ‘critical minimum effort’. 

According to Leibenstein, “A sufficiently large minimum effort is necessary at the outset if the 

necessary minimum is to be achieved.” It is necessary for the sustained economic growth of 

underdeveloped countries that a certain minimum sum of money is invested.  

Prof. Leibenstein has further added, “In order to achieve the transition from the state of 

backwardness to the more developed state, where we can expect steady secular growth, it is 

necessary, though not always sufficient condition, that at the same point or during the same 
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period, the economy should receive a stimulus to growth that is necessary than a certain critical 

minimum size.” 

Shocks and Stimulants:

According to Leibenstein, every economy is under the influence of two forces—’shocks’ and 

‘stimulants’. Shocks refer to those forces which reduce the level of output, income, employment 

and investment etc. In other words, shocks dampen and depress the development forces. Shocks 

depress development forces which reverse the wheel of development. Stimulants refer to those 

forces which raise the level of income, output, employment and investment etc. In other words, 

Stimulants impress and encourage development forces. They are called ‘Income Generating 

forces’ which lubricate the wheel of development. Stimulants have the capacity to raise per 

capita income above equilibrium level. 

A country is said to be underdeveloped if the impact of shocks in stronger than the impact of 

stimulants. On the contrary, a country is said to be developed if the impact of shocks is weaker 

than the impact of stimulants. Leibenstein is of the view that the underdeveloped countries are 

under the influence of shocks and stimulants. Thus, the efforts to get out of economic 

backwardness, they need spontaneous or forced, are below the critical minimum effort for 

persistent growth. 

Attitudes, Motivation and Incentives:  According to Leibenstein, the generation of stimulants 

depends on attitudes and motivation of the people and the incentives given to them. Mere 

motivations and incentives will not lead to growth and development. The main factors of 

economic development are the entrepreneurs, the inventors, the discoverers, the innovators, and 

those who can accumulate and utilize wealth, and those who can accumulate skills and spread 

knowledge. It requires continuous efforts of various agencies necessary for economic 

development. It requires special type of human response to attitudes, motivations and incentives 

which are created by economic and social environment. 

Growth Agents: According to Leibenstein, if the income increasing forces expand at a higher 

rate than the income depressing forces, then the favorable conditions for economic development 

will be exist. In the process of development such conditions are created by the expansion 

of 'Growth Agents'.  These growth agents comprise of entrepreneurs, investors, savers and the 
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innovators. The growth contributing activities result in creation of entrepreneurship, the increase 

in stock of knowledge, the expansion of production skills of people and increase in the rate of 

savings and investment.

Leibenstein introduces two types of incentives for UDCs 

(i) Zero-sum Incentives. 

Zero-sum incentives are those which exercise zero effect on economic growth. They do not 

increase national income. It includes trading risk, non-trading or speculative activities and 

transference of income and profit from one section of people to another. The zero-sum incentives 

have distributive effect only. They are carried on in order to secure greater monopolistic position, 

political power and local prestige. They do not add to aggregate resources of the community.

(ii) Positive sum Incentives. The positive-sum incentives lead to economic growth and enhance 

the national income. The positive- sum activities are essential for economic development. These 

activities consists the productive investment, use of technical know-how, exploration and 

exploitation of the new markets and the use of scientific discoveries and innovations etc. These 

are conducive for economic growth as they change the attitudes, motivations and aspirations of 

the people. They try to raise the level of income, output, investment, saving and employment.

The following  factors are responsible for depressing per capita income in UDCs:

(a) The zero-sum entrepreneurial activities directed towards the maintenance of present 

economic privileges;

(b) The conservative attitude of both organised and unorganized workers;

(c) The attraction of traditional ideas and resistance to the new ideas and knowledge;

(d) Increase in non-productive consumption expenditures that could otherwise be used for capital 

accumulation;

(e) Greater population growth, other things being equal, that reduce the amount of capital 

available per worker, and

(f) High capital-output ratio. 
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Leibenstein stresses that these influences can be overcome by a sufficiently large critical 

minimum effort which would stimulate the positive-sum incentives, counteracting the zero-sum 

activities

A critical minimum effort would lead to:

(i) An expansion of the growth agents;

(ii) An increase in their contribution to per unit of capital, as the capital-output ratio declines;

(iii) A fall in the effectiveness of factors restricting growth;

(iv)The creation of an environment that stimulates socio-economic mobility; and

(v) The expansion of secondary and tertiary sectors.

The diagram below shows the outcome of the struggle between the stimulants and shocks and 

also enables to find out stimulants of sufficient magnitude.

The 45° line shows, the induced increase and decrease in the per capital income. While 

X1 X1 curve shows income generating forces and Z1 Z1 curve represents income depressing 
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forces. With 'Stimulants' the per capita income increases from Oe to Om, the per capita income 

will increase up to na. But here the income depressing forces 'fb' are greater than income 

generating forces 'fa'. As a result, the economy will follow the downward path 'abcd'. In this way, 

the economy reaches point 'E'. Therefore, if the economy is to be put on the path of development 

the per capita income will have to be increased till Ok by increasing investment. 

As a result, the income will increase till SG which will in turn generate the path of endless 

expansion of per capita income as shown by arrow movement rising above G. That package of 

investment which leads to increase per capita income even after point 'G' is given the name 

of "Critical Minimum Effort by Leibenstein". The critical minimum effort need not to be made 

all at once. It would be more effective if it is broken up into a series of smaller efforts.

 

For sustained development, the initial investment levels have to be above a certain minimum 

level to generate increase in PCI. 

The critical minimum effort can be induced in doses by breaking up it into small series of 

optimal application in the economy. The line ee represents low PCI level, and the line mm the 

critical minimum PCI. The gap between the divided is divided into areas I and II.  The area III is 

above mm and is of self sustained growth.
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To start with Oa is the PCI, and the initial injection of investment the PCI can be increased to Ob 

level. At time t, the second injection of investment will further help in raising the PCI by cd and 

it helps in attaining the critical minimum mm.

According to Leibenstein, at biological determined maximum growth rate of population, the 

equilibrium level of income, fertility mortality rates maximum consistent survival population. If 

the per capita income is increased above the subsistence equilibrium position, the mortality rate 

falls without any drop in fertility rate. As a result, the population will grow. But it will happen 

only up to a point.

 Beyond that the increase in per capita income lowers the fertility rate and as development gains 

momentum the rate of population growth declines. According to Leibenstein, a biological 

determined maximum growth rate of population is in between 3% to 4%. Thus if investment is 

not timed optimally, the PCI would follow the cy path of the curve bcy towards the  low level 

equilibrium ee.

Leibenstein's thesis is based upon this empirical evidence that the rate of population growth is a 

function of level of per capita income. At the subsistence level population growth declines. 
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The curve N represents that increase in per capita income which equalizes the increase in 

population to increase in national income while the curve P shows the growth rate of population 

at different levels of per capita. We start with point 'a' where the economy is in equilibrium at 

subsistence level. 

Here neither income nor population increases. If per capita is increased till Yb, the population 

growth rate and increase in national income are of 1%. If the level of per capita income is Yc, the 

growth of population is greater than growth rate of national income. Ycg >Ycc or 2% > 1%. 

Therefore, the need is to increase per capita income in such a way that increases in national 

income is more than increase in population. If per capita income increases more than Ye, the 

population growth starts declining. At point e, the population growth rate is 3% per annum which 

is the maximum possible growth rate of population on biological grounds. Thus according to 

Leibenstein, the Ye is the minimum critical level of per capita income which is necessary for 

economic growth.

 Criticism
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1. Population, Growth and Per Capita Income: It has been assumed that the growth of the 

population is an increasing function of growth of per capita income in the beginning. While later 

on, it is a decreasing function. But, it is not so. Rather, the population growth takes place along 

with the increase in public health facilities.

2. Decline in Birth Rate and Per Capita Income: It has been assumed that whenever per capita 

income exceeds the critical minimum level the population goes on to decline. All is based upon 

the experience of the West. But as far as UDCs are concerned the population of UDCs decreases 

due to change in outlook of the people.

3. Role of State in Birth Control: No UDC can wait for this, that its per capita income could 

increase and then its birth rate would fall down automatically. Therefore, state will have to 

interfere with to check population growth. This was ignored by Leibenstein.

4. Complex Relationship between Per Capita Income and Growth Rate: Prof. Myint says that 

there exists a complex relationship between per capita income, growth rate and national income. 

Leibenstein has over simplified such all, The relationship of per capita income with savings and 

investment is concerned with the distribution of income and effectiveness of financial 

institutions. Moreover, the capital-output ratio also does not remain same. It goes on to change 

along with changes in techniques of production.

5. Closed Economy Model: Leibenstein theory does not show the effects of foreign capital on the 

income, savings and investment of UDCs.
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UNIT IV

Public Finance

The concept of Public Finance gained importance post Great Depression, Keynes contributed for 

growth of this branch -Public Finance. The impact of the Great Depression of thirties and the 

Keynesian explanation of it, the thinking about and role of public finance underwent a sea 

change. The classical view of public finance could not meet the requirements of the then 

prevailing situation. But the various aspects of Public Finance was seen in ancient and medieval 

periods. It was known as Patrimonial Finance in medieval period. 

Adam smith devoted a discussion on Revenue of the Sovereign or Commonwealth and David 

Ricardo also has discussed on problems of taxation and the problems of public debt in his essay 

on the Funding system.

J S Mill further made an in depth discussion public finance in hi s book Principles Of Political 

Economy. The contributors for Public Finance are Charles Bastable in his work Public Finance 

in 1892 and Dalton in 1922.Public finance is the branch of economics. It is made of two words as 

public and finance. The term public means collection of individuals and finance means money. 

Public finance means the study of allocation of economic resources for achieving the goals of 

public affairs. It is the study of allocation and management of resources and technology for 
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achieving the goals of public organization. Public finance deals with the question how the 

Government raises its resources to meet its ever rising expenditure. 

Public finance deals with the finances of public bodies national, State or Local for 

the performance of their functions. Public finance is the study of the role of the government in 

the economy. It is the branch of economics which assesses the government revenue and 

government expenditure of the public authorities and the adjustment of one or the other to 

achieve desirable effects. 

Definition of Public Finance

Dalton defined-“Public finance is one of those subjects which lie on the borderline between 

economics and politics. It is concerned with the income and expenditure to the public authorities 

and with the adjustment of one to the other”. 

“Public finance is the science which is concerned with the matter in which public authorities 

obtain their income and spend it.” - Findlay Sirras and C.F. Bastable

Prof. Benard P. Herber rightly remarks that ―the forces of supply and demand and price 

mechanism characterize the market means of allocating resources whereas government means of 

allocating is relating with the budgetary practice of taxing and spending.

Prof. Musgrave takes pubic finance as a theory of public household. He writes that the complex 

of problems that centre around the revenue expenditure process of government is referred to 

traditionally as public finance. The economics of public finance is fundamentally concerned with 

the process of raising and dispersion of funds for the functioning of the government. Thus, the 

study of public revenue and public expenditure constitutes the main division in the study of 

public finance. 

Public finance deals with the finance of the public as organized group under the institution of the 

government. It therefore, deals only with the finance of the government. The finance of the 

government includes the raising and disbursement of government funds. 
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Public finance concerned with the operation of the fiscal science, its policies are fiscal policies, 

and its problems are fiscal problems. Thus, “Public Finance is the part of political economy 

which discusses the way in which government obtains revenue and manages them”. - F.E. 

Taylor 

Thus the study helps in understanding-

a. Allocation of scarce productive resources
b. Distribution of income and wealth
c. Economic stability and full employment
d. Economic growth. 

Scope of Public Finance

Dalton opines that- “public finance” is “concerned with the income and expenditure of public 

authorities and with the adjustment of one to the other.” Accordingly, effects of taxation, 

Government expenditure, public borrowing and deficit financing on the economy constitutes the 

subject matter of public finance. 

Prof. Otto Eckstein writes “Public Finance is the study of the effects of budgets on the economy, 

particularly the effect on the achievement of the major economic objects—growth, stability, 

equity and efficiency.” It also deals with fiscal policies which ought to be adopted to achieve 

certain objectives such as price stability, economic growth, more equal distribution of income. 

The scope of Public Finance is to study the collection of funds and their allocation to various 

branches of activities.

The scope of Public Finance is as follows-

1. Public Revenue- Public revenue concentrates on the methods of raising public revenue, the 

principles of taxation and its problems. In other words, all kinds of income from taxes and 

receipts from the public deposit are included in public revenue. It also includes the methods of 
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raising funds. It further studies the classification of various resources of public revenue into 

taxes, fees, and assessment etc.

2. Public Expenditure- the principles and problems relating to the expenditure of public funds. 

This part studies the fundamental principles that govern the flow of Government funds into 

various streams. It deals with classification of public expenditure on different bases and analyses 

the factors responsible for increase in public expenditure.

3. Public Debt- it studies the problem of raising loans. The public authority or any Government 

can raise income through loans to meet the shortfall in its traditional income. The loan raised by 

the government in a particular year is the part of receipts of the public authority. It studies the 

reason for which the loan is raised, the source of loan, methodology of raising the loan and 

methods of repayment.

4. Financial Administration- the study is to look at the problem of organization and 

administration of the financial mechanism of the Government. In other words, under financial or 

fiscal administration, it is concerned with the Government machinery which is responsible for 

performing various functions of the state. The important matter that is dealt in the financial 

administration is budget, the whole procedure of preparation of budget, execution and evaluation 

of budget.

5. Economic Stabilization.  Economic stabilization and growth are the two aspects of the 

Government economic policy which got a significant place in the discussion on public finance 

theory. This part describes the various economic policies and other measures of the government 

to bring about economic stability in the country. 

Public Finance- 

Role of Public Finance in developing an economy

It has acquired an important place in modern economic analysis as states are welfare states and 

posses’ economic responsibility of a nation. As Dalton says- the basic principle of public finance 

is that of maximum social advantage. Thus the scope is extended to all aspects of life of an 

individual and society as a whole. The main objective is to secure maximum social and economic 
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well being of the people. It refers to maximisation of production and its equal distribution along 

with equal opportunities for all to make development. Public finance helps to accelerate 

economic development and the role is as follows-

1. To increase the rate of savings and investment.

2. Capital Formation.

3. To secure equal distribution of income and wealth.

4. To check and control price level 

5.  Steady state economic growth: 

6. Reduction in economic inequalities.

7. Optimum utilization of resources.

8. Influence economic life of people.

Importance of Public Finance emerged in 20th century- 

i. Expansion of state activities.

ii. Growing use f money.

iii. Reduction in economic inequalities.

iv. Emergence of generalized services.

v. Increase in employment.

vi. Importance in underdeveloped economies.

vii. Importance in developed countries/ developing countries.

viii. Useful in social field.
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Principle of Maximum Social Advantage

The 'Principle of Maximum Social Advantage (MSA)' is the fundamental principle of Public 

Finance. Prof. Dalton and Prof. A.C. Pigou are the two prominent economists, responsible for 

formulating and popularizing the fundamental principle of public finance. Pigou calls it as the 

Principle of Maximum Aggregate Welfare. The 'Principle of Maximum Social Advantage' was 

introduced by British economist Hugh Dalton.

According to Hugh Dalton, "Public Finance" is concerned with income & expenditure of public 

authorities and with the adjustment of one with the other. The budgetary activities of the 

government will results in transfer of purchasing power from some individuals to others. 

Taxation causes transfer of purchasing power from tax payers to the public authorities, while 

public expenditure results in transfers back from the public authorities to some individuals, 

therefore financial operations of the government cause 'Sacrifice or Disutility' on one hand and 

'Benefits or Utility' on the other. This results in changes in pattern of production, consumption & 

distribution of income and wealth. If they are socially advantageous, then the financial 

operations are justified otherwise not.

According to Hugh Dalton, "The best system of public finance is that which secures the 

maximum social advantage from the operations which it conducts."The Principle of Maximum 
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Social Advantage states that public finance leads to economic welfare when pubic expenditure & 

taxation are carried out up to that point where the benefits derived from the MU (Marginal 

Utility) of expenditure is equal to (=) the Marginal Disutility or the sacrifice imposed by 

taxation.Hugh Dalton explains the principle of maximum social advantage with reference to:

a. Marginal Social Sacrifice b. Marginal Social Benefits

This principle is however based on the following assumptions:

All taxes result in sacrifice and all public expenditures lead to benefits.

Public revenue consists of only taxes and no other sources of income to the government.

The government has no surplus or deficit budget but only balanced budget.

Public expenditure is subject to diminishing marginal social benefit and taxes are subject to 

increasing marginal social sacrifice.

Marginal Social Sacrifice (MSS) 

Marginal Social Sacrifice (MSS) refers to that amount of social sacrifice undergone by public 

due to the imposition of an additional unit of tax. Every unit of tax imposed by the government 

taxes result in loss of utility. Dalton says that the additional burden (marginal sacrifice) resulting 

from additional units of taxation goes on increasing i.e. the total social sacrifice increases at an 

increasing rate. This is because, when taxes are imposed, the stock of money with the community 

diminishes. As a result of diminishing stock of money, the marginal utility of money goes on 

increasing. Eventually every additional unit of taxation creates greater amount of impact and 

greater amount of sacrifice on the society. That is why the marginal social sacrifice goes on 

increasing.
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The above diagram indicates that the Marginal 

Social Sacrifice (MSS) curve rises upwards from 

left to right. This indicates that with each 

additional unit of taxation, the level of sacrifice 

also increases. When the unit of taxation was 

OM1, the marginal social sacrifice was OS1, and 

with the increase in taxation at OM2, the 

marginal social sacrifice rises to OS2. 

Marginal Social Benefit (MSB) -While imposition of tax puts burden on the people, public 

expenditure confers benefits. The benefit conferred on the society, by an additional unit of public 

expenditure is known as Marginal Social Benefit (MSB).Just as the marginal utility from a 

commodity to a consumer declines as more and more units of the commodity are made available 

to him, the social benefit from each additional unit of public expenditure declines as more and 

more units of public expenditure are spent. In the beginning, the units of public expenditure are 

spent on the most essential social activities. Subsequent doses of public expenditure are spent on 

less and less important social activities. As a result, the curve of marginal social benefits slopes 

downward from left to right
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The diagram indicates that the Marginal Social 

Sacrifice (MSS) curve rises upwards from left to 

right. This indicates that with each additional unit 

of taxation, the level of sacrifice also increases. 

When the unit of taxation was OM1, the marginal 

social sacrifice was OS1, and with the increase in 

taxation at OM2, the marginal social sacrifice rises 

to OS2. 

Marginal Social Benefit (MSB) - While imposition of tax puts burden on the people, public 

expenditure confers benefits. The benefit conferred on the society, by an additional unit of public 

expenditure is known as Marginal Social Benefit (MSB). Just as the marginal utility from a 

commodity to a consumer declines as more and more units of the commodity are made available 

to him, the social benefit from each additional unit of public expenditure declines as more and 

more units of public expenditure are spent. In the beginning, the units of public expenditure are 

spent on the most essential social activities. Subsequent doses of public expenditure are spent on 

less and less important social activities. As a result, the curve of marginal social benefits slopes 

downward from left to right
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In the diagram, the marginal social benefit (MSB) curve slopes downward from left to right. This 

indicates that the social benefit derived out of 

public expenditure is reducing at a diminishing 

rate. When the public expenditure was OM1, the 

marginal social benefit was OB1, and when the 

public expenditure is OM2, the marginal social 

benefit is reduced at OB2.

The Principle of Social Advantage can be 

explained be a table.

The table exhibits that with every increase of 

taxation, the marginal sacrifice of the 

community will increase and with every increase in public expenditure it brings marginal 

decrease in utility gained by the society. Thus the state has to impose tax only till the point where 

MSS and MSB are equal. 

Units of taxation and 

Public expenditure 

Marginal Social 

Sacrifice (MSS) 

Marginal Social 

Benefit 

1 10 90 
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2 20 75 

3 30 65 

4 40 55 

5 50 50 

6 60 35 

7 70 25 

8 80 15 

The Point of Maximum Social Advantage

Social advantage is maximised at the point where marginal social sacrifice cuts the marginal 

social benefits curve. This is at the point P. At this point, the marginal disutility or social 

sacrifice is equal to the marginal utility or social benefit. 

Beyond this point, the marginal disutility or social sacrifice will be higher, and the marginal 

utility or social benefit will be lower. At point P social advantage is maximum. Now consider 

Point P1. At this point marginal social benefit is P1Q1. This is greater than marginal social 

sacrifice S1Q1. . Since the marginal social sacrifice is lower than the marginal social benefit, it 

makes more sense to increase the level of taxation and public expenditure. This is due to the 

reason that additional unit of revenue raised and spent by the government leads to increase in the 

net social advantage. This situation of increasing taxation and public expenditure continues, as 

long as the levels of taxation and expenditure are 

towards the left of the point P.

At point P, the level of taxation and public expenditure 

moves up to OQ. At this point, the marginal utility or 
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social benefit becomes equal to marginal disutility or social sacrifice. Therefore at this point, the 

maximum social advantage is achieved. At point P2, the marginal social sacrifice S2Q2 is greater 

than marginal social benefit P2Q2. Therefore, beyond the point P, any further increase in the level 

of taxation and public expenditure may bring down the social advantage. This is because; each 

subsequent unit of additional taxation will increase the marginal disutility or social sacrifice, 

which will be more than marginal utility or social benefit. 

This shows that maximum social advantage is attained only at point P & this is the point where 

marginal social benefit of public expenditure is equal to the marginal social sacrifice of taxation. 

Maximum Social Advantage is achieved at the point where the marginal social benefit of public 

expenditure and the marginal social sacrifice of taxation are equated, i.e. where MSB = MSS. 

Musgrave’s Approach to Maximum Social Advantage:

Prof. R.A. Musgrave states that the principle of maximum social advantage is a logical extension 

of the Pigouvian Welfare approach to taxation incorporated in the theory of minimum aggregate 

sacrifice. Richard Musgrave designates Dalton's Principle of 'Maximum Social 

Advantage' as the 'Maximum Welfare Principle of Budget Determination'. Musgrave 

redesignates Dalton’s principle of maximum social advantage as the maximum welfare principle 

of budget determination. Even though Musgrave pursued the line of reasoning advocated by 

Dalton and Pigou, his treatment is based on valuation of individual preferences.

The size of the budget is measured 

on the horizontal axis. The marginal social 

sacrifice and the marginal social benefits are 

shown separately on the vertical axis. The 

marginal utility of successive dollars of 

public expenditure allocated optimally 

between public uses is shown by the line 

MSB in the figure. MSS indicate the 

marginal disutility of taxes, imposed so as to 

cause least total sacrifice. 
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The line NSB shows the net social benefit curve. It is derived by deducting MSS from MSB. 

Hence it indicates the net social benefits derived from successive expansion of the budget. The 

optimum size of the budget is determined at OM where marginal net benefit is zero. When an 

amount OM is raised through taxation and spent by the state, then the marginal social benefit and 

the marginal social sacrifice are equated (MP = MQ).

Till then the gain to the society is more than the loss. The net gain to the society is equal to the 

area OMN. It is here that the state should stop expanding its activities. If the state stops its 

budget operation at a figure less than OM, the society will be forgoing a possible gain; on the 

contrary, if operations are expanded beyond OM, the total net benefit will again start falling.The 

difficulty to determine the preference on which the values of MSB and MSS schedules are to be 

based and the problem of choosing between alternate solutions are the basic limitations of this 

approach, admitted by Musgrave himself. The fundamental problem is that of planning the 

budget efficiently. The three fundamental principles of budget operations help the state to 

achieve the principle of maximum social advantage:

1. The marginal social benefit of public expenditure and the marginal social sacrifice of taxation 

must be equal.

2. The resources of the state should be so distributed on different heads of expenditure in such a 

way that the marginal return of satisfaction from each of them is the same

3. The tax burden should be so distributed that the marginal social sacrifice of taxation to each 

tax payer should be equal.

Objective Test of Social Advantage:

Dalton prescribes two practical tests accordance with the concept of optimum social welfare.

These two tests are:

(a) Political test (b) Economic test. 

1. Political Test: Preservation of the community: The first test is the provision for defense against 

external aggression and the maintenance of internal law and order. That is to preserve the 
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community and to ensure confidence and promote the economic life of citizens, thereby 

enhancing the social advantage. These duties must be performed by every government, apart 

from other considerations. It is therefore essential to maintain army, police and judiciary to meet 

the external threat of the enemy successfully.

2. Economic Test: The Second test is economic test and is divided into two:

(i) Improvement and expansion in the production of Wealth and

(ii) Reduction in economic inequalities. A sound financial policy should serve the fundamental 

purpose of better production and distribution.

(a) Improvement in Production: It means increase in the amount of wealth produced per head. 

This in turn necessitates optimum utilization of all factors of production. It also implies 

minimization of the wastage of resources, resulting from misdirection and unemployment. It also 

means improvements in the composition or pattern of production, so as best to serve the needs of 

the community.

(b) Improvement in Distribution: Another important consideration is that the distribution of 

wealth should be improved. The operation of public finance can bring about changes in the 

distribution of wealth, if the purchasing power is taken away from tax payers and transferred to 

others in the shape of public expenditure.

According to Dalton improvement in distribution resolves them into:

(1) Reduction in the glaring inequality, which is found in most civilized communities, in the 

incomes of different individuals and families and

(2) A reduction in the great fluctuations, between different periods of time, in the incomes of 

particular individuals and families especially among the poorer sections of the community.

3. Other Conditions:

(a) Stability and Full Employment: Another consideration is the maintenance of stability in the 

level of economic activity and full employment. Instability is the fundamental feature of free 

economy and is a cause of much misery and sufferings. Boom and depression should be properly 
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controlled. The social advantage to the community can be enhanced if business conditions in the 

country are stable and when all fluctuations are eliminated .Less fluctuation means more 

stability, through time, in the economic life of the community, and particularly in the income and 

employment of individuals. More stability is another aspect of the better organization of 

production.

(b) Provision for Future: Finally as Dalton has pointed out, another important criterion is the 

effect on future generations. An individual are mainly concerned with the present only and not 

with the future.The state is a permanent association and is concerned with the welfare of future 

generations. Therefore the operation of public finance should be such as to safeguard the interest 

of the future generation also.

In the words of Dalton “it should be added that the statesman is a trustee for the future, no less 

than for the present. Individuals die, but the community, of which they form part, lives on. The 

statesman, therefore, should prefer a larger social advantage in the future to a smaller one today”.

Limitations-

1. It lacks practical applicability as utility is subjective concept and it puts state in difficulty 

to balance the marginal utility of expenditure.

2. The Utility is not measurable as it cannot be quantitatively measured.

3. It ignores macro system as the disutility of taxation of the tax payer is a micro economic 

study.

4. The scope of the theory is limited as it is based on generalisation that every tax is a 

burden on the society and that every state expenditure is a benefit for it.

5. It is difficult to forecast the results of fiscal measures adopted by any state authorities due 

to complexities of modern economies.

6. There can be no restriction on maximum social advantage as it is an automatic process.
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7. Highly unrealistic restrictions as the government budgeting should neither be surplus or 

deficit. These restrictions will defeat the real spirit of maximum social advantage.

8. Today states are welfare states and they have a definite plan to attain certain projects of 

social advantages.

Though the theory has certain theoretical and practical limitations, the theory still 

provides a broad framework for measuring public finance. It considers both the benefits 

and the costs of fiscal operations and tries to seek balance between the two.

Public Revenue

Public revenue is the core of study of Public finance. Modern states are welfare states and they 

perform many functions for betterment of people and thus aid of money becomes prerequisite. 

The income of the government through all sources is called public income or public revenue.

Dalton has defined the term “Public Income” in two senses — wide and narrow.

 In its wider sense it includes all the incomes or receipts which a public authority may secure 

during any period of time. In its narrow sense, however, it includes only those sources of income 

of the public authority which are ordinarily known as “revenue resources.” To avoid ambiguity, 

thus, the former is termed “public receipts” and the latter “public revenue.” 

Sources of Public Revenue

Public revenue generated through tax revenue and non-tax revenue.
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1. Tax Revenue:

A fund raised through the various taxes is referred to as tax revenue. Taxes are compulsory 

contributions imposed by the government on its citizens to meet its general expenses incurred for 

the common good, without any corresponding benefits to the tax payer.  Taussig puts it as, “the 

essence of a tax, as distinguished from other charges by government, is the absence of a direct 

quid pro quo between the tax payer and the public authority.” 

Seligman defines a tax thus: “A tax is a compulsory contribution from a person to the 

government to defray the expenses incurred in the common interest of all, without reference to 

specific benefits conferred.

The main features of a tax are as follows:

1. A tax is a compulsory payment to be paid by the citizens who are liable to pay it. Hence, 

refusal to pay a tax is a punishable offence.

2. The tax payer cannot claim reciprocal benefits against the taxes paid. 

3. A tax is levied to meet public spending incurred by the government in the general interest 

of the nation. It is a payment for an indirect service to be made by the government to the 

community as a whole.

4. A tax is payable regularly and periodically as determined by the taxing authority.

Non-Tax Revenue:

Public income received through the administration, commercial enterprises, gifts and grants are 

the source of non tax revenues of the government.

1. Fees- Fees are charged by the government or public authorities for rendering a service to 

the beneficiaries. To quote Seligman, “A fee is a payment to defray the cost of each 

recurring service undertaken by the government, primarily in the public interest, but 

conferring a measurable advantage to the payer.” Some types of fees are Court fees, 

passport fees, driving license fee, import license fee, liquor permit fee. Fees are to be paid 
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by those who receive some special advantages. Generally the amount of the fee depends 

upon the cost of services rendered.

2. Fines and Penalties- Fines and penalties are levied and collected from offenders of laws as 

punishment. Here the main object of these levies is not so much to earn an income as to 

prevent the commission of offences and infringement of laws of the country. Fines and 

penalties are arbitrarily determined and have no relation to the cost of administration or 

activities of the government. Hence, collections from such levies are insignificant as a source 

of public revenue.

3. Special Assessments:- “A special assessment,” as Seligman points out, “is a compulsory 

contribution levied in proportion to the social benefits derived to defray the cost of a specific 

improvement to property undertaken in the public interest.” That is to say, sometimes when 

the government undertakes certain types of public improvements such as construction of 

roads, provision of drainage, street lighting etc., it may confer a special benefit to those 

possessing properties nearby.

4. Gifts and Grants-These form generally a very small part of public revenue. These are 

purely voluntary contributions. Gifts have some significance, especially during war time or 

an emergency. Grants play a significant role as a large part of funds of local bodies come as 

grants from the government. In federal system, the Central Government gives grants in aid to 

the state governments; they are at times conditional and at times unconditional.

5. Profits of State Enterprise- Profits of state undertakings also are an important source of 

revenue these days, owing to the expansion of the public sector.

6. Price or commercial revenue- It is s driven by the government selling some goods and 

services of public enterprises. Here government acts like a businessman and the public like 

its customers. Government receives prices either by selling goods or rendering services like 

provision of electricity, transport etc.

7. Escheats- It is the possession of property of a person dead by government who had no heir 

or will. These are the sources of revenue through unclaimed property.
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8. Forfeitures- They are bails or bonds to the penalties imposed by courts for he failure of 

individuals to appear in the courts to complete contracts as stipulated.

9. Printing of Paper money- it is another source of revenue, it creates extra resources by 

printing of paper money.

10. Borrowings- it borrows through public in the form of deposits, bonds etc. it also includes 

loans from the foreign agencies and organization.

Effects of Public revenue

1. Effects on Revenue- the effects of public revenue on social welfare it is best to suppose that 

revenue is raised and then destroyed. It makes us ignore the effects and expectations of public 

expenditure on the minds of the tax payers. 

2. Effects on present and future generations- when taxes are paid out of the current consumables 

the present generations will suffer directly and immediately. But the reduction in consumer’s 

goods may decrease the efficiency of the people and impact the amount of goods they can 

produce and save for the future generations. This may partially impact the public expenditure 

policy. But the payments of taxes will themselves have the effect of shifting the incidence of 

sacrifice on future generations to some extent.

3. Effects on tax distribution- the effects of taxation do not differ according to the volume of 

aggregate revenue raised but also depend on the distribution of the tax burden between the tax 

payers. If government succeeds in fixing tax rates that minimizes the sacrifices jointly made by 

the taxpayers, it would be successful but it is difficult to succeed in minimizing the sacrifice due 

to its inability to levy taxes the principle of aggregate sacrifice, thus the burden has to be taken 

by the people.

4. Other effects – the loss of income prevents public from spending money on consumption of 

harmful goods. Thus taxcan give desirable effect

SIGNIFICANCE OF PUBLIC REVENUE

The public revenue of one country differs in amount from that of another country. The difference 

is due partly to the size of country and partly to other causes.
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The size of public revenue depends on the following aspects. 

1. Sign of Prosperity.

A country that has a small volume of public revenue is not regarded as a big power and 

consequently not respected by other countries. A State that has a big volume of public revenue is 

considered as a power to be reckoned with.

2. Welfare of Country. 

Other things being equal, however, the welfare of a country can be judged from the size of its 

public revenue. A country whose resources, both natural and human, are not fully developed is a 

poor and backward country. And the government of such a country must necessarily be poor 

also. And with poverty of wealth goes also the poverty of welfare unless other things are not the 

same.

3. Composition of Public Revenue.

The composition of public revenue is as much important as its size. If a large part of the wealth 

of the government comes from the poor it is not a sign of a healthy state of affairs. The raising of 

revenue causes sacrifice. And the total sacrifice depends on the distribution of the total revenue 

among the people. If the principle of least aggregate sacrifice is followed the injury done to 

social welfare is minimised.

4. Mere Availability of Means.

Public revenue is only, a means and the mere availability of means indicates nothing. All 

depends on how the means are utilised. The tendency today is on the one hand to spend an 

increasing percentage of public revenue on social services and social security. On the other hand, 

everywhere more and more money is being diverted to the building up of strong defensive and 

offensive forces. That is why we say that today a good deal of money is being utilised for the 

purpose of being prepared to kill others and destroy their wealth. 

5. Manner of Public Revenue. 
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A word may again be said about the manner in which revenue is obtained from the people. Every 

government tries to get more money from the rich than from the poor. But not all succeed in so 

doing. Some fail because they are ignorant and some fail because they are careless. The income 

taxes and super tax fall heavily on the rich. The other taxes fall more heavily on the middle class 

of people.

 

Public Expenditure

Expenses incurred by the public authorities—central, state and local self governments are called 

public expenditure. Such expenditures are made for the maintenance of the governments as well 

as for the benefit of the society as whole. Public expenditure can be defined as, "The expenditure 

incurred by public authorities like central, state and local governments to satisfy the collective 

social wants of the people is known as public expenditure." 

Until 19th Century, most governments followed laissez faire economic policies and their 

functions were only restricted to defending aggression and maintaining law & order. The size of 

public expenditure was very small. The modern states are welfare states and the expenditure of 
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governments has significantly increased. In the early 20th Century, John Maynard Keynes 

advocated the role of public expenditure in determination of level of income and its distribution. 

Aims of Public Expenditure

Public expenditure is a financial mechanism with the aim of securing social objectives. Dalton 

classifies the aims and objectives of public expenditure as-

1. Security of human life against the external aggression and internal disorder and injustice,

2. Promoting maximum social welfare.

The aim of state is not only the attainment of social and economic welfare but most importantly 

control the economic fluctuations of the economy. 

Musgrave argues that the following four important functions to public expenditure-

1. To secure reallocation of resources and to check imperfections in the market economy.

2. To make measures to reduce inequalities and the reallocation of resources.

3. To avoid business fluctuations and to maintain economic stability.

4. To maintain commercial activities for the benefit of the community.

Reasons for the growth of public expenditure-

There has been a manifold increase in the public expenditure in the recent past across all the 

countries in the world.  The reason for such an increase has been increase in public activities. 

The reasons responsible for such a trend has been-

1. Welfare states- modern states are ‘welfare state’. Even in a capitalist framework, socialistic 

principles are not altogether discarded. Modern governments have come out openly for socio-

economic uplift of the masses. Modern governments spend huge money for the purpose of 

economic development. It plays an active role in the production of goods and services. Such 
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investment is financed by the government. Besides development activities, welfare activities 

have grown tremendously. It spends money for providing various social security benefits. Social 

sectors like health, education, etc., receive a special treatment under the government patronage. It 

builds up not only social infrastructure but also economic infrastructure in the form of transport, 

electricity, etc.

2. To meet the defence needs- Wars and threats of war and the consequent defence needs compel 

governments to spend more and more on the production of war goods. Advancement in science 

and technology in the sphere of nuclear weapons has also increased the public expenditure on 

defence. The manufacturing of modern weapons, training and planning increases the burden on 

public expenditure.

3. Development of Agriculture- most developing countries for agriculture is a key factor for 

progress. Thus, the growth of agriculture is necessary, not only to achieve self sufficiency in 

food production, but also to provide adequate support to agro-based industries by providing 

required raw materials. The governments of have realized the interdependence of agriculture and 

industry. The expansion of agricultural sector provides impetus to industrialization by supplying 

raw-materials and wage goods to industrial sectors. Increased income to farmers creates demand 

for industrial goods.

4. Urbanisation- urbanization has led to growth of public expenditure; it has increased 

expenditure on civil administration, and meeting the expenses on water supply, electricity, 

transport, maintenance of roads, public health etc. Increase in expenditure on civic amenities has 

led to an increase in public expenditure.  

5. Democratic and socialist structure of government- Democratic institutions exert structural 

compulsions on public expenditure. The growth of democracy in the political system of any 

country requires maintenance of political institutions like periodic elections, at different layers of 

government, the legislatures, advisory council, local boards etc. and other grass root level 

administrative units.
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6. Industrialisation - Industrialization leads to increase in national income and promotes the 

standard of living of the people. Government offers various incentives and concessions to private 

sector to attract industries in backward regions, and to ensure dispersal of industries in backward 

regions, to keep balanced regional development. The incentives are provided in the form of 

establishment of industrial estates, provision of cheap credit, subsidized raw materials, tax 

holidays and concessions, improved transport system and marketing facilities. Further 

government takes measures to control monopolies and to provide consumer goods and services 

at reduced price. All these resulted in an increase in public expenditure.

7. Rising population- is one of the important factors for increase in public expenditure. The 

responsibilities of government has increased relating to the provision of basic services have 

increased considerably. The state will have to bear additional responsibility of solving problems 

like food, unemployment, housing, sanitation, street lighting, drinking water, drainage etc.

8. Development of transport and communication- with the need for transport and 

communication, the state has to spend to maintain efficient transport system. Government runs 

these services at no profit no loss basis and thus incurs huge investments to cater the needs of 

public.

9. To check and control business fluctuations-fiscal policies are considered as tool for controlling 

the cyclical fluctuations, and thus government spends more in times of  recession and depression 

period.

10. Planning- Economic planning is considered as a panacea for all economic evils like poverty, 

deprivation, unemployment etc. planning is considered as an instrument to achieve certain socio-

economic objectives. Planned economic development involves increasing state activities in many 

spheres of socio-economic life of the community. Eradication of poverty, equitable distribution 

of income and wealth, provision of increased employment opportunities, development of 

backward classes etc. are the major objectives of planned economic development. This require 

large sum of money leading to a consistent increase in public expenditure.
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11. Increasing price levels- rise n price levels has two important effects on the government. They 

are- 1. the government has to pay higher prices for  all goods and services which it has to buy. 2. 

Has to find larger financial resources to meet the growing expenditure. 

12. Rural Development Effect:

In an underdeveloped country, the government has also to spend more and more for rural 

development. It has to undertake schemes like community development projects and other social 

measures.

Canons of public expenditure

The fundamental rules to be considered by the state to govern the public expenditure policy 

are called as canon of public expenditure. Prof Shirras has suggested certain canons and they are 

as follows-

1. Canon of Benefit- It is necessary that all public expenditure should satisfy the 

fundamental test, viz., that of Maximum Social Advantage. Public expenditure should be 

planned in such a way that it results in achievement of maximum social advantage. The 

public authorities should confer benefits equitably to entire society.

2. Canon of economy- it implies that public expenditure should be incurred carefully and 

economically. Economy here means avoidance of extravagance and wastages in public 

spending. Public expenditure must be productive and efficient. Hence, it must be incurred 

only on very essential items of common benefit, without duplication, in a way that involves 

minimum cost. An efficient system of financial administration is, therefore, very essential in 

any country.

3. Canon of sanction- This canon suggests that no public spending should be made without 

the approval of proper authority. The procedure for sanction in public expenditure is 
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required for the enforcement of economy as well as for the prevention of misuse of public 

funds. As a rule, therefore, money must be spent on the purpose for which it is sanctioned 

by the highest authority and accounts be properly audited.

4. Canon of surplus- This canon suggests that saving is a virtue even for the government, so 

an ideal budget is one which contains an element of surplus by keeping public 

expenditure below public revenue. In other words, it means that the government should 

avoid deficit budgeting in the interest of its own creditworthiness.

The other canons added to this list are-

1. Canon of elasticity- It should be possible for public authority to vary the expenditure 

according to need or circumstances. The expenditure policy of the country should be elastic 

rather than rigid. It mist not upset the economics of a country and usual process of financing 

the development projects must not be disturbed.

2. Canon of productivity and equitable distribution - This principle of public expenditure 

refers to the public expenditure must ensure maximum productivity. This will help the 

country to achieve growth and development. Along with that, the public expenditure aims at 

the sustainability. Similarly on the side of distribution, public expenditure must be based on 

the principle of equality. It should help the country to eliminate inequality in gender, 

community, classes etc.

3. Canon of neutrality- This principle talks about the equilibrium in public expenditure. This 

means public expenditure must keep an equilibrium level which is favorable to the entire 

parts of the economy. It should not badly affect the economy such as production, distribution, 

exchange etc. In fact, canon of neutrality is emphasis on the sustainability of an economy.

4. Canon of certainty- Canon of certainty refers that; there should be a surety in public 

expenditure. Surety in public expenditure denotes the government support. This is very 

essential for the creation of inspiration among producers, consumers and other economic 

agents.

6. Canon of programmes and Canon of performances- Canon of program says that, there 

should be a good programs and schemes in the public expenditure which ensure the equality 
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in the economy. The programs may be in the forms of welfare schemes, social insurance tec. 

Similarly, canon of performance is emphasis on the evolution of programs and schemes 

implemented in the economy. Good system of auditing will ensure the better maximization of 

the society by eradicating corruption, unlawful practices etc.

  Importance of Public expenditure

In the 1930s, J. M. Keynes emphasized the importance of public expenditure. The modern 

state is described as the ‘welfare state’. Modern governments are undertaking various social and 

economic activities to meet the set socio economic objectives; this has led to an increase in 

public spending. It has contributed to-

1. Economic development of countries-Public expenditure has the expansionary effect on the 

growth of national income, employment opportunities, etc. the process of economic development 

requires development of economic infrastructures. These social overhead capital or economic 

infrastructures are of crucial importance for accelerating the pace of economic development. It is 

to be remembered here that private investors are incapable of making such massive investments 

on the various infrastructural projects. It is imperative that the government undertakes such 

projects. Greater the public expenditure, higher is the level of economic development.

2. Fiscal Policy Instrument:

Public expenditure is considered as an important tool of fiscal policy. Public expenditure 

creates and increases the scope of employment opportunities during depression. Thus, public 

expenditure can prevent periodic cyclical fluctuations. During depression, it is recommended that 

there should be more and more governmental expenditures on the ground that it creates jobs and 

incomes. On the contrary, a cut-back in government’s expenditure is necessary when the 

economy faces the problem of inflation. . In other words, variation of public expenditure is a part 

of the anti- cyclical fiscal policy.

3. Redistribution of Income:

Public expenditure is used as a powerful fiscal instrument to bring about an equitable 

distribution of income and wealth. There are good much public expenditure that benefit poor 
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income groups. By providing subsidies, free education and health care facilities to the poor 

people, government can improve the economic position of these people. 

4. Balanced Regional Growth:

Public expenditure can correct regional disparities. By diverting resources in backward regions, 

government can bring about all round development there so as to compete with the advanced 

regions of the country. This is what is required to maintain integration and unity among people 

of all the regions. Unbalanced regional growth encourages disintegrating forces to rise. Public 

expenditure is an antidote for these reactionary elements. Thus, public expenditure has both 

economic and social objectives. It is necessary to ensure that the government’s expenditure is 

made solely in the public interest and does not serve any individual’s interest or that of any 

political party or a group of persons.

Classification of public expenditure

Classification of public expenditure refers to the systematic arrangement of different items on 

which the government incurs expenditure. Different economists have looked at public 

expenditure from different point of view. 

The main aim of analyzing public expenditure is to examine the effects and efficiency of the 

various items and matters for which the fund has been allocated. Thus, a proper classification 

and explanation of different items of public expenditure becomes a prerequisite.

The classification is a based on the different views of economists and are as follows-

  1. Functional Classification

Adam Smith classified public expenditure according to the functions of government and was 

supported by Charles F Bastable.  The classification based on functions are-

1. Protective expenditure- all the expenditure incurred by the government on the purchase of 

arms and ammunitions, defence, police etc.

2. Commercial expenditure- incurred on activities of public interest like railways, roads etc.
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3. Development expenditure- is spent on social and economic development of a country like 

provision of health, education etc.

2. On the basis of Benefits

 Public expenditure can be classified on the basis of benefits they confer on different groups 

of people. This classification was given by Cohn and Plehm.

a. Common benefits to all: Expenditures that confers common benefits to all the 

people. For example, expenditure on education, public health, transport, 

defence, law and order, general administration. 

b. Special benefits to all: Expenditures that confer special benefits on all. For 

example,   administration of justice, social security measures, community 

welfare.

c.Special benefits to certain people: Expenditures that confer direct special 

benefits on      certain people and also add to general welfare. For example, old 

age pension, subsidies to weaker section, unemployment benefits.

d.Public expenditure that specially benefits some individuals- it is the public 

expenditure incurred for the benefit of a particular group of society. Ex subsidies 

to particular industries.

3. Revenue expenditure was developed by Prof Nicholoson. He classifies it in three heads-

 a. expenditure without direct return of revenue. 

b. Expenditure without direct revenue, but with indirect benefits to revenue.

c. Expenditure with full returns or even profits from general public enterprises. 

4. Mill’s classification as obligatory and optional. Obligatory expenditures are those 

expenditures which the state incurs on defence and other contractual payments. Optional 

expenditure is the discretion of the state to spend or not. 

5. Primary expenditure and Secondary expenditure was given by Finlay Shirras. Primary 

expenditure includes all expenditures of government are obliged to undertake- defence, law 
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and order, payment of debts. These are imperative and function of state. Secondary 

expenditure are the other expenses incurred by the state than the above mentioned. 

6. Hugh Dalton has classified public expenditure  is based on whether or not government gets 

any service in return of the expenditure. He categorizes it into grants  and purchases.

Grants: Grants are those payments made by a public authority for which their may not be any 

quid-pro-quo, i.e., there will be no receipt of goods or services. For example, old age 

pension, unemployment benefits, subsidies, social insurance, etc. Grants are transfer 

expenditures. 

Purchase prices: Purchase prices are expenditures for which the government receives goods 

and services in return. 

7. Pigou’s classification as Transferable expenditure and Non transferable expenditure. 

Transfer expenditure relates to the expenditure against which there is no corresponding 

return. It is implied to purchase of current national resource services. With such expenditure, 

the government does not get anything in return, but it adds to the welfare of the people, 

especially belong to the weaker sections of the society. Such expenditure basically results in 

redistribution of money incomes within the society. 

Such expenditure includes public expenditure on :

1. National Old Age Pension Schemes,

 2. Interest payments,

 3. Subsidies

8. Economic Classification- Post 2nd World war, with he introduction of social accounting, 

the United Nations prepared ‘a manual for Economic and Functional classification of 

Government Transactions’. In 1958. Public expenditure was classified on two heads 

a. Revenue account

b. Capital account.
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9. Plan expenditure and non plan expenditure- this classification was given by government of 

India. 

Effects of Public expenditure

Dalton classifies effects of Public expenditure under –

1. Effects of Public expenditure on Production. 

2. Effects of Public expenditure on Distribution

3. Effects of Public expenditure on Economic stability

4. Effects of Public expenditure on economic growth

Effects of Public expenditure on Production.-the volume of public expenditure will have some 

effect on the pattern and amount of production in a country. It influences the productive activities 

through various ways. 

a. Ability to work, save and invest is impacted with increase in public expenditure. Increase 

in the expenditure in areas of education, health, housing transport and communication 

will increase the efficiency of persons to work.  It increases NI. It will increase and 

promote ability to work and save.  It improves the standard people resulting in better 

utilization of ability to work. 

b. Willingness of people to work, save and invest- it not only affects the present but also 

future. The public expenditure on social security measures at times will make the workers 

lethargic and the efficiency may decline. The desire to work will increase if there is 

assured security of present savings and investments with good dividends in years to 

come. Thus public expenditure should be incurred systematically.

c.  Effects on diversion of economic resources as between uses and localities- Through 

public expenditure there can be diversion of economic resources between different areas 

and influence the pattern of production. 

         Effects of Public expenditure on Distribution
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a. Effects of progressive, proportional and regressive expenditure- if public expenditure 

benefits higher income groups it is regressive in nature as it benefits the least to poor and 

needy. It is progressive when incurred on an activity that adds up to real income of the 

poor in the country. It is proportional when it is benefitting more on different groups og 

community with proportional income. 

         Effects of Public expenditure on Economic stability-

a. Unemployment- the responsibility of the state is to maintain and achieve the situation of 

full employment or near full employment and address the problems of cyclical, seasonal 

and frictional unemployment through proper planning of public expenditure.

b. General level of economic activity- Keynes and his followers have recommended many 

types of fiscal and monetary measures along with public expenditure to compensate the 

deficiency or excess of aggregate private demand. In times of depression, there is deficit 

of aggregate demand and government has to increase its expenditure through 

compensatory finance. And cut down its expenditure in periods of prosperity and boom.

c. Inflation- it can help in controlling inflation. Public expenditure can be increased till the 

economy reaches full employment as it helps in economic growth activities, though there 

is little inflationary pressure.

d. Depression- during the periods of depression, public expenditure should be incurred on 

public project works. It can generate employment and increase the demand as there is 

flow of income in the hands of the masses through wages.  It will increase the 

investments and the economy starts moving upwards. This investment multiplier effect 

can help the economy to come out of depression.

e. Compensatory expenditure- is used during depression periods through the method of 

deficit financing such method can be progressively used and bring the economy towards 

the path of recovery. 

f. Pump Priming- it was introduced in USA between the periods 1933-38. Here government 

expenditure should be devised in such a manner that a decline in business may be 

prevented not temporarily but permanently.
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Effects of Public expenditure on economic growth- it helps in reducing regional disparities, 

developing social overheads, infrastructure, education, and industries and helps in capital 

formation. It helps a country to develop. It helps in maintain a smooth rate of economic 

growth with stability. All public expenditure must be recognized as an economic policy with 

other measures that helps in attaining the set economic goals. 

Tax

Tax is imposition of compulsory levies on individuals or entities by governments. Taxes are 

levied in almost every country of the world, primarily to raise revenue for government 

expenditures, although they serve other purposes as well. In modern economies taxes are the 

most important source of governmental revenue.  Tax has to be paid honestly by every citizen of 

the country as it is his/her legal duty. Tax is paid by the citizen to the government, without 

expecting any specified returns. 

Two aspects of taxes follow from this definition:
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(1) A tax is a compulsory payment and no one can refuse to pay it.

(2) Proceeds from taxes are used for common benefits or general purposes of the State.

The principle of taxation is based only in terms of the goals of a country suitable for appropriate 

objectives of the economic system. In a modern economy, four such goals are of considerable 

importance for optimum economic welfare:

(1) Maximum freedom of choice, consistent with the welfare of others

(2) Optimum standards of living in terms of available resources and techniques and in the light of 

consumer and factor owner preferences;

(3) An optimum rate of economic growth; and

(4) A distribution of income in conformity with the standards of equity currently accepted by 

society.

Definitions

Adam Smith – A tax is a contribution from citizens for the support of the state.

Dalton- a tax is a compulsory contribution imposed by a public authority irrespective of the exact 

amount of service rendered to the taxpayer in return and not imposed as a penalty for any legal 

offence.

Tax is a compulsory contribution of wealth of a person or body of persons for the service of the 

Public powers- Bastble 

Thus tax is not a voluntary payment by the tax payer but is a compulsory payment without 

choice.

Objectives or aims of Taxation-

1. To generate public revenue to meet the requisites for providing social services and 

promote economic development and war expenditure.
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2. The regulation and control is not only through raising the revenue by taxation but also 

impose restrictions on the use of certain goods and services to have a healthy state of 

society.

3. The reduction of inequalities in income and wealth is the objective of every country and 

is attained through imposition of  progressive tax and reduce the gap between the rich and 

poor.

4. The main objective of taxation is to make savings more dynamic and promote capital 

formation.

5. The business stability and attainment of full employment is aimed by designing a tax 

policy that can be as a regulatory mechanism to achieve price stability and check cyclical 

fluctuations and also maintain full employment in the economy. 

6. The taxation policy is used as instrument to attain political objectives. 

7. The tax revenue is used in productive purposes with the objective for increase in NI.

8. It can impose restriction on unnecessary consumption when certain commodities not 

suitable for consumption are taxed heavily.

Elements of a tax system-

1. It is a compulsory payment imposed under certain sufficient conditions.

2. There is element of sacrifice in the payment of tax in addition to legal compulsion.

3. Tax is a payment to the government as it is the imposing authority and thus government 

only collects tax.

4. The aim of Tax collection is to facilitate Public welfare.

5. Tax is not a cost of the benefit conferred by the Government on the public. Benefits and 

taxes are independent of each other.
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6. The benefit received is not directly the return of tax.

7. Tax is paid out of the incomes.

8. The levy of tax becomes the Act of Government and thus are Legally sanctioned and 

failing to pay may be punished under law.

9. There are different kinds of tax.

10. Tax does not impact trade and industry.

Canons of Taxation

Canons of taxation we simply mean the characteristics or qualities which a good tax 

system should possess. Adam Smith first introduced  the principles or canons of taxation 

in 1776. Canons of taxation refer to the administrative aspects of a tax. They relate to the 

rate, amount, method of levy and collection of a tax. A good tax should possess qualities 

as prescribed in canons of taxation. It must be noted that canons refer to the qualities of 

an isolated tax and not to the tax system as a whole. A good tax system should have a 

proper combination of all kinds of taxes having different canons. 

Adam Smith’s Canons: 

The principles or canons of taxation enunciated by Adam Smith are important. They are

(i) Canon of equality or equity

(ii) Canon of certainty

(iii) Canon of economy

(iv) Canon of convenience. 

i. Canon of Equality: 

Canon of equality states that the burden of taxation must be distributed equally or 

equitably among the taxpayers. 

“The subjects of every State,” Smith asserted, “ought to contribute towards the support of 

the Government as nearly as possible in proportion to their respective abilities, that is, in 

proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the State. 

In the observance or neglect of this maxim consists what is called the equality or 

inequality of taxation.”  Equality here does not mean that all taxpayers should pay an 
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equal amount. Equality here means equality or justice. It means that the broadest 

shoulders must bear the heaviest burden. 

The canon of equality or equity implies that the burden of taxation must be distributed 

equally or equitably in relation to the ability of the tax payers. Equity or social justice 

demands that the rich people should bear a heavier burden of tax and the poor a lesser 

burden. Hence, a tax system should contain progressive tax rates based on the taxpayer’s 

ability to pay and sacrifice.

 ii. Canon of Certainty: 

The tax which an individual has to pay should be certain and not arbitrary. According to 

A. Smith, the time of payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid, i.e., tax 

liability, ought all to be clear and plain to the contributor and to everyone. Thus, canon of 

certainty embraces a lot of things. It must be certain to the taxpayer as well as to the tax-

levying authority.

The certainty aspects of taxation are: 

1. Certainty of effective incidence i.e., who shall bear the tax burden.

2. Certainty of liability as to how much shall be the tax amount payable in a particular 

period. This the tax payers as well as the exchequer should unambiguously know.

3. Certainty of revenue i.e., the government should be certain about the estimated 

collection of revenue from a given tax levied.

iii. Canon of Economy:

This principle suggests that the cost of collecting a tax should not be exorbitant but be the 

minimum. This canon implies that the cost of collecting a tax should be as minimum as 

possible. Any tax that involves high administrative cost and unusual delay in assessment 

and high collection of taxes should be avoided altogether. According to Adam Smith, 

“Every tax has to be contrived as both to take and keep out of the pockets of the people as 

little as possible over and above what it brings into the public treasury of the state.”

iv. Canon of Convenience: 

Taxes should be levied and collected in such a manner that it provides the greatest 

convenience not only to the taxpayer but also to the government. “Every tax”, stresses A. 

Smith: “ought to be levied at time or the manner in which it is most likely to be 
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convenient for the contributor to pay it.” That is why, after the harvest, agricultural 

income tax is collected. Salaried people are taxed at source at the time of receiving 

salaries. 

Modern economists have added more in the list of canons of taxation.

These are:

i. Canon of productivity

ii. Canon of elasticity

iii. Canon of simplicity

iv. Canon of diversity.

i. Canon of Productivity:

According to a well-known classical economist in the field of public finance, Charles F. 

Bastable, taxes must be productive or cost effective. This implies that the revenue yield 

from any tax must be a sizable one. Further, this canon states that only those taxes should 

be imposed that do not hamper productive effort of the community. A tax is said to be a 

productive one only when it acts as an incentive to production

ii. Canon of Elasticity: Taxation should be elastic in nature in the sense that more revenue 

is automatically fetched when income of the people rises. This means that taxation must 

have built-in flexibility. It should be levied in such a way that the rate of taxes can be 

changed according to exigencies of the situation. Whenever the government needs 

money, it must be able to extract as much income as possible without generating any 

harmful consequences through raising tax rates. 

iii.Canon of simplicity

Every tax must be simple and intelligible to the people so that the taxpayer is able to 

calculate it without taking the help of tax consultants. Tax rates and tax systems ought to 

be simple and comprehensible and not to be complex and beyond the understanding of 

the layman. 

iv. Canon of diversity-

Canon of diversity implies that there should be a multiple tax system of diverse nature 

rather than having a single tax system.  Taxation must be dynamic. This means that a 

country’s tax structure ought to be dynamic or diverse in nature rather than having a 
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single or two taxes. Diversification in a tax structure will demand involvement of the 

majority of the sectors of the population.

A dynamic or a diversified tax structure will result in the allocation of burden of taxes 

among the vast population resulting in a low degree of incidence of a tax in the 

aggregate. The above canons of taxation are considered to be essential requirements of a 

good tax policy. 

Characteristics of a good tax system

A good tax policy or a system always fulfils all the canons of taxation.

1. The increase in tax ratio should be gradual.

2. It should be effective and promote growth.

3. The tax reforms should be Equity in nature, and posses both types of equity, vertical and 

horizontal.

4. It should fulfil all canons of taxation.

5. It should ensure maximum social advantage or least sacrifice.

6. Tax policy should be balanced and simple.

7. It must cover all the dimensions of tax system like volume, composition, rates, coverage, 

time of collection, mode of collection.

8. It has to be universal in application of taxes to each individual of society without any 

discrimination.

9. A good tax policy will have desirable effects on Production and distribution.

10. It should posses the quality as a source of public revenue.

11. Tax system must have the freedom from harassment to the tax payer.

Musgrave has summarized the characteristics-

1. The distribution of tax should be equitable.

2. Tax policy should be such that to minimize the interference with economic decision.

3. The tax structure should facilitate the use of fiscal policy for stabilization and growth 

objectives.

4. The tax system should permit a non arbitrary administration and should be easily 

understandable to the tax payer.

5. Administration and compliance cost should be as is compatible with other objectives.
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Tax policy should be used to achieve the set objectives.

Direct tax and Indirect tax

Tax is a compulsory contribution imposed by public authority. A taxpayer does not get any 

direct service in return for the payment one is called upon to make by the public authority. No 

quid pro quo between the tax payer and public authority. Taxation is the main source of income 

of the government.

A direct tax; is one imposed upon an individual person.
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According to Dalton, a direct tax is really a tax which is paid by a person on whom it is legally 

imposed and the burden of which cannot be shifted to any other person is called a direct tax. 

J.S. Mill defines direct tax as “one which is demanded from the very persons who, it is intended 

or desired, should pay it.”

MERITS OF DIRECT TAXES:

1. Economy: Direct taxes are economical in the sense that the cost of colleting these taxes 

for the government is relatively low as these taxes are usually collected at the sources. 

2. Equity: Direct taxes can be thoughtfully chosen and determined according to the ability 

to pay and the minimum aggregate sacrifice i.e. it is based on justice and equity.

3. Civic consciousness: It is admitted that direct taxes creates civic consciousness among 

the common masses. Direct tax creates keen interest in the affairs of the state i.e. it 

develops the responsibility among the taxpayers. In result to it, public keeps check on 

governmental activities.

4. Reduction in inequality: As direct taxes are progressive in nature, the persons belonging to   

higher income groups are imposed higher rate of taxation.

5. Certainty: Direct taxes also satisfy the canon of certainty because of its certain effects 

on tax payer.

6. Elasticity: Direct taxes also satisfy the canon of elasticity because the income from 

these taxes can be increased by increasing the rate of taxation in an appropriate way in 

hour of crisis.

7. Educative value: Direct taxes have also the educative value among the common 

masses. People are aware about the amount collected from them and can check the 

wastage in public expenditure.

8. Easy to understand: Direct tax is claimed to be easily understandable even by the 

layman of the society.

DEMERITS OF DIRECT TAXES:
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1. Inconvenience: The main drawback of the direct taxes is inconvenience because of it 

requires numerous accounting and other formalities to be observed. Sometimes, the tax 

payers have to pay a large amount of taxation in lump sum which causes inconvenience 

to the tax payers. 

2. Unpopular: These taxes are directly imposed on an individual. So, it appears quite painful 

to the tax payers.

3. Uneconomical: The cost of collection of such a tax is quite high particularly when the 

numbers of tax payers are infinite and the amount of tax collected in small quantity.

4. Possibility of evasion: a direct tax is calculated on the basis of honesty of tax-payers. So 

there is always a possibility of tax evasion due to wrong show of income to the tax 

officials.

5. Uncertainty: Some critics of direct taxes are view that it is not possible to determine 

the precise degree of profession on account of the difficulty in measuring the ability to 

pay and subjective nature of the marginal utility of income. 

6. Against the equity principle: Direct taxes tend to be arbitrary because it is against the 

principle of ability. The rate of income tax generally depends upon the political 

consideration of Government.

7. Narrow in scope: Generally, direct tax is levied only on certain group of persons which 

restricts to raise the civic consciousness among the people of the society.

8. Not suitable to underdeveloped economies: Direct tax is not much suitable to 

underdeveloped economies or backward economies as most of the people are illiterate 

and do not understand the spirit of such a tax.

9. Obstacle to capital formation: It is claimed that if the rate of direct tax is heavy, then it 

adversely affects the people’s desire, ability to work, save and investment.

10. Only political decision: Some critics of direct tax are of the view that it is a political 

decision which hinders the economic development of a country. 

An indirect tax, on the other hand, is a tax the burden of which can be shifted to others. 

Thus, the impact and incidence of indirect taxes are on different persons. An indirect tax is 
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levied on and collected from a person who manages to pass it on to some other person or 

persons on whom the real burden of the tax falls.

MERITS OF INDIRECT TAX

1. Convenience: The indirect taxes are less inconvenient than direct taxes. Indirect taxes are 

paid in small installments instead of lump sum.

2. Elastic: Indirect taxes can be elastic i.e. the revenue from them can be increased 

whenever the government may desire to do so provided that these taxes are imposed on 

those articles for which the demand is inelastic.

3. No possibility of evasion: It is impossible for an individual to evade the payment of 

indirect taxes because they are already included in the price of the commodity.

4. Equity: Indirect taxes are equitable, because these taxes are paid by consumers on the 

commodity. So it will be according to the ability to any principle.

5. Higher production and investment: Indirect taxation serves as powerful tool in molding the 

production and investment activities in an economy.

6. Social welfare: Heavy indirect taxation on the articles like wine opium etc. It serves as a 

great social purpose by curtailing the consumption such harmful commodities which is in the 

interest of community as whole.

7. Progressive in nature: Indirect taxes can be said to be more progressive in nature if the 

luxurious commodities are heavily taxed and the essential commodities are exempted from 

tax.

8. Wider coverage: Indirect taxes have the wider coverage as every member is taxed. It 

enables the government to finance the services of public utility.

9. Suitable to developing economies: Indirect taxes are more suitable to developing countries 

as there are large number of small producer who are illiterate and unable to maintain proper 

accounts. 

10. Easy to collect: Indirect taxes are easy to collect from every member of the society 

because they are generally added in the price of goods and services. 

DEMERITS OF INDIRECT TAX

1. Regressive in nature: Indirect taxes are generally regressive in nature because they fall on 

all persons equally, irrespective of their ability to pay.
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2. Uncertainty: The revenue collected by the government is very difficult to anticipate.

3. No civic consciousness: indirect taxes are levied on the commodities; the consumer does 

not feel the burden of tax which makes him less conscious about the public expenditure 

system.

4. Discourage savings: Indirect taxes discourage savings because these taxes are included in 

the price and, therefore, people have to spend more on the purchase of the goods.

5. Inflationary: The indirect taxation proves to be highly inflationary when excessively relied 

upon. Indirect taxes began by adding to the sale price of the taxed goods without touching the 

purchasing power.

6. More uneconomical: Indirect taxes are uneconomical as they involves cost of collection 

than actual amount of the taxes.

7. Inequitable: Another weakness of indirect taxes is that these are inequitable and unfair 

because poor section of the society has to pay more than the rich.

8. No direct link with government: Indirect taxes being invisible loses direct link between the 

tax payer and the public authority.

Public Debt

Public debt is a modern invention; it is the result of changes economic and political situation all 

over the world. Public debt refers to loans raised by the government to finance its activities 

when other sources of public income fail to meet the requirements. It is the proceeds of public 

borrowing that constitutes public income. The government can raise loans internally or through 

external borrowings. Since debt has to be repaid along with interest from whom it is borrowed, 

it does not constitute income. Rather, it constitutes public expenditure. Public debt is incurred 

when the government floats loans and borrows either internally or externally from banks, 

individuals or countries or international loan giving institutions. 
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Definitions

According to Finlay Shirras- National Debt is a debt which state owns to its subject or to the 

nationals of other countries.

Prof P E Taylor- the debt is the form of promises by the treasury to the holders of these 

promises a principal sum and in most instances interest on that principal. Borrowings are 

restored to in order to provide funds for financing a current deficit.

Objectives of Public Debt

In India, most government debt is held in long term interest bearing securities such as national 

savings certificates, rural development bonds, capital development bonds, etc. But for countries 

like the U.S.A., the term government or public debt refers to the accumulated amount of what 

government has borrowed to finance past deficits.

 The objectives and importance of public debt are as follows-

1. To maintain the balance between expenditure and revenue-  public debt is raised with aim 

to fill the gap between the revenue received by the government and the proposed 

expenditure during the year. It can borrow through either internal sources or external 

sources to meet the deficit.

2. Fight depression- it is the indispensable tool of financial management to fight the evils of 

depression. The government can utilize the money through debt for meeting the increase 

public expenditure on public works. The government can also borrow from banks and 

release the funds to private sector. Through this the government may be able to lift the 

depressed economy to recovery and later leading to prosperity

3. To check and control inflation- through raising debts government can withdraw a large 

volume of money from the public and check increasing prices. As monetary policy alone 

will not be successful in checking inflation, fiscal policy where public debt is a major tool 

4. Financing economic development- UDCs face financial constraints and taxation capacity 

of these countries is low. Public debt is the only way for the government to meet its financial 

sources. 

5. To meet the unprecedented expenses- the government raises loans to meet the unprecented 

events like famines, floods, earthquakes and pandemics and epidemics. Such cases lead to 
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sudden spurt of in expenditure of the government the source of finance can be through public 

debt.

6. To control cyclical fluctuations- cyclical fluctuations leads to these disastrous 

consequences, and to control cyclical fluctuations the government resorts to debt policy. 

7. Unpopularity of taxation- any kind of taxation will bring opposition from the public, thus 

government adopts an easy process of resorting to public debt to save itself from the public 

opposition.

8. War finance- a country requires huge amount to maintain its defence services and to equip 

them with updated equipments to protect the country from external aggression.

9. To finance public enterprises-public sectors are under the direct control of government. To 

finance these units, government resort to borrowings.

10. Provision and expansion of health and medical facilities- as welfare states, it is the 

responsibility of the state to expand education and health services to improve the efficiency 

of people. For this government borrows from internal and external resources to meet the 

requirements.

12. Government borrows for creation of infrastructure in an economy. These investments are 

to attract investments from private enterprises. 

Classification of Public Debt:

The structure of public debt is not uniform in any country on account of factors such as 

categories of markets in which loans are floated, the conditions for repayment, the rate of 

interest offered on bonds, purposes of borrowing, etc.

Public debt is classified into various categories:

i. Internal and external debt

ii. Short term and long term loans

iii. Funded and unfunded debt

iv. Voluntary and compulsory loans
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v. Redeemable and irredeemable debt

vi. Productive or reproductive and unproductive debt/deadweight debt

vii. Marketable and Non marketable debt

viii. Gross and net debt

 

i. Internal and External Debt: 

Sums owed to the citizens and institutions are called internal debt and sums owed to 

foreigners comprise the external debt. 

Internal debt refers to the government loans floated in the capital markets within the 

country. Such debt is subscribed by individuals and institutions of the country.

Any public loan that is floated in the foreign capital markets, i.e., outside the country, by 

the government from foreign nationals, foreign governments, international financial 

institutions, it is called external debt.

ii. Short term and Long Term Loans: 

Loans are classified according to the duration of loans taken. Most government debt is 

held in short term interest bearing securities within a period of 3 months to 9 months. The 

Government borrows money for such period from the central bank of the country to cover 

temporary deficits in the budget. Only for long term loans, government comes to the 

public. For development purposes, long period loans are raised by the government 

usually for a period exceeding five years or more.

iii. Funded and Unfunded or Floating Debt: 

Funded debt is the loan repayable after a long period of time, usually more than a year. 

Thus, funded debt is long term debt. Further, since for the repayment of such debt 

government maintains a separate fund, the debt is called funded debt. Floating or 

unfunded loans are those which are repayable within a short period, usually less than a 

year.

It is unfunded because no separate fund is maintained by the government for the debt 

repayment. Since repayment of unfunded debt is made out of public revenue, it is referred 

to as a floating debt. Thus, unfunded debt is a short term debt.

iv. Voluntary and Compulsory Loans: 
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A democratic government raises loans for the nationals on a voluntary basis. Thus, loans 

given to the government by the people on their own will and ability are called voluntary 

loans. Public debts by nature are voluntary.

 But during emergencies (e.g., war, natural calamities, etc.,) government may force the 

nationals to lend it. Such loans are called forced or compulsory loans.

v. Redeemable and Irredeemable Debt: Redeemable public debt refers to that debt 

which the government promises to pay off at some future date. After the maturity period, 

the government pays the amount to the lenders. Thus, redeemable loans are called 

terminable loans.

In the case of irredeemable debt, government does not make any promise about the 

payment of the principal amount, although interest is paid regularly to the lenders. For the 

most obvious reasons, redeemable public debt is preferred. If irredeemable loans are 

taken by the government, the society will have to face the consequence of burden of 

perpetual debt.

vi. Productive and Unproductive (or Deadweight) Debt: 

On the criteria of purposes of loans, public debt may be classified as productive and 

unproductive or deadweight debt. Public debt is productive when it is used in income 

earning enterprises. Or productive debt refers to that loan which is raised by the 

government for increasing the productive power of the economy.

A productive debt creates sufficient assets by which it is eventually repaid. If loans taken 

by the government are spent on the building of railways, development of mines and 

industries, irrigation works, education, etc., income of the government will increase 

ultimately. Productive loans thus add to the total productive capacity of the country.

Public debt is unproductive when it is spent on purposes which do not yield any income 

to the government, e.g., refugee rehabilitation or famine relief work. Loans for financing 

war may be regarded as unproductive loans. Instead of creating any productive assets in 

the economy, unproductive loans do not add to the productive capacity of the economy. 

That is why unproductive debts are called dead weight debts.

Marketable debts are one in which the securities are negotiable in the open markets.

Non marketable debts are in which the securities cannot be sold in the stock exchange 

market.
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Reasons for increase in Public debt-

(i) The most important cause of increase in public debt is war of war preparedness. 

Nations attach a great importance to their territorial integrity and they consider no 

sacrifice too much to defend their country. Every war, therefore, leaves the country under 

greater debt.

(ii) The increase is also due to frequent budget deficits. The deficits arise from the 

necessity of maintaining full economic activity in the economies which may have ceased 

to expand.

(iii) Increase in public debt is also due to the undertaking of welfare schemes by 

governments in modern times.

(iv) In Public utilities, where there is no convenient profit check, no right control over 

cost can be maintained and there are more losses than gains. They also add to the weight 

of public debt.

Dangers of Public Debt

Public debt is not blessings always. Any excessive use will create monetary crisis. Public 

debt is also considered as hazardous for an economy if unchecked. The dangers are-

1. Extravagance- it is money which leads to reckless borrowings. This acts as an incentive 

for government to implement those schemes which may require huge finance. To meet 

these requirements it may borrow money and may result in bankruptcy.

2. Loans for unproductive utilities- the government many a times finds difficulty in 

borrowings, thus it may go with unproductive loans whose burden falls on the masses.

3. Disturbs the process of economic development- as loans are easily available and 

borrowed, it increases the burden of interest payments and may increase the debt burden 

on the country disturb the process of economic development.

4. Has adverse impact on production and distribution- unproductive loans become the 

permanent feature and burden on the economy. It leads to unfavorable effects on 

production and distribution of the country.

5. Challenges to political freedom- it gives the clear evidence of diplomatic motives behind 

it.  It many times leads to conflicts among nations and challenges the political freedom.

6. Flow of national wealth- external loans drain the wealth of the country out of the country.
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Sources of Public Debt

The two major sources of Public debt are internal borrowings and External borrowings.

a. Internal borrowings-

1. Borrowings from Individuals – government purchases bonds from individuals.

2. Borrowings from NBFI- they are insurance, trusts, savings banks etc. government by 

such borrowings reduces he idle cash. These bonds posses high liquidity and government 

pays low rate of interest on these.

3.  Borrowings from Commercial banks- the credit creation of commercial banks can 

subscribe to government loans. 

4. Borrowings from Central Bank- government can subscribe loans from central banks also. 

b. External borrowings

International financial institutions like IMF, IBRD, IDA are important institution that 

provide loans.

There will be Government assistance from friendly nations for developmental projects.

Redemption of Public Debt

Redemption of Public debt refers to repayment of debt. To save the government from 

bankruptcy and to raise the confidence of lenders, the government has to redeem its debts 

from time to time. There are different methods used by government to redeem debts, they 

are as follows-

i. Refunding: 

Refunding of debt implies issue of new bonds and securities for raising new loans in 

order to pay off the matured loans (i.e., old debts).When the government uses this method 

of refunding; there is no liquidation of the money burden of public debt. Instead, the debt 

servicing (i.e., repayment of the interest along with the principal) burden gets 

accumulated on account of postponement of the debt repayment to save future debt.

ii. Conversion: 

Debt conversion means reduction of interest burden by converting old but high interest 

bearing loans into new but low interest bearing loans. This method tends to reduce the 
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burden of interest on the taxpayers. As the government is enabled to reduce the burden of 

debt which falls, it is not required to raise huge revenue through taxes to service the debt.

Here the government can cut down the tax liability and provide relief to the taxpayers in 

the event of a reduction in the rate of interest payable on public debt. It is assumed that 

since most taxpayers are poor people while lenders are rich people, such conversion of 

public debt results in a less unequal distribution of income.

iii. Sinking Fund: 

The best method of redemption of public debt is sinking fund. It is the fund into which 

certain portion of revenue is put every year in such a way that it would be sufficient to 

pay off the debt from the fund at the time of maturity. In general, there are, in fact, two 

ways of crediting a portion of revenue to this fund.

The usual procedure is to deposit a certain (fixed) percentage of its annual income to the 

fund. Another procedure is to raise a new loan and credit the proceeds to the sinking 

fund. 

Dalton has opined that it is in the Tightness of things to accumulate sinking fund out of 

the current revenue of the government, not out of new loans. Although convenient, it is 

one of the slowest methods of redemption of debt. That is why capital levy as a form of 

debt repudiation is often recommended by economists.

iv. Capital Levy: 

In times of war or emergencies, most governments follow the practice of raising money 

necessary for the redemption of the public debt by imposing a special tax on capital.

A capital levy is just like a wealth tax in as much as it is imposed on capital assets. This 

method has certain decisive advantages. Firstly, it enables a government to repay its 

(emergency) debt by collecting additional tax revenues from the rich people (i.e., people 

who have huge properties).

This then reduces consumption spending of these people and the severity of inflation is 

weakened. Secondly, progressive levy on capital helps to reduce inequalities in income 

and wealth. Disadvantage is- it hampers capital formation. 

v. Terminal Annuity: 
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It is similar to sinking fund. Under this method, the government pays off its debt on the 

basis of terminal annuity. By using this method, the government pays off the debt in 

equal annual installments.

This method enables government to reduce the burden of debt annually and at the time of 

maturity it is fully paid off. It is the method of redeeming debts in installments since the 

government is not required to make one huge lump sum payment.

vi. Budget Surplus: 

By making a surplus budget, the government can pay off its debt to the people. As a 

general rule, the government makes use of the budgetary surplus to buy back from the 

market its own bonds and securities. This method is of little use since modern 

governments resort to deficit budget. A surplus budget is usually not made.

vii. Additional Taxation: 

Sometimes, the government imposes additional taxes on people to pay interest on public 

debt. By levying new taxes—both direct and indirect— the government can collect the 

necessary revenue so as to be able to pay off its old debt. Although an easier means of 

repudiation, this method has certain advantages since taxes have large distortionary 

effects.

viii. Compulsory Reduction in the Rate of Interest: 

The government may pass an ordinance to reduce the rate of interest payable on its debt. 

This happens when the government suffers from financial crisis and when there is a huge 

deficit in its budget.

Such practice is not followed under normal situations. The government is forced to adopt 

this method of debt repayment when situation so demands.

ix. Year wise Partial repayment

Through this method, part of debt is repaid every year from the budget revenues. To use 

this method, there should either be budget surplus or the state has to float fresh loans to 

clear the old debts.

x. Repudiation of debt

It is the easiest method to redeem debt. Here the government refuses to pay interest as 

well as principal amount. It is like destroying of loans. This method is not normal 

adopted by the government. It is used only when the state is in financial ruin, bankruptcy 
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o political disturbances. Redemption of external debt is by accumulating the necessary 

foreign exchange reserves to clear it. 

UNIT-V

BUDGET
The word ‘budget’ is derived from the French word ‘bougett’ or ‘buje’ which means 

a “small leather bag” that contains financial proposals. A budget may be defined as a 

financial plan of a nation that serves as the basis for expenditure decision making and 

subsequent control of expenditures. It is a financial statement of the government’s 

planned revenues and expenditures for the fiscal year. Thus a budget is, an estimate of 

income and expenditure for a future period for a given financial year.
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A budget is not only a financial statement of actual and anticipated revenue and outlays, 

but a document of detailed programmes and policies of action which they desire to pursue 

in the coming years to raise the level of economic activity. 

Prof Rene Stourn- it is a document containing a preliminary approved plan of revenue 

and expenditure.

Prof W E Willoughby- the budget has come to mean the financial arrangements of a 

given period, with the usual implication that they have been submitted to the legislature 

for approval.

G.R. Terry, “A budget is an estimate of future needs arranged according to an orderly 

basis, covering some or all of the activities of an enterprise for a definite period of time”.

According to Institute of Costs and Works Accountants, England, “Budget is a financial 

and/or quantitative statement prepared prior to a definite period of time, of the policy, to 

be pursued during that period for the purpose of attaining a given objective.” 

The features of budget are-

1. It is a statement of expected revenue and proposed expenditure of the concerned public 

authorities.

2. The time period is generally one year.

3. It has to be sanctioned by the public authority.

4. Budget proposals should be clear.

5. It should specify definite procedure for collection of revenue and administrative costs 

incurred.

6. The anticipated revenue and expenditures should make towards positive contributions to 

economic goal.

Purpose of Budget-

It is important because modern governments disseminate the information of revenue and 

expenditure.

1. Necessity of Planning- planning is essential to achieve any given objective. As a welfare 

state the Government has to achieve many goals over a period of time. A proper plan of 

action is necessary and thus a budget is such a plan which explicitly mentions 

programmes that are to be undertaken over a course of fiscal year.
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2. Necessity of time- programmes implemented by state complete in different time period. 

Hence actions of completion of programmes have to be specified in fiscal years. The 

budget spells out such year wise responsibility.

3. Efficiency of collecting funds- the expenditure on account of collectorate is specified on 

the basis of past trends and present level of cost of collection in the budget. The 

efficiency of collecting agencies is analyzed through the ratio of cost of collection and the 

amount of revenue collected.

4. Efficiency in expenditure- efficiency in public expenditure can be achieved through 

specified physical targets. Therefore careful consideration is required in fixing physical 

targets and implementation of these programmes that can be achieved by the close of 

fiscal year.

5. Basis of past experience- formulation of programmes are on the basis of past experiences. 

The lessons learnt from past mistakes are taken in note of for future course of action.

6. Necessity of funds- programmes to be implemented require funds. The extent of 

availability of funds depends upon the budgetary sources of revenue. Thus programme 

structure has to be designed keeping in support the provisions to be made in budget.

7. Acts as anti cyclical weapon- budget in developed countries act as an anti cyclical fiscal 

weapon through manipulation of the budget balance. In times of depression, deficit 

budget is framed and surplus budget at times of inflationary period.

8. Implementation of current programmes- the purpose of budget is to project current 

policies and programmes in relation to future benefits and costs on one hand and evaluate 

the performance of the actual budgetary programmes that are on the way.

9. Promotion of Economic development- in order to attain the planned targets and take up 

the task of future prospective leading the country towards economic development annual 

budgets make provision  for the necessary funds to attain the targeted objectives 

10. Showcases trends of economic growth- purpose of government budget is to study the 

generation of savings, investment, consumption and capital formation to assess the trend 

of growth in the economy.

11. Public accountability- the government budget serves the purpose of public 

accountability of funds. The government will ask different departments to submit their 

own budgets; it will scrutinize their programmes of expenditure. The control is imposed 
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by the legislature which is the ultimate authority to decide the size and extent of budget. 

Budget serves as an powerful instrument of financial control in respect of both collection 

and disbursement of revenue.

Principles of Budget

      Budget is method of coordination in evaluating programmes and policies, identifying the 

necessary and unnecessary activities.   Prof Harold D Smith set eight canons of budget as pre 

budget auditing.  They are as follows –

1. Executive Programming- the budget is the programming of the Chief Executive. The 

work programming of the government reflects the responsibilities and activities of 

political, social and economic considerations. Thus budget formulation should be in 

under the direct supervision of Executive.

2. Executive Responsibility- the chief Executive has to see that the departmental 

programmes fulfill the intentions of the legislature.

3. Reporting- preparation of budget , legislative action must be based on full financial and 

operating reports and must be based on full financial and operating reports from various 

administrative units of the government.

4. Adequate tools- adequate direct supervision with sufficient powers must be legislated in 

economical ways.

5. Multiple Procedure- all the government functions and programmes from all sectors need 

to be adopted and reflected in the budget.

6. Executive directions- the budget must contain great amount of details for the information 

of legislature and guidance of executive. 

7. Flexibility in Timings- the budget should contain provisions which permit immediate 

changing economic conditions. The timing of the programmes should be in a position to 

adjust in accordance with economic necessities.

8. To way budget organization- budgeting depends upon the active cooperation of all 

departments and their sub divisions. 

Basic qualities of a good budget

A sound budget should posses following qualities-

1. Responsibility- it should be prepared by a well experienced and trained authority.
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2. Comprehensiveness- it should show entire financial position of a Government with in 

detailed explanatory elements.

3. Integrity- it should assure the enactment of fiscal programmes in time.

4. Reliability- information should be reliable.

5. Flexibility- it should be flexible for detailed allocations. 

Budget framing

A government budget is framed in the form of a financial plan which is the statement of 

income and expenditure relating to various economic programmes which government 

intends to do in coming financial year. The figures relating to expenditure and revenue 

are based upon details submitted by the various heads of departments. 

They are inclusive of:

(1) Actual of previous year,

 (2) Sanctioned estimates for the current year, and

(3) Revised estimates for the current year and budget estimate for the coming year.

The structure of budget differs from country to country. The budget frame consists of 

eight financial statements comprising of receipts and expenditure separately for each of 

consolidated fund, contingency fund and public Accounts Fund. It shows each item of 

budget proposal of the actual account of previous year, budget estimates and revised 

estimates of current year and proposed budget estimates for coming year.

The countries with unitary system present one single budget. Federal structure countries 

have different layers- central, state and local and budgets are prepared, passed and 

implemented separately for each layer of the government. But they involve inter 

government transactions. 

Kinds/ classification of Budget

Revenue budget: It consists of the revenue receipts both tax revenue and non-tax revenue 

and the expenditure met out of the revenue receipts. It is related to current financial 

transactions of the government which are recurring in nature.

Capital budget: It comprises capital receipts and capital expenditures of the government. 

Capital receipts of the government are those which create liability or reduce financial 
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assets, while those expenditures of government which lead to the creation of physical or 

financial assets or reduction in recurring financial liabilities fall under the category of 

capital expenditure.

Conventional Budget: they are also known as administrative budget. Here the revenue 

and expenditure are shown on accrual basis and those flows of funds are excluded which 

do not belong to the government. It is representative of set of accounts established within 

the frame work through levy of taxes.

Legislative and Executive Budget:

A legislative Budget is prepared by the various committees appointed by the legislature 

from among its members. An executive budget is the one which is prepared by the 

executive branch of the government. Such a budget is normally passed and adopted by 

the legislature but the initiative is in the hand of government.

Unified and Multiple Budget:

In USA, there was tradition to present budget into parts, to make it possible to evaluate 

specialized functions of the government. But it is felt that true fiscal operations of the 

government gets scattered and difficult to trace in case of multiple budget. Thus, the best 

way is to present unified budget in which is to highlight important sub portions and be 

classified, and presented separately.

Federal, State and local budget-

Federal and state budgets are prepared by executives and are passed and implemented by 

the executive. Local bodies follow independent budget.

Ordinary budget-it deals with the functions of relatively permanent budgeting system.

Emergency budget was introduced in 1933 by America.  The budget here is to meet the 

requisites of abnormal or emergency conditions of a country.

Deficit budget- here revenue is short of expenditure.

Surplus budget- public revenue exceeds public outlays.

Balanced budget- public revenue is equal to public outlays.

Full employment budget- initiated in USA in 1947, but was activated in 1964. Budget 

here projects the conditions for attaining full employment. Full employment surplus 
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budget is defined as the federal budget surplus on national income accounts basis budget 

programming if the economy were operating at full employment with stable prices 

throughout the fiscal year. 

 Plan budget- most UDCs and developing countries adopt mainly to attain planned 

economic development. The aim of economic planning is to achieve rapid economic 

development in all different sectors and to raise per capita income, removal of poverty 

and achieve social justice.

Non plan budget- the remaining budgetary sources and expenditure after the outlays 

made on plan expenditure.

Types of Budget
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Balanced Budget

According to the classical economists, however, fiscal policy should have the minimum range of 

operations and the budget should be balanced annually. They firmly stuck to the doctrine of 

laissez faire and Say’s law of markets. Classical economists opine that a budget is balanced 

budget when the government has sufficient revenue for meeting its expenditure over the period 

of consideration.

A balanced budget is a situation in financial planning or the budgeting process where total 

expected revenues are equal to total planned spending. Balanced budget means change in 

government expenditure is exactly matched by a change in taxes. The general concept of the 

balanced budget is that over a fixed interval of time, the total revenue exceeds the total 

expenditure. 

Arguments for balanced budget-

1. Effective check – it acts as an effective check to control the extravagance expenditure. It 

brings in discipline and proper planning for government expenditure as the source of 

revenue has to balance with revenue.

2. Alarm against economic problems- it checks the defects of increase in money supply in 

circulation due to impact of deficit budget and check inflationary pressures.
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3. Helpful in depression- helps to fight depression as the balanced budget multiple theory 

states that it can raise the level of economic activities and increase income if the size of 

the budget is proportionally increased.

4. Not inflationary – it is the safest method as government will resort to printing the new 

currency notes and create inflationary pressure.

Arguments against balanced budget-

1. Not gainful- the main aim of any budgetary policy is to design in such a way that it 

avoids adverse effects on the economy. But the advocates of balanced budget assume that 

public budget must be neutral in its impact on the economy. Neutrality of budget tends to 

diminish over a period of time and states to attain welfare have to resort to budgetary 

deficit.

2. Not effective to tackle the economic evils- this budget is not effective to tackle the 

economic ills of backward and underdeveloped economies as it fails to address the 

economic fluctuations.

3. Deficit budget is not always inflationary- deficit budget is an indicator of economic 

growth and it helps in providing the financial resources to meet the programmes to be 

implemented. 

4. Not suitable even in depression- in times of depression deficit budget would boost up the 

production and employment. Keynes argued that depression is marked by downward 

pressure on revenues. Any attempt by government to balance the budget by increasing tax 

will further act as a disincentive to investment and consumption and further to 

production.

5. Necessarily does not check wasteful expenditure- this type of budget does not guarantee 

the discipline and efficient management in the financial affairs. 

6. Restricts the freedom of the public authorities- it restricts the freedom of the action on the 

part of the public authorities and thus restricts the possible use of fiscal policy.
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Unbalanced Budget

Unbalanced budget can be either a surplus budget or deficit budget. According to Dalton, deficit 

budget refers a given period where expenditure exceeds revenue. It many times is temporary 

phenomenon incurred to increase the production and employment.

Arguments in favour of deficit or unbalanced budget are-

1. It is an instrument for generating higher level of income and unemployment. Deficit budget 

multiplier helps in increasing the production and employment through an expansion of credit. 

2. It is functional policy helpful to provide redistributive justice and achieve other goals of public 

policy. 

3. It is also a solution provider to combat deflation as it prevents downward movement of prices. 

Deliberate steps are taken to prevent deficit budgets in such periods.

4. It supports slow rise in price level and acts as stimulant for economic growth. 

5. It results in increase in production of goods and services of an economy as it has the potential 

level of output and feasible level of output.

6. Keynes argued that deficit budget is not inflationary in nature. Keynes argument was that true 

inflation occurs only after full employment level is attained.

Arguments against unbalanced budget-

1. Many times it is not the result of deliberate adjustments but due to impact of 

administrative inefficiency, refusal of taxpayers or miscalculations.

2.  It can cause negative impact on the economy and unmanageable in the long period.

3. It will affect the exchange value of a currency. Chronic deficits will shake the confidence 

of the foreign investors.

4. It accumulates to public debt and reduces the cash reserves with the government.

5. Inflationary in nature due to large unproductive public expenditure.
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6. It makes government irresponsible, reckless and extravagant in spending.

Budget deficit

Revenue, Fiscal, Primary and Budgetary deficit 

Budgetary deficit is the difference between all receipts and expenses in both revenue and capital 

account of the government. Budgetary deficit is the excess of total expenditure (both revenue and 

capital) over total receipts (both revenue and capital).

 Revenue Deficit:

Revenue deficit is excess of total revenue expenditure of the government over its total revenue 

receipts. It is related to only revenue expenditure and revenue receipts of the government. 

Revenue deficit signifies that government’s own earning is insufficient to meet normal 

functioning of government departments and provision of services.  Revenue deficit includes only 

such transactions which affect current income and expenditure of the government. Receipts on 

revenue account include both tax and non-tax revenue and also grants. 

Revenue deficit = Total Revenue expenditure – Total Revenue receipts

The deficit is to be met from capital receipts, i.e., through borrowing and sale of its assets. Given 

the same level of fiscal deficit, a higher revenue deficit is worse than lower one because it 

implies a higher repayment burden in future not matched by benefits via investment. Expenditure 

on revenue account includes both Plan and Non Plan components. 

 Fiscal Deficit:

Fiscal deficit is defined as excess of total budget expenditure over total budget receipts excluding 

borrowings during a fiscal year. In simple words, it is amount of borrowing the government has 

to resort to meet its expenses. A large deficit means a large amount of borrowing. Fiscal deficit is 

the difference between revenue receipts plus certain non-debt capital receipts and the total 

expenditure including loans net of repayments. Fiscal deficit is a measure of how much the 

government needs to borrow from the market to meet its expenditure when its resources are 

inadequate.
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Fiscal Deficit = Total Expenditure – (Revenue Receipts + Non-debt Capital Receipts)

 Fiscal deficit = Total expenditure – Total receipts excluding borrowings

Fiscal deficit = Total Expenditure – Revenue receipts – Capital receipts excluding borrowing

Fiscal deficit shows the borrowing requirements of the government during the budget year. 

Greater fiscal deficit implies greater borrowing by the government. 

Primary deficit

Primary deficit is defined as fiscal deficit of current year minus interest payments on previous 

borrowings. In other words fiscal deficit indicates borrowing requirement inclusive of interest 

payment, primary deficit indicates borrowing requirement exclusive of interest payment. 

Primary deficit = Fiscal deficit – Interest payments

It shows how much government borrowing is going to meet expenses other than Interest 

payments. Thus, zero primary deficits means that government has to resort to borrowing only to 

make interest payments. To know the amount of borrowing on account of current expenditure 

over revenue, we need to calculate primary deficit. Thus, primary deficit is equal to fiscal deficit 

less interest payments.
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Deficit Financing

Deficit financing has emerged as an important tool of financing the government expenditure. It 

means filling of the gap caused by the excess of government expenditure over its revenue 

through the creation of new currency.

In advanced countries is used to mean an excess of expenditure over revenue—the gap being 

covered by borrowing from the public by the sale of bonds and by creating new money. In India, 

and in other developing countries, the term deficit financing is interpreted in a restricted sense. 

The National Planning Commission of India has defined deficit financing in the following way. 

The term ‘deficit financing’ is used to denote the direct addition to gross national expenditure 

through budget deficits, whether the deficits are on revenue or on capital account. 

The essence of such policy lies in government spending in excess of the revenue it receives. The 

government may cover this deficit either by running down its accumulated balances or by 

borrowing from the banking system.

 Objectives-

i. To finance defence expenditures during war

ii. To lift the economy out of depression so that incomes, employment, investment, etc., and as a 

instrument of economic development and employment.

iii. To activate idle resources as well as divert resources from unproductive sectors to productive 

sectors with the objective of increasing national income and, hence, higher economic growth

iv. To raise capital formation by mobilizing forced savings made through deficit financing

v. To mobilize resources to finance massive plan expenditure

vi. In democratic underdeveloped countries it is preferred over taxation.

vii. To raise the level of effective demand and stimulate private investment.

viii. To divert undesirable and unproductive resources into channels of desirable and productive 

channels of the economy.
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Methods of deficit financing-

a. Borrowings from central bank

b. Withdrawal of cash balances from central bank

c. Issuing of new currency

The role of deficit financing has been justified on following grounds

1. War expenditure- the government resorts to deficit financing to meet its war 

expenditures.  Though it results in inflationary pressures, but it would be the main source 

to meet the financial needs in war time.

2. Tackle depression- it is an powerful and indispensable tool to pull the economy from 

depression. Increase in public expenditure through public works programme generates 

employment and opportunities increasing the purchasing power of people. This can be 

achieved only through deficit financing as additional money created may increase the 

total spending which in turn pushes the total demand and employment in the economy.

3. Generation of employment- Keynes advocated that it is an important tool for solving the 

problem of involuntary unemployment in developing countries in the period of 

depression and recession, unemployment can be removed to a greater extent by 

increasing effective demand. An increase in public expenditure through deficit financing 

will increase the purchasing power, and further an increase n investment and the 

successive reinvestments will lead to increase in employment levels.

4. Redistribution of income- it is an double edge sword because a well designed 

development purposes can increase net social goods and will in turn lead to the 

distribution of income and wealth in most socially desirable manner.

5. Instrument for economic growth- though it is inflationary in nature, but has the potential 

to increase the domestic capital formation. It may stimulate the resources to mobilize for 

economic development
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Uses of deficit financing-

1. Best use of resources- it is helpful in making the best use of unutilized and surplus 

resources for the development of projects.

2. Helpful to development countries- As voluntary savings are limited in underdeveloped 

countries and developing countries; it remains as an alternative to create extra resources.

3. Additional purchasing power- a small dose of deficit financing helps to increase the 

money supply and push up demand. This leads to additional power with the public and 

boosts up demand.

4. Helpful despite inflationary in nature- as soon as the goods starts flowing from 

development, price also starts to come down automatically.

The evils of deficit financing are as follows-

1. Rise in prices- it leads to rise in prices as it increase the money supply, and raises the 

aggregate demand for goods and services. As price rises, profitability increases that 

encourages further investments. But as inflation advances and becomes rapid, uncertainty 

creeps and becomes regressive in nature impacting poor.

2. Increase in money supply- creation of fresh purchasing power of government will lead to 

increase in money supply; it will upset the price levels and hurts the weaker sections of 

the society.

3. The adequate speculative activities are seen through hoarding with the impact of deficit 

financing as there is increase in money supply in the economy.

4. Adverse effects on savings- as there is rapid rise in price of the essential commodities, it 

will impact the saving capacity of the common public
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5. Unequal distribution of income and wealth- it creates unequal distribution of wealth and 

income and widens the gap between rich and poor.

Conclusion- deficit financing has certain positive effects on social and economic life of 

both developed and underdeveloped countries. It is constructive in nature and helps a 

country to attain the stage of economic development. It is an instrument for offsetting 

depression. A well planned process of deficit financing would prove to be beneficial for 

the state to meet its financial requirements to implement policies and programmes that 

helps in welfare of vast majority of population.
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